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LGA Entry Marker
Design and Engagement Summary

August 2019

Introduction and Background
As part of embedding the Northern Beaches identity, Council is working towards installing three Entry Markers
at Mona Vale Road, Belrose, Roseville Bridge and Spit Bridge. (Attachment 1 details the creation of the
Northern Beaches Identity)
The Markers are subject to concurrence with RMS requirements and will be submitted to Traffic Committee for
formal approval once the recommended design has been finalised.
The costs for design, fabrication and installation are funded from the New Council Implementation Fund
(NCIF). The allocated funds are restricted to use for Entry Markers and cannot be allocated towards other
operational or capital works projects.
As part of the project planning, the Partnership and Participation SRG was involved in determining the
engagement approach. This was discussed at their meetings in September 2018 and May 2019 (refer
Attachment 2)

Engagement Approach
Community Engagement: The engagement approach had been determined by the Partnership and
Participation SRG at their meetings in September 2018 and May 2019. All SRG members, including
Councillors, invited to participate in a special SRG Workshop. The participants of the workshop then formed a
working group for subsequent workshops and communications. Four of the six SRG groups were represented.
Subject Matter Experts (staff): The following teams were involved including: Design Studio, Traffic and Roads
Management, Parks and Reserves (Landscape Design & Maintenance), Urban Design, Arts & Culture, Sign
Shop and Tourism. In addition we have the expertise provided by the contractors from Singleton Moore Signs
Engagement with local Aboriginal Groups: Council is working on establishing an Aboriginal communities
group for the Northern Beaches. This group has met several times in the past few months.
Whilst early days, the group was presented with some options for acknowledgment. At this stage the draft
acknowledgment wording for the Markers is: “Recognising Traditional Custodians”. If the wording changes in
the future Council have committed to updating the text on the Markers as required.

SRG Workshop 1 – 25 July 2019
On 25 July 2019 a special SRG workshop was organised to gain input to the design of the LGA Entry
Markers. All SRG members and Councillors were invited to participate.
In total 9 participants, including 3 Councillors, attended the session.
The project background and scope was explained including the special considerations (refer Attachment 5).
The Contractors Singleton Moore Signs (SMS) explained the 3 initial concept designs and the materials used.
There was open discussion on each design. Each participant completed feedback on each concept and
nominated a preference.
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The SRG feedback was consolidated, along with Specialist input, and a number of revised designs were
produced. Attachment 3 includes the detailed feedback from Workshop 1.
Workshop Suggestion

Response

Make the logo larger

The size of the logo was increased to maximum size within the overall design and style
guidelines

Make the acknowledgment
text larger

The acknowledgment text has also been increased and aligned to meet style
guidelines.

Concept design 2 would look
better with curved edges

Design concept 2 was amended to reflect SRG input to soften the edges.

Use corten rather than the
faux timber

Corten was considered across all designs. The technical restrictions required to create
the frame shape for 2 and 3 ruled this out.

This resulted in a design that was progressed to final variation stages.

Corten as the base for Concept 2 was carried forward in the final variation evaluation.
Have different colours at
each site

The adopted Council main colour palette was explored for design concept 2 variations.
To embrace unity across the Northern Beaches, and simplify maintenance and
replacement process, the same colour design is recommended across all 3 locations.
The selected aqua colour was the preferred choice.

In addition to the above suggestions, many other design variations were drafted and considered by the design
teams and subject matter experts

The answers to the comments from workshop 1 were addressed during workshop 2.
The modified Concept Design 2, based on SRG input, was selected as the recommended shape.
A number of variations in material and colours were considered and presented at the second SRG workshop.
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SRG Workshop 2 – 19 August 2019
A follow up workshop was organised for the 9 initial workshop participants on the 19 August. Five of the
original group attended and the remaining 4 were contacted separately. The SRG workshop reviewed the 5
variations of the recommended design detailed below.

The discussion covered a wide range of questions and feedback. These are detailed in the table below.
Attachment 4 includes the detailed results.
Comment

Response

Shape

The final design concept 2 and subsequent variations were based on feedback from the
SRG working group and subject matter experts.

Colour Choice.
Different at each location

At the suggestion of the SRG working group a range of materials and colour choices were
considered. However based on adopted brand guidelines, expert input and SRG
feedback – the aqua colour was the preferred choice.
To embrace unity across the Northern Beaches, and simplify maintenance and
replacement process, the same colour design is recommended across all 3 locations.

Technical design

The technical design, materials and construction will be determined by the SMS
engineering team to ensure the structure meets RMS requirements including safety and
frangibility.

Rear of sign

The SRG working group discussed options for the rear of the sign including “Thank you
for visiting, alternate design, logo, council URL etc. Given that the rear of the sign will only
be visible at the Spit Bridge location and the suggestions were generally not supported by
the working group, the recommendation is to leave plain.

If the marker is damaged
– how long will the
replacement take?

The repair will depending on the damage however a replacement Marker is likely to take
4-6 weeks for replacement. The Markers will be listed as a Roads Asset and will be
maintained by that team.
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Comment

Response

Won’t the white panel
attract graffiti?

The painted surfaces will be treated with and anti-graffiti coating making it easier to
remove. Reporting and removal of graffiti is an ongoing maintenance activity. In addition
the landscaping surrounding the Markers may detract graffiti along with the prominent and
visible locations. Cameras may be considered if required.

Many signs in Belrose
seem to turn green. How
will council clean /
maintain the Marker?

The Marker will be treated with an anti-graffiti coating this also prevents mould and
protects the surface.
The Marker will be included on the asset register and a maintenance schedule
determined for cleaning.

Aboriginal
Acknowledgement

The acknowledgement statement is being discussed by the various local Aboriginal
communities. This is a complex topic given the history on the Northern Beaches. At this
stage a simple generic statement is being recommended. However this can be updated at
a later stage if required.

Can we light the marker?

We are considering soft glow LED illumination of the logo elements. Lighting is subject to
RMS and Traffic Committee input. At this stage given site constraints we are proposing
main power connections at two locations, Spit and Roseville Bridges, and solar power at
the Mona Vale Road site.

Should we include the
words “welcome”

There was lengthy discussion on this topic with differing views ie purpose, position, locals
vs tourists etc. The SRG felt that the words were implicit and not required on the marker.
In addition the words are rarely used in metropolitan areas but more prevalent in Country
towns.

What size footing will it
have? How high can it
be?

The footing will be determined by the engineering team to meet RMS requirements and
will be concrete with frangible attachments. The maximum recommended height is
150mm.

What type of landscaping
will there be?

The draft landscape designs are shown on the design images. The exact landscaping will
be tailored to the site and likely to be more formal at the Spit bridge. Council’s landscape
team are working with SMS and RMS to coordinate an approach. The plants will be low
lying natives to minimise maintenance and avoid impact on the Marker.

Is the frame hollow and
open? Can animals get
stuck inside?

The Marker frame is hollow inside to ensure safety requirements are met, however the
frame is sealed. Animals will not be able to enter inside the structure.

The black won’t stand out
at night/ in shade

The main black upper panel was replaced with white as suggested. The bottom panel
was a choice between corten and black powder coated metal. After lengthy discussion
the majority of the working group selected the black panel as the preferred choice.
One comment stated that ‘in the dark / shade the white upper panel will look like its
floating – which is great’.

Can we streamline the
sub frame?

SMS have taken on board this suggestion to streamline the inner sub frame.

Results:
The participants were asked to rank the 5 designs and
the results are shown below:
Results from Online Survey after the workshop:

Online results completed at the Workshop
Please rank your preferred design choice (using
Menti.com)
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Results - SRG Working Group
Concept 23D
Concept 23C
Concept 23E
Concept 4
Concept 22
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Total points scored
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Final Design (draft landscaping concept)

Next Steps - Revised Timeline
Milestone

Date

Open Tender

30 Mar – 30 April 2019

Council endorsed Tenderer

28 May 2019

Phase 1 – Refine designs, engage & final design

July – Sept 2019

SRG workshop/s (inc Councillors)

July / Aug 2019

Council Approval of final design

24 September 2019

Traffic Committee approval

1 October 2019

Phase 2 - Fabricate

Oct - Nov 2019 (TBC)

Phase 3 - Install

Dec 2019 (TBC)
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Attachment 1: Background – Creating the Northern Beaches Identity
•

Created in 2017 in collaboration with our community

•

Creating the Identity together (video)

•

2000+ community members involved

•

Key input from the Implementation Advisory Group (IAG) and Local Representative Committees (LRCs)

•

The consultation process
–

Targeted community workshops & interviews - ie youth, Businesses, IAG and LRC and
indigenous representatives

–

Community Advisory Panel and Staff Ambassador Group

–

Manly Daily advertisements inviting residents to partake in the process

–

Online survey to test and refine creative elements

–

Pop ups at Manly Food and Wine Festival, Warriewood Markets, Frenchs Forest Organic
Markets, Avalon Village and Dee Why.

Attachment 2 – SRG Engagement Approach Input
Feedback from Participation and Partnerships SRG (Sept 2018)
Comment

Response

What about Wharves?

The Wharves will be phase 2 along with Place and Suburb markers.

How will we acknowledge Traditional
Owners?

We will work with the local community to determine suitable acknowledgment. This is complex
in our area

Comments on Community
Engagement approach







Mixed views on level of community input: Community already input on the brand – not
interested, others will love to know about it, huge impact
Community should be asked for feedback not just choose an option
Anyone could join an SRG, the SRGs should be involved in the process
Why do we need to consult – they are replacements
Just do it

Why are staff involved in the
design?

The RFT needs to be assessed. The scope needs to meet a range of criteria that needs
Specialist input.

Design:

Everyone has a different view – will be hard to get everyone to agree.
Do something that people are going resonate with

Funding

Make community fully aware of where the money has come from

Will they look like the coast walk
signage and tie in?

No, they are separate design process that needs to meet many mandatory RMS requirements.

Feedback from Participation and Partnerships SRG (May 2019)
A project update was provided including internal specialist working group and an update on the tender
procurement process. The appointment of a successful tenderer will be determined at the May 2019 Council
meeting.
The members were asked for feedback on the engagement timeline, workshop outline, criteria for assessing
designs and attendees.
It was agreed that all SRG members, including Councillors, would be invited to a special workshop in July.
The group suggested that only one evening workshop would be necessary.
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Attachment 3 – SRG Design Workshop 1 Feedback
Design 1 Comments
Like

Change

General

The curves

The angular line at the top is distracting, it
takes the eye away from the logo

The material is overused - I would like to
see powder coated steel and one of our
colours and a coloured logo

The cleanliness.
The fact that is appears to address the
considerable structural constraints

The lack of "welcoming" colour.
Too rigidly perpendicular (which is
addressed in designs 2 & 3)
Any sub wording is unreadable.

Should be just "welcome" and why not
bookend with the culture & heritage "hand"
and happiness (lips) elements.

The curved metal.

larger text - Indigenous message

reverse message on white logo on black

Acknowledgment of traditional owners

White logo on black.
Will the text be legible?

Unfussy, feels like it fits with the broader
contemporary (+ traditional) design
elements of infrastructure / housing on the
Northern Beaches.
Very conservative. Is it too bland? Safe.
Not exciting.
Does this reflect the beaches values?

Corten profiled slats are interesting but to
shape the elevation and section is in my
view "trying too hard"

Simplify.
Change the curve to an angled line - curve
fights continuity of design.

Wording on the back page - idea is
inclusion: The people of the Northern
Beaches welcome you to this (our) place
and acknowledge the traditional owners of
this land (just a start)

Cleanliness of the design. Not too
complicated. Clarity of the NB logo.

Consider using colour in the slatted areas.

Corten (rust) look is appealing.
Anti-Graffiti technology.

Rectangle is not a natural look.

Clean and bold. The look will change with
sun and light.

Like the aboriginal welcome

The welcome message should be
welcoming and inclusive.
Whilst I am a supporter of, and
understand, the traditional owners
message, the region is more than the
traditional owners. I do not find the sign
particularly welcoming.

Too boxy. Change the black & white to
colours eg green @ MV road. Blue @ Spit
& purple @ Roseville

Add a farewell on the back - Thank you for
visiting.

Like

Change

General

the logo but much larger

the colour and enlarge the logo. The
design is too angular

the angles do not reflect the Northern
Beaches

cleanliness.
Addresses the considerable constraints
more welcoming that design 1 because it
is less rigidly perpendicular

like the suggestion of a partial vignette
(bottom to top or top to bottom) of a colour
on the current black panel.

Should be just "welcome" and why not
bookend with the culture & heritage "hand"
and happiness (lips) elements.

like the inside aqua coloured area

Curved edges would go with logo.
Replace the timber look panel with the
same blue.

Agree - explore options ie use of gradients
of selected colours.

Acknowledgment of traditional owners.
White logo on black.

Remove trim and make the remainder
larger.
Black logo on white? Better visibility insitu? Size/ legibility of text.

Looks like a trophy/ award. With some
minor design changes this is the strongest
option. Has energy. Boldest option.
Challenges. It grows on you.

Most elegant design.
Frame is unnecessary though. I like the
justification from one man that the void
created by the frame - shows the country
beyond

Base as a material that is "of the earth". I
think corten qualifies for this.

Corten is more natural. Just the inside
elements are quite strong.

Like the void space, the 2 contracting
areas.

Consider using colour other than black
behind the logo or in textured area.

Vary the underside colour depending on
location. Colours for each area - Blue for
spit, Green for Mona Vale Rd etc.
This design is my favourite.

The aqua teal colour in the design.
Anti-graffiti technology.

Shape looks like a trophy. Not a natural
look.

Blue colours?

It is the angular shape which I do not like.

Looks like a Perspex trophy. Will age.

Design 2 Comments
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I like the void space.

Don't like the black. Prefer the blue for
spit, green MV road, yellow/ black or
something else relevant.

Thank you for visiting on the back.

Like

Change

General

This is the most appealing shape due to
the curves

the lack of colour. the logo needs to be
much larger

possible reverse the b/w ie logo white on
black. Slats coloured from the palette

Design 3 Comments

Cleanliness.
Addresses the considerable constraints.
More welcoming that design 1 and
perhaps more that design 2.

Should be just "welcome" and why not
bookend with the culture & heritage "hand"
and happiness (lips) elements.

Like the acknowledgement.
Looks like a sailboat
Like that the edges aren't sharp

White logo on black.
Looks too much like shutters.

Is the edge sharp?

Simplicity of colours / textures / finishes

white logo on black.

Doesn’t feel representative of the Northern
Beaches, Biz, resident, visitor, community.
Feels like it focuses too much on the
nautical aspect.
Dated. One dimensional.

I think the graphics are obvious and
ubiquitous.

materiality concerns me

is the material durable?

I like the shape of the sign.

The slats look a bit dated. Consider
without slats.

Corten (rust) colour.
A bit of a wave shape. Sail shape.

Again. Welcome message needs to be
welcoming and inclusive.

The frame loses me. Looks like wood but
not. Least liked.

The design would work with the frame
outline for the internal for option 2.

Like the reflection of the sails.
Please make worked larger.

don’t like the aboriginal words.
NB needs to be larger.

Thank you for visiting.

Other discussion items:
•

Lengthy discussion re Aboriginal heritage, history, clans and language.

•

Discussion re cleaning of Markers ie slats by high pressure hose.

•

Mixed views on use of colour. Felt it would date quickly. Not recommended by contractor nor Design
team. Referred to the adopted Style Guide.

•

Discussion on including thank you for visiting on the back. Not generally supported by group.

Workshop feedback
•

Contractors have done a good job with a tight, constraining brief. Well-presented and opportunity or open
discussion.

•

All good process.

Further Design Variations to be explored:
Amend Design 1:
– white on black
– softer edges / or angular (not mixed)
Amend Design 2:
– round off hard edges of the angles
– change background to black logo on white background
– change lower panel to corten / colour / black
– make logo and words bigger
Amend Design 3:
– graduate the slats width from top to bottom
– change panel from white to black
11
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–
–
–

change slats to Corten
smooth edges of top left corner
Make logo and words bigger
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Results from Workshop 1 feedback forms
Design 1

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Average

1. The design is timeless

3

5

4

3

2

4

2

4

2

3.22

2. The design is sympathetic with the environment

3

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3.33

3. The overall design reflects the Northern Beaches identity

1

2

3

3

2

2

3

3

2

2.33

4. The logo should be larger within the overall design

5

3

3

1

1

2

4

4

5

3.11

5. This design appeals to me

3

2

4

3

2

3

3

3

2

2.78

Design 2

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Average

1. The design is timeless

2

5

4

3

3

4

2

3

3

3.22

2. The design is sympathetic with the environment

2

5

4

2

3

3

2

3

4

3.11

3. The overall design reflects the Northern Beaches identity

2

4

3

1

3

3

2

2

3

2.56

4. The logo should be larger within the overall design

5

3

5

1

2

2

3

4

4

3.22

5. This design appeals to me

1

5

3

2

3

4

2

2

3

2.78

Design 3

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Average

1. The design is timeless

2

4

3

2

1

2

3

2

4

2.56

2. The design is sympathetic with the environment

1

5

4

2

1

3

4

4

4

3.11

3. The overall design reflects the Northern Beaches identity

1

4

3

2

2

3

4

3

5

3.00

4. The logo should be larger within the overall design

5

2

4

1

1

2

3

3

3

2.67

5. This design appeals to me

2

5

4

2

1

2

3

2

5

2.89

Show of hands First Preference

1
4.5
3.5
9

Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
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Attachment 4 – SRG Design Feedback Workshop 2 and online survey
Design Variations of Concept 2

Fifth

Total

Concept 4 (View)

First
5

Second
4

Third
6

Fourth
4

1

20

Average
2.9

Concept 22 (View)

5

8

0

4

2

19

2.7

Concept 23C (View)

0

12

6

4

0

22

3.1

Concept 23D (View)

20

0

0

2

2

24

3.4

Concept 23E (View)

5

4

9

0

2

20

2.9

Number Pts first = 5, fifth = 1
Comments
1. Fabricated steel RHS sub frame could be simplified. Create a more elegant profile by deleting the "stub"
sub frame. As per sketch.
2. I have preferenced the bright metal frame exterior surface with green interior surface because (in situ) this
optimises the visibility of the sign shape and impact. The black frame exterior only stands out when
viewed in limbo because it is the most stark against a bright, pale background. To make as close as
possible assessment of the how the signs will stand out on location, compare the 'WARRINGAH ROAD'
mock-ups: the black frame exterior shape loses much of its impact when against a dark foliage
background. (Being able to look at the various mock-ups, side-by-side on screen, has been a big help in
assessing what will best stand out in practice.)
3. Concept 23D has too much black and I prefer the wood/lighter colour base in the first few options. I don’t
feel black is a welcoming colour for people seeing this as the come into the area.
Please consider changing the blue colour depending on area as previously suggested. eg blue at spit,
green at Mona vale rd etc.

Attachment 5 - Design Constraints and Considerations
•

Display the Northern Beaches Identity

•

In-line with the adopted Brand and Style Guide

•

Locations on RMS managed roads, some in high speed areas (60, 70 & 90km/hr)

•

Safety requirements –Signs placed close to a State controlled road need to be frangible. A structure
is frangible if it breaks, distorts, or yields on impact so as to present a minimum hazard.

•

Cost – funded from NCIF for this purpose

•

Installation - Traffic Management Plan (main road lane closures required)

•

Technical requirements – construction, materials, durability

•

Site constraints –remote, set back, underground & overhead site analysis, height, location dimensions
and space

•

Maintenance requirements, environmental impacts and resistant to vandalism/graffiti.

•

Structural design & certification for all structural elements ie base slab, plinth/ footings etc.

•

Landscaping – remote bush area, ongoing landscape maintenance, in keeping with site
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DESIGNATED PERSONS POSITIONS FOR 2019/20
Designated Person Position

Business Unit

Chief Executive Officer

Office of the CEO

Executive Manager Community Engagement &
Communications

Office of the CEO

Manager, Communications

Office of the CEO

Manager, Community Engagement

Office of the CEO

Head, Events & Partnerships

Office of the CEO

Head, Events & Partnerships

Office of the CEO

Manager, Place & Economic Development

Office of the CEO

Manager, Studio Production

Office of the CEO

Head, Events & Partnerships

Office of the CEO

Media & Content Coordinator

Office of the CEO

Digital Lead

Office of the CEO

Senior Community Engagement Specialist

Office of the CEO

Team Leader, Events

Office of the CEO

Team Leader, Economic Development & Tourism

Office of the CEO

Visitor Services Coordinator

Office of the CEO

Studio Production Coordinator

Office of the CEO

Executive Officer

Office of the CEO

Policy & Liaison Officer

Office of the CEO

Director Corporate & Legal

Corporate and Legal

Chief Financial Officer

Finance

Deputy CFO Transactional Accounting

Finance

Manager Procurement

Finance

Executive Manager Financial Planning & Systems

Financial Planning & Systems

General Counsel

Office of General Counsel

Legal Counsel

Office of General Counsel

Head of Integrity & Complaints

Integrity & Complaints Resolution

Senior Complaints Coordinator

Integrity & Complaints Resolution

Executive Manager Governance & Risk

Governance and Risk

Manager Governance

Governance and Risk
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Manager Insurance & Risk

Governance and Risk

Head of Internal Audit

Governance and Risk

Coordinator Councillor Services

Governance and Risk

Councillor Support Officer

Governance and Risk

Director Workforce & Technology

Workforce & Technology

Specialist Stakeholder Engagement

Workforce & Technology

Executive Manager Human Resources

Human Resources

Manager HR Systems and Business Operations

Human Resources

Senior HR Business Partner

Human Resources

Manager Talent & Learning & Development

Human Resources

Manager WHS & Workers Compensation

Human Resources

Chief Information Officer

Information & Digital Technology

Manager Information Management

Information & Digital Technology

Manager Infrastructure

Information & Digital Technology

Manager IT Projects & Improvement

Information & Digital Technology

Manager Service Delivery

Information & Digital Technology

Manager Spatial Information

Information & Digital Technology

Manager Systems Development & Support

Information & Digital Technology

Executive Manager Strategy, Performance and
Improvement

Strategy & Performance

Manager Corporate Strategy

Strategy & Performance

Manager, Organisational Performance

Strategy & Performance

Director Planning & Place

Planning & Place

Executive Manager Strategic & Place Planning

Strategic & Place Planning

Aboriginal Heritage Manager

Strategic & Place Planning

Manager, Strategic & Place Planning

Strategic & Place Planning

Aboriginal Heritage Officer

Strategic & Place Planning

Education Officer

Strategic & Place Planning

Planner

Strategic & Place Planning

Principal Planner

Strategic & Place Planning

Heritage Advisor

Strategic & Place Planning

Heritage Planner

Strategic & Place Planning

Principal Development Infrastructure Officer

Strategic & Place Planning
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Senior Urban Designer

Strategic & Place Planning

Urban Designer

Strategic & Place Planning

Executive Manager Development Assessment

Development Assessment

Manager, Business Systems & Administration

Development Assessment

Manager, Development Assessments

Development Assessment

Student Planner

Development Assessment

Planner

Development Assessment

Principal Planner

Development Assessment

Planning Enquiry Officer

Development Assessment

Executive Manager Environmental Compliance

Environmental Compliance

Manager, Building Control

Environmental Compliance

Manager, Business Support

Environmental Compliance

Manager, Environmental Health

Environmental Compliance

Manager, Rangers

Environmental Compliance

Manager, Regulatory Support

Environmental Compliance

Team Leader Building Control

Environmental Compliance

Business & Administration Coordinator

Environmental Compliance

Team Leader Environmental Health

Environmental Compliance

Ranger Coordinator

Environmental Compliance

Senior Compliance Officer

Environmental Compliance

Building Control Officer

Environmental Compliance

Building Surveyor

Environmental Compliance

Senior Building Surveyor

Environmental Compliance

Swimming Pool Certifier

Environmental Compliance

Environmental Health Officer

Environmental Compliance

Coordinator Enforcement Training & Operations

Environmental Compliance

Ranger

Environmental Compliance

Trainee Ranger

Environmental Compliance

Animal Management Officer

Environmental Compliance

Ranger Coordinator

Environmental Compliance

Parking Officer

Environmental Compliance

Director Transport & Assets

Transport & Assets
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Executive Manager Property

Property

Manager, Asset Strategy, Planning & Performance

Property

Manager, Building Assets - Planning, Design & Delivery

Property

Manager, Facilities Management & Services

Property

Manager, Property, Commercial & Tourist Assets

Property

Team Leader, Property

Property

Team Leader, Land Dealings

Property

Senior Project Officer

Property

Project Officer

Property

Property & Building Projects

Property

Principal Architectural Designer

Property

Contracts Administration Officer

Property

Dispatch Administration Officer

Property

Senior Property Officer

Property

Property Officer

Property

Administration Officer

Property

Finance Officer - Property

Property

Principal Planner

Property

Land Dealings Officer

Property

Commercial Property Officer

Property

Contractor - Facilities Operations Manager

Property

Executive Manager Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Manager Business Operations

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Manager Construction & Maintenance

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Manager Community Transport & Parking Operations

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Manager Plant Fleet & Stores

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Manager Transport &

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Civil Infrastructure Assets

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Manager Transport Network

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Plant Coordinator

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Signage Coordinator

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Project coordinator, Plant, Fleet, & Stores

Transport & Civil Infrastructure
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Fleet Coordinator

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Engineer Strategic Assets

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Asset Management Specialist

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Civil Technical Assistant

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Senior Engineer

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Project Leader Asset Management

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Traffic Engineer

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Engineer

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Senior Pay & Display Officer

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Administration Officer

Transport & Civil Infrastructure

Executive Manager Parks & Recreation

Parks & Recreation

Manager Beach Safety

Parks & Recreation

Manager Business Operations

Parks & Recreation

Manager Open Space & Recreation

Parks & Recreation

Manager Park Assets – Planning Design & Delivery

Parks & Recreation

Manager Parks Operations

Parks & Recreation

Manager Tree Services

Parks & Recreation

Coordinator Parks

Parks & Recreation

Senior Tree Management Officer

Parks & Recreation

Open Space Sport & Recreation

Parks & Recreation

Park Ranger

Parks & Recreation

Senior Ranger Manly Warringah War Memorial Park

Parks & Recreation

Landscape Advisor

Parks & Recreation

Tree Assessment Officer

Parks & Recreation

Senor Asset Officer

Parks & Recreation

Asset Officer

Parks & Recreation

Parks Coordinator

Parks & Recreation

Parks Supervisor

Parks & Recreation

Executive Manager Recreation Business

Recreation Business

Manly Andrew Boy Charlton Manager

Recreation Business

Manager Warringah Aquatic Centre

Recreation Business

Executive Manager Capital Works

Capital Works
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Manager Engineering & Delivery

Capital Works

Manager Major Building Projects

Capital Works

Manager Major Infrastructure Projects

Capital Works

Senior Design & Surveyor

Capital Works

Community Liaison Officer

Capital Works

Engineer - Design

Capital Works

Principal Engineer

Capital Works

Engineer – Projects

Capital Works

Senior Engineer - Projects

Capital Works

Project Officer

Capital Works

Project Officer- Capital Projects

Capital Works

Infrastructure Funding Officer

Capital Works

Senior Project Officer - Capital Projects

Capital Works

Director Environment & Sustainability

Environment & Sustainability

Executive Manager Environment & Climate Change

Environment & Climate Change

Manager, Bushland & Biodiversity

Environment & Climate Change

Manager, Coast & Catchments

Environment & Climate Change

Manager, Development, Engineering & Certification

Environment & Climate Change

Manager, Environment Resilience & Climate Change

Environment & Climate Change

Manager, Greener Communities

Environment & Climate Change

Manager, Stormwater & Floodplain Engineering

Environment & Climate Change

Team Leader, Biodiversity & Planning

Environment & Climate Change

Team Leader, Stormwater Design & Delivery

Environment & Climate Change

Team Leader, Stormwater Operations & Planning

Environment & Climate Change

Team Leader, Floodplain Planning & Response

Environment & Climate Change

Assistant Engineer

Environment & Climate Change

Assistant Engineer

Environment & Climate Change

Development Engineer

Environment & Climate Change

Senior Development Engineer

Environment & Climate Change

Senior Development Engineer

Environment & Climate Change

Principal Engineer - Major Developments

Environment & Climate Change

Engineering Assistant

Environment & Climate Change
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Engineer - Specialist Development/Drainage

Environment & Climate Change

Executive Manager Waste Management & Cleansing

Waste Management & Cleansing

Manager, Cleansing Services

Waste Management & Cleansing

Manager, Waste Services

Waste Management & Cleansing

Coordinator, Contract Services (contractor)

Waste Management & Cleansing

Coordinator, Waste Operations (on secondment)

Waste Management & Cleansing

Coordinator, Waste Education

Waste Management & Cleansing

Area Cleansing Supervisor, South

Waste Management & Cleansing

Area Cleansing Supervisor, Central

Waste Management & Cleansing

Area Cleansing Supervisor, North

Waste Management & Cleansing

Director Community & Belonging

Community & Belonging

Executive Manager Customer Services

Customer Service

Customer Service Manager

Customer Service

Executive Manager Community, Arts & Culture

Community, Arts & Culture

Manager Arts and Culture

Community, Arts & Culture

Manager Community Centres

Community, Arts & Culture

Manager Social Planning & Services

Community, Arts & Culture

Director Glen Street Theatre

Community, Arts & Culture

Director Manly Art Gallery & Museum

Community, Arts & Culture

Manager Community Development

Community, Arts & Culture

Executive Manager Library Services

Library Services

Branch Manager

Library Services

Business Support Coordinator

Library Services

Service Capability Manager

Library Services

Service Development Manager

Library Services

Manager Service Improvement

Library Services

Executive Manager Children's Services

Children's Services

Manager Early Learning Centres

Children's Services

Manager Family Day Care

Children's Services

Members of Planning Panels

Independent/external

Members of the Audit Risk and Improvement Committee

Independent/external
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Community Centres Policy
Policy Statement
Northern Beaches Council Community Centres are safe, welcoming, inclusive, accessible and
affordable public spaces for the whole community. They are vibrant modern facilities that support
and enable programs that provide diverse opportunities for a rich social and cultural life,
encouraging good health, social interaction, creativity and learning.
Council will manage and maintain community facilities that are responsive to community priorities
and support community organisations through the provision of facilities at a subsidised rate, if and
when available.
As public trustee and guardian of public and community assets Council will provide access for all
members of the community. Council will actively pursue innovative ways to maximise the use of
public and community assets. (Community Development & Services Policy, adopted 25 May 2019)
Council will provide an equitable and transparent framework for the management of Council’s
network of community centres. The operational management model will be flexible and adaptable
to the changing needs of the community.

Principles
Northern Beaches Council provides community centres that are:
 Multi-purpose, flexible in form, function and management the centres are available for a
range of social, recreation, community and cultural services, activities and programs
 Centrally located within strategic centres in visually prominent and accessible locations
that are close to public transport
 Co-located and integrated with other community uses and facilities
 Designed to be welcoming and safe environments that are vibrant, inspiring, sustainable
and flexible in nature
 Accessible and inclusive places that have universal access and cater for multiple users
and people of all ages, cultures and abilities
 Managed and planned through collaboration and shared use arrangements between
Council, government agencies, community groups and other stakeholders
 Supported by good governance and centre management practices that are financially
sustainable and at quality and cost standards that are acceptable to the community
 Marketed to improve community awareness and access to information about community
centres – locations, availability and programs
 Designed in collaboration with the community and consider the needs of all the
community in the development of new facilities or upgrades
 Planned for the future in response to changing demographics and future demand
 Fulfil the requirements of the State Government and Council policies in relation to the
provision of facilities and assets on community land and Crown Land, and in compliance
with legislation.
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Scope and application:
Northern Beaches Community Centres are multi-purpose venues for hire. They range from local
small halls to larger district centres with multiple rooms and facilities. The centres are to be used
for a variety of purposes and are not necessarily purpose built for specific activities.
Council provides community centres to enable organisations and individuals to offer opportunities
for the public to experience a wide variety of activities. This includes community support meetings,
social and recreational activities, health and well-being classes and indoor sport (where suitable),
education, arts and cultural activities for all ages.
The Community Centre Policy provides a clear framework for Council and the local community to
maximise the quality and effectiveness of the provision of multi-purpose community centres,
contributing to the vision of the Community Strategic Plan (Shape 2028):
‘A safe, inclusive and connected community that lives in balance with our extraordinary
coastal and bushland environment.’
The implementation of this Policy will be in accordance with the following:


Council’s community centres provide spaces for Northern Beaches residents to hire for a
variety of activities and purposes that enhance community life. Centres will be vibrant,
accessible and equitably support active and passive recreation.

 All community centres will be accessible - financially, socially, and physically accessible to
the whole community, irrespective of age, gender and identity, to participate in social,
recreation, cultural, civic, and educational community activities.
 The centres are affordable venues for hire, with a range of fees that support the most
vulnerable in the community.
 Priority of allocation is for community groups and activities, not-for-profit groups and
organisations.

Community Centres Management Model
The centres will be managed to maximise their current and future usage by a broad range of
members of the Northern Beaches community.
Council will review regular hire arrangements on a yearly basis, to allow new and existing hirers to
have equitable access to Community Centres. The annual hire process will be managed in
accordance with the following:
 Previous and existing hire agreements are not guaranteed to be approved in future years,
although past history of use will be taken into consideration.
 When multiple requests for a centre and/or timeslot are made, the following factors will be
considered and given priority when Council assesses all applications:
-

Long term historical use

-

Non-profit group or activity over commercial use

-

Capacity to pay for alternative venues

-

Wide community benefit of the activity

-

Alternate space available that may be more suitable for the requested use

-

Nature/suitability of the activity for the space that is being requested
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 Fees and charges are reviewed annually as part of the annual budget process. They will be
affordable, equitable and consistent across the community centre portfolio.
 All hirers are to contribute to the cost involved in maintaining the centres, and be
responsible for set up/pack down and delivery of their programs.
 Concession and discount rates for not-for-profit organisations are available to groups and
organisations, where applicable. Financial documentation will be requested to support
applications for discounted rates of hire.
 Exclusive use of space within community centres is not supported. Due to historical use
and nature of the activity there are currently some exceptions.
References and related documents
Refer to LEPs, planning documents, zoning regulations per centre
Northern Beaches Community Centres Terms & Conditions of Hire:
https://eservices.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/ePlanning/live/Common/Output/LoadGenWebDoc.a
shx?id=J83rvL3Vht4%3d
Northern Beaches Community Strategic Plan – Shape 2028
Northern Beaches Community Development and Services Policy, 25 June 2019.
Northern Beaches Arts & Creativity Strategy 2019 (draft)
Northern Beaches Council Delivery Program 2019 -2023, Operational Plan and Budget 2019/20
Northern Beaches Council Local Strategic Planning Statement, Towards 2040 (under
development)
Northern Beaches Council Social Infrastructure Study (under development)
Definitions
community centres are Council owned and managed indoor spaces hired to the community for
regular or one-off events and activities. These spaces are multi-use, multi-purpose and accessible
to the public. They provide spaces for social, creative, educational and recreational activities and
health and/or support services for the community.
Responsible Officer
Executive Manager Community Arts & Culture
Review Date
2023 (every 4 years or as required)
Revision History
Revision

Date

Status

TRIM Ref

1

27/08/2019

First draft Community Centre Policy

2018/176443

2
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Introduction
1.1

Project Background

Northern Beaches Council are working with TAP Consulting to prepare a Community Centre Strategy
for the Northern Beaches Council area.

Project Aim and Purpose
The purpose of this study is as follows:
 Provide an evidence-based framework and guide for the future planning, provision and
investment in council owned community centres over the next 20 years;
 Enable the council to set priorities and recommendations for future community centres
development based on strong evidence and analysis that can support a business case;
 Provide a strong basis from which to advocate/lobby state and federal governments for
funding, grants etc
 Position council to pursue collaborative partnerships with other levels of government, the
private sector and community groups for community infrastructure planning and provision;
 Enable council to maximise the benefits from its existing investments in community
infrastructure assets; and
 Produce a consistent and equitable organisation-wide approach, which will result in closer
integration of service planning, capital works programming and asset management.

Project Method
The Project consists of 3 key stages:
STAGE 1: PROJECT SETUP AND BASELINE REVIEW
 Task 1.1 Inception Meeting
 Task 1.2 Review of Existing Information
 Task 1.3 Social Trends Analysis
 Task 1.4 Case Study Analysis
 Task 1.5 Site Visit & Audit of Community Centres
 Task 1.6 Examine Current Levels of Services for each Centre
 Task 1.7 Establish Principles for Community Centre Outcomes
 Task 1.8 Baseline Report & Progress Meeting
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STAGE 2: CONSULTATION
 Task 2.1 Consultation Plan
 Task 2.2 Pop-up Event & Public Display
 Task 2.3 Broad Community Survey
 Task 2.4 Focus groups & Face to Face Interviews (internal & external)
 Task 2.5 Workshops
 Task 2.6 Current Hirer’s Survey
 Task 2.7 Summary Consultation Report & Progress Meeting
STAGE 3: COMMUNITY CENTRE STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
 Task 3.1 Opportunities Assessment & Mapping of Future Needs
 Task 3.2 Prepare Draft Community Centres Strategy
 Task 3.3 Second Iteration of Draft Strategy
 Task 3.4 Draft Strategy Exhibition
 Task 3.3 Finalise Strategy
This consultation summary delivers the project’s Task 2.7, and encapsulates findings from the various
consultation tasks of Stage 2.

1.2

Importance of Consultation

TAP Consulting recognises the importance of engaging with a wide range of stakeholders and sees
genuine stakeholder engagement as an important way to build relationships among potential project
partners. Engagement, done properly, can enable a deeper understanding of a project through
information sharing and discussion. Important benefits of a comprehensive approach to stakeholder
engagement include:
 Increased credibility/accountability by demonstrating Council’s willingness to collaborate with
stakeholders in the preparation of the Strategy;
 Involving broader stakeholders can satisfy expectations and demand for involvement;
 Avenues are opened for stakeholders to raise issues incorporating local knowledge, expertise
and ideas; and
 Relationships are established with key stakeholder groups that can benefit current and future
project activity.
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1.3

Consultation Objectives, Method &
Timeframes

The project involved consultation with both internal and external stakeholders for the purposes of
obtaining information required for the Northern Beaches Community Centre Strategy. Consultation
with key stakeholders is an important part of this study, as it will help to:
 Inform key Project outputs;
 Engender a greater level of stakeholder ownership of the study outcomes;
 Facilitate ‘opportunity spotting’ in terms of possible partnerships and investment actions; and
 Demonstrate Council’s willingness to collaborate with stakeholders.
For the current Project, the overall objectives of the consultation process were to:
 Obtain information and data for consideration in the study;
 Establish vision/principles and desired outcomes for community centre delivery;
 Identify current capacity of, demand for, and subsequent gaps in community centre provision;
and
 Examine stakeholder perceptions of future needs and priorities.
The consultation phase took place between August and October 2018, and involved the team
consulting with a total of 649 stakeholders:
 Council officers (17)
 Focus Groups (27 + 3 interviews = 30)
 User Survey (110)
 Public Survey – online (85)
 Telephone Survey (407)
Table 1.

Stak eho ld er G rou ps , M e th od o f Co nsu l ta tion and T im in g

CONSULTATION PROGRAM
Tuesday 21 Aug

INTERNAL COUNCIL MEETINGS
Arts, Youth & Community Development: 11:30am – 12:30pm
Libraries: 1-2pm
Booking Officers: 1-4pm

Wednesday 22 Aug

INTERNAL COUNCIL MEETINGS
Planning: 8:30am – 9:30am
Property & Assets: 11.00am – 12.00pm
Children’s Services: 1.00pm – 2.00pm
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6.00pm – 8:00pm
Focus Group 1 (1hr)
Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference
Group
Location: Manly Town
Hall Council Chambers
Facilitator: Thao, Christie
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CONSULTATION PROGRAM
Tuesday 28 Aug – 28
Sep

Wednesday 19 Sep –
25 Sep
Thursday 20 Sep

Friday 21 Sep

Saturday 22 Sep

Monday 24 Sep

Tuesday 25 Sep

Monday 8 Oct

13 or 14 Nov

Public Survey
General community
User Survey
Regular hires and users
Telephone Survey
General community
Regular hires and users
Popup Event 1
3.00pm – 6.00pm
Location: Mona Vale (out
the front of Library)
Facilitator: Christie,
Caroline, Jessica
Popup Event 2
9.00am – 11.00am
Location: Dee Why
Markets (Woolworths)
Facilitator: Christie,
Caroline, Jessica
Popup Event 4
9:00am – 11:00am
Location: Forestville Shops
Facilitator: Christie,
Caroline, Jessica
Focus Group 2
9.30am– 11.00am
Seniors & People with
Disability
Location: Narraweena CC,
West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie
Focus Group 4
9.30am – 10.30am
Multicultural
Location: Narraweena CC,
West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie
Focus Group 6
6.00pm – 7.00am
Youth Advisory Group
Location: Dee Why Civic
Centre
Facilitator: Thao, Christie
Verification Workshop
Time TBC
Internal – Staff
Location: TBC
Facilitator: TBC

Popup Event 3
2.00pm – 4.00pm
Location: Stockland
Balgowlah
Facilitator: Christie,
Caroline, Jessica
Popup Event 5
12:00pm – 2:00pm
Location: Tramshed Cafe
Facilitator: Christie,
Caroline, Jessica
Focus Group 3
11.30am – 1.00pm
Family & Children
Location: TBC
Location: Narraweena CC,
West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie
Focus Group 5
11.00am – 12.00pm
Indigenous
Location: Narraweena CC,
West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie

Verification Workshop
Time TBC
SRG (Extraordinary)
Location: TBC
Facilitator: TBC
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1.4

Limitations

Whilst every effort was made to ensure all members of the community had an opportunity to
participate in the consultation process for this study, it should be noted that not everyone wished to
contribute. Two focused groups were cancelled due to low rsvp numbers. However, follow-up
interviews were conducted with those organisations that were originally invited to the focus group.

1.5

Objectives of this Report

The purpose of this report (Consultation Summary) is to provide a summary of the information and
key findings that arose out of the consultation process. This report forms part of a series of
supporting documents for the Community Centre Strategy study.
It should be noted that the findings of this consultation report will be used to inform
recommendations as a result of the Community Centre Strategy study.
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Internal Interviews
2.1

Purpose and Method

Interviews were undertaken with council’s internal service departments including:
 Arts and cultural services;
 Youth services;
 Community development services;
 Library services;
 Booking services;
 Strategic planning services;
 Property asset services; and
 Children’s services.
The purpose of the interviews was to:
 Establish an understanding of community centre needs (such as gaps, challenges) as seen
through council’s own service provision for the wider community and key groups.
 Explore synergies between service groups with regard to the strategic planning and efficient
use of community centres.
 Confirm and obtain any new perceptions of current and future community centre provision
requirements.
 Explore key opportunities for responding to community centre need and aspirations,
including multi-use and resource sharing.
 Identify key issues affecting accessibility, staffing, management, funding, etc.
 Identify expectations of council and perceived role in community centre provision, in relation
to local organisations and community groups.
 Explore the modifications that could be made to buildings to enhance their fitness for
purpose and utilisation.
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2.2

Key Findings

The following provides a summary of key findings as a result of the interviews with internal council
officers. Appendix A provides the questionnaire and Appendix B a summary of the meeting notes.

Current and Emerging Trends
Growing demand for a range of activities and programs
The interviews identified a range of unmet needs and growing demand for a range of activities,
services and programs in the Northern Beaches which included the following:
 Large events are difficult to accommodate due to issues such as fees, noise etc
 Cultural groups (e.g. Tibetan largest community in Dee Why and they want a temple) that are
looking for large venue to hold annual gatherings.
 Space for local band nights is limited due to noise issues (currently YoYos, Mona Vale
Memorial Hall, Manly Youth Centre are considered for youth band nights).
 A youth hub.
 Increase in requirements for technology e.g. Wi-Fi, projectors.
 Increased demand for spaces for yoga/ meditation.
 Increased demand for indoor sports (in particular basketball).
 Continued need for spaces to accommodate kids’ parties (noting many booking requests have
apartment/ unit addresses).
 Services for more vulnerable families is emerging need in the context of children’s services.
For example, children from different cultural groups (Brazilian population growing, French,
Tibetan) are helped through multi-lingual carers.
Implications of councils LEP on community centres
It was advised that council is currently reviewing its Local Environment Plan (LEP) and preparing its
Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) which will have implications for the Community Centre
Strategy. There is an opportunity for the LSPS to consider the recommendations of the Community
Centre Strategy E.g. Community Centres Strategy can be given statutory weight through the LSPS.
The role of other council assets (surf lifesaving clubs, scouts and guide halls) and non-council assets
It is recognised that there are other community spaces, beyond councils 41 community centres that
can be used for community purpose. These spaces include, current scouts and guide halls as well as
surf lifesaving clubs and school halls. At the time of this report it was advised that current work was
being undertaken through Property Services around lease arrangements with surf lifesaving clubs to
determine general community access. Under this arrangement, surf lifesaving clubs are required to
determine the percentage of overall community use which will be determined on a case by case basis.
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In relation to scouts and guide halls, it was commented that little is known about leasing activities
within these facilities. Although it was suggested that these halls do have occasional use for kids
dance etc.
It was commented that primary schools are disallowing access to their community halls for other
users due to the school using the halls for their Outside of School Hours Care (OSHC) programs.
There is opportunity for council to have a more active role in facilitating access to other non-council
community space.
Ongoing role of council provided childcare services
Council is a provider of children’s services and run family day care program, vacation care and
childcare. Local governments are shown to be leading provider of quality childcare. Council has a
waiting list for children’s services which at present is at 103% utilisation.

Challenges and Barriers
Locations of some community centres in the Northern Beaches is not ideal
Through the interviews it was commented that the locations of some community centres on the
Northern Beaches are not well located. Examples were provided where some centres are located in
residential areas which prohibits certain uses as well as opportunities for expansion. Other centres are
located in isolated locations with limited transport access.
Need for community space in Dee Why and other locations.
A common emerging theme is the need for community space in Dee Why. It was commented that
support groups are looking for space in Dee Why as a result of the closure of community space in the
past. The newly developed PCYC, which is located just outside of Dee Why, was intended to meet the
needs for community space in this location, however it was suggested that the PCYC is at capacity and
there are issues with PCYC policy around registration and anonymous groups.
In addition to Dee Why, Pittwater was also identified as an area that is in need of more community
space. It was anecdotally noted from current awareness of growing family demographics and low
number of existing community spaces.
Ingleside and French Forest were also highlighted as areas that will have a need for more community
space due to expected population growth.
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Lack of awareness of community centres in the Northern Beaches
Comments were consistently made that some in the community may not know about community
centres and what they are used for. The lack of awareness of community centres was indicated as a
possible reason for why some are underutilised.
Some community centres are dated and need modernisation
It was acknowledged that many of council’s current community centres are dated and requires
modernisation. Old and dated centres can be a deterrent for users. Areas for improvements included
making the centres more attractive and inviting as well as improving legibility (signage) at some
centres.
Lack of clarity on terminology around ‘community centres’
There was a common theme around the lack of clarity with the terminology used when referring to
community centres. It was acknowledged by some that most of council current community centres
are ‘halls for hire’ and are not community centres (space for multiuse, with service providers and
other activation) in a true sense. It was suggested that the promotion around community centres
needed to be clear on the terminology.
Variations with fees and hire charge rate
Community centres rates for exhibition uses are more expensive than Creative Space. The other issue
is availability of community centres for desired duration (e.g. 2 or so weeks for an exhibition) which
makes it difficult for a shared space with other/regular users of the space. Other variations noted
included:
 Accessible art space – creative space hirer rates are cheaper than community space rates.
 Library meeting space fees vary to community centre rates.

Opportunities & Potential Responses
Opportunity for integration with councils Library facilities and community centres
Some community centres are co-located with library facilities (e.g. manly library, Forestville) and it
was commented that there is opportunity for further integration. Opportunities were seen in the
following areas:
 Library programming (e.g. U3A, conversation time, story time, reading groups) is not always
compatible e.g. issues with noise etc and challenges with limited space. Where these conflicts
are known, running programs in alternative locations (such as a community centre) could be a
solution.
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 Library meeting spaces could be integrated as part of ‘council spaces for hire’ booking system
with other community centres.
 Libraries may run events that might make use of community centre space.

Whilst the opportunities for integration was seen as a positive there were some challenges that were
raised and would require further consideration:
 Library is seen as drop in, whereas community centres are not.
 Expectations around free drop-in spaces and paid user spaces.
 Branding of libraries and potential for this to be diluted if library services are running at other
centres.
Opportunities around leasing community space rather than building new spaces
Leasing of space instead of building new facilities is an opportunity to respond to need (e.g. Manly has
limited community centre spaces for hire, but high real estate prices prohibit acquisition/
construction of new facility) that was identified through the interviews.
Opportunities around asset rationalisation/consolidation/repurposing
Asset rationalisation, consolidation and repurposing was identified as an opportunity to meed needs
however would need to be assessed on a case by case basis and supported by rigorous business case
to show efficiencies.
Proactively promoting community centres and looking at active programming
It was commented that community centre services currently operate in a reactive environment where
staff generally respond to requests for community centres space. There is opportunity for community
centre staff to be more proactive in campaigning for use/users, to improve use efficiency and hirer
attraction at centres that are currently underutilised. It was also suggested that having staff on site
(e.g. once a month) at some of the larger centres would assist with activation and programming.
Marketing and promotion strategy
Marketing and promotions of council’s community centre was seen as a key priority. Suggestions
made in relation to how council can better promote its centres are as follows:
 Whole of council booking system – which includes all hireable space. Suggestions for ‘onecard’ that can be used for all council fees and charges. Booking system would benefit from
photos, prices, availability all in one location.
 Improvements to web-site – website needs to include information on current availability as
well as list of activities for different centres – noting that this would require regular updating
to keep current. The suggestion was made that the onus should be put back on the hirer to
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input their information on the website. There is an existing database access through council
website however it was noted that it might be dated.
 Annual community centre day – invite people from the local community ‘to get to know their
community centre’ to raise awareness and promote programs and activities on offer at the
centre.
 Internal integration – using council bus services to drop people of at community centres as a
way to increase usage.
Modernisation of centres
As noted previously, many of council’s community centres are dated and requires modernisation to
encourage usage. Suggestions included:
 Technology – making sure centres are equipped with Wi-Fi, projector, IT.
 Basic supplies – cups/saucers etc would be useful and would mean people did not have to
bring their own. However, it was acknowledged that there are issues with supplying basic
supplies in relation to theft/damage etc that would need to be resolved.
 Vibe – making sure that there is a good ‘vibe’ at each centre which would increase appeal and
attractions.
 Signage – better signage is need at some centres (Nelson Heather, Avalon annex).
 All abilities access – making sure that all centres are accessible for people with a disability.

Develop criteria for priority access to community centres
There was a suggestion that council needs to have a clear criterion, in line with council objectives, for
priority access to council’s community facilities. This is in response to perceived views from some in
the community that certain groups have ‘more’ access than others.

What Makes a Good Community Centre?
All stakeholders were asked their views on what makes a good community centre. There was a wide
range of responses that have been summarised into the following overarching themes.
Amenity and visual appeal
 Natural light e.g. skylights
 Welcoming entrance
 Comfortable
 Atmosphere = people, marketing
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 Great kitchen
 Modern
 Utility: furnishings
 Storage
Well designed
 Outdoor and indoor/outdoor flow
 Well-designed

Programming and activation of space
 Staff on site promotes safety, awareness, understand local community needs and are able to
report to council on any issues
 Programmed space e.g. community groups/ services
Location and accessibility
 Locational alignment (e.g. schools close by)
 Good location
 Easy to access: location and key access
Safe and well maintained
 Well-maintained
 Maintained (floorings, furnishings etc.)
 Cleanliness – inviting, fresh
 Low maintenance
 Secure
Multipurpose and flexible space
 Childcare services are also wanting multi-purpose functions of community centres
 Flexible spaces
 Flexible/ operable walls furniture etc.
 Multi-purpose for all community
 Multi-purpose, flexible spaces promotes diverse group
 Flexibility for hirers
 Flexible and versatile
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Focus Groups
3.1

Purpose and Method

Based on the existing schedule of stakeholder groups in-depth focus group engagements were
planned and conducted–a non-intrusive yet interactive discussion that encourages all participants to
contribute. The aim of this process was to gather rich descriptive data about the current use and
perceptions of community centres as well as its strengths, weaknesses and possible future challenges
from the perspective of stakeholders.
The focus group sessions were used to:
 Establish an understanding of community centre needs (such as gaps, challenges) from the
perspective of the wider community and of vulnerable groups.
 Undertake a visioning exercise to establish common aspirations and agreement on principles.
 Confirm and obtain any new perceptions of current and future community centre provision
requirements.
 Explore key opportunities for responding to community centre need and aspirations,
including multi-use and resource sharing.
 Identify key issues affecting accessibility, staffing, management, funding, etc.
 Identify expectations of Council and perceived role in community centre provision, in relation
with local organisations and community groups.
 Explore the modifications that could be made to buildings to enhance their fitness for
purpose and utilisation.
The project’s Consultation Plan intended to undertake six (6) different focus workshops with
identified interest groups (refer to Table 2):
 Community and belonging strategic reference group
 Seniors and people with disability
 Family and children
 Multicultural
 Indigenous
 Youth advisory group
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Table 2.

F ocus G rou p Sess ions

Focus Group Sessions
Wednesday 22 Aug

Focus Group 1
6.00pm – 8:00pm
Community & Belonging Strategic
Reference Group
Location: Manly Town Hall Council
Chambers
Facilitator: TBC

Monday 24 Sep

Focus Group 2
9.30am– 11.00am
Seniors & People with Disability
Location: Narraweena CC, West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie

Focus Group 3
11.30am – 1.00pm
Family & Children
Location: Narraweena CC, West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie

Tuesday 25 Sep

Focus Group 4^
9.30am – 10.30am
Multicultural
Location: Narraweena CC, West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie
Focus Group 6
6.00pm – 7.00am
Youth Advisory Group
Location: Dee Why Civic Centre
Facilitator: Thao, Christie

Focus Group 5^
11.00am – 12.00pm
Indigenous
Location: Narraweena CC, West Hall
Facilitator: Thao, Christie

Monday 8 Oct

^ Session cancelled due to lack of numbers
However, there were insufficient responses to the invitation to participate from two interest groups
(multicultural and indigenous) and these planned workshops were not undertaken. Alternatively, the
team undertook to contact invitees from these groups directly (where details were available), and
subsequently the following one-on-one engagements took place:
 24 September 2018 – meeting with John Kelly from Community Northern Beaches providing
insights on behalf of community service providers and representing multicultural, seniors and
family interests (original invitee was CNB’s Multicultural Service Manager, included to
represent on the multicultural focus group, and on leave at the time of planned workshop
and subsequent meeting).
 28 September 2018 – teleconference with Susan Moylan-Coombs founder of Northern
Beaches Gai-mariagal Festival and invited as representative of indigenous interests in the
community.
 02 October 2018 – teleconference with Anna Budo from Community Care Northern Beaches
and contact was sought specifically for the organisation’s work with indigenous communities,
however Anna’s insights gave representation of multi-cultural, seniors and family interests
more prominently.
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From the focus group workshops that were undertaken, a summary of the discussion activities
undertaken and responses provided by the groups are provided in the following sections.

3.2

Activity 1 – “5 stickers”: Preferred
Community Centre Model

In this activity participants were asked to broaden their thinking on council’s community spaces and
to consider the value of the space in context to its surrounds. The Project scope includes only
community centres that are part of council’s “hall for hire” network; but it is valuable to think about
how the spaces might better perform, contribute to other identified needs or integrate with other
community uses. The exercise explored the different groups’ preferences with regard to
contemporary models of community centres – based on real-world examples – and also indications of
each groups’ perceived needs. It also sought to provide some clarity around what is termed a
“community centre” in respect of this Project.
The question was put to the different groups on a poster, such that they were able to each allocate
their five stickers according to their preferences (Refer to Figure 1).

Figure 1.

Ac ti vi ty Pos ter 1
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The results from the different groups is shown in the graph below and Appendix D shows each
individual group preference.
Figure 2.

Ac ti vi ty Pos ter 1 – Resu l ts

Activity 1 - Preferred Community Centre Model
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Community and
Belonging
strategic
reference group

Seniors and
people with
disabilities

Family and
children

(Multicultural)

Multi-purpose facility
Central facility attached to cultural space
Community hub with services

(Indigenous)

Youth

Major facility, singular purpose
Maintain/upgrade existing halls

While the workshops with the multicultural and indigenous focus groups were ultimately not
facilitated (see discussion in previous section), one-on-one interviews with some of the invitees
returned particular responses as to “community centre” models that would be a priority for use by
these groups. These responses have been included in the graph above although are titled differently,
to highlight this variation of an individual response as opposed to the intended group vote.
It is noted that the first focus group was invited to vote on six different models, but other focus
groups (in workshop) voted only on the first five models. It was determined by the project team that
the sixth model was not distinct enough in form (and had minimal votes with the first group) and was
dropped for the subsequent running of this activity.
The activity highlighted multi-purpose facility, central facility and community hub with services as the
top 3 preferred community centre models.

3.3

Activity 2 – Priorities
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In Activity 2 the working group were asked to identify and shortlist three most important and relevant
responses to the following matters:
 Current and emerging trends
 Strengths and opportunities
 Challenges and barriers
 Potential responses
From each shortlist participants were asked to then choose the one most important response. The
following comments are made in summary of the priorities identified by the four different focus
groups in the workshops, as well as priorities identified through the alternative one-on-one interviews
undertaken in lieu of the multicultural and indigenous focus group workshops.
A complete record of responses from each group is provided in Appendix E.

Current and Emerging Trends
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability



Demand is perceived to be increasing





Cost to hire/ affordability is current issue

o

Increasing demand/ smaller budgets



Attention to universal access for all (families, elderly,

o

Financially challenging environment

people with a disability)

o

Does not cover overheads, making it



NDIS

harder to stay in expensive areas

Expectation to provide for niche users (e.g. studio space)


A great need in our organisation is for increased
parking for participants. Current area shared by
croquet club and used by public e.g. shoppers, dog
walkers, footballers for parking. Often very few
spaces left for seniors

Additional comments from phone interview:


Growth in compassionate communities



Growth in social isolation



Opportunities to enable connections are needed



Retirement age increasing and this working
generation not visiting elderly kin as frequently

Focus Group 3 – Family and children

Interviews – Multicultural



Increase in domestic violence





Families in distress (financial, homelessness)

(CNB) and new accommodation for office, drop-in



Increasing number of families

facilities, service providers and existing hirer’s of

Expiring lease for Community Northern Beaches

CNB community space
Interviews – Indigenous

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group





Noticeable increase in consultation opportunities with
Council works is seen as positive

Not enough diversity in activities/ held events in
centres (too much dance)
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Social support services – 1 stop shop



Places for kids to stay if they feel unsafe staying at
home



Young people don’t go to drop in – we need to be
creative

Strengths and Opportunities
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability



Bringing people together and offsetting social isolation





Accessibility and affordability are key



Valued asset – with many centres meeting needs of large

transport


Good for community centres: accessible, good
storage, different spaces (indoor/ outdoor/

demand and increasing population


Good location, central and easy to get to, public

playground etc.), not on main road

Integration with other uses and invite/welcome



engagement

Good centres/ spaces give our kids the ability to
have structure and security which makes them
comfortable and gives them more freedom and
ability to express themselves and enjoy their time
with us. Achieving goals and have fun.



Without the Manly Seniors Centre, we would not
exist; Centre custom built by Rotary for Seniors 60
years ago.

Additional comments from phone interview:


“Dying to know” event as example of sharing
information with the community and ageing
population (very popular when held elsewhere)



Also “community tables” for drop in

Focus Group 3 – Family and children

Interviews – Multicultural



Amount of available space





Places available to the community- i.e. taking the service

sectors of the community including CALD,

to the community

indigenous, seniors, families and people escaping

Variety of space sizes to use

domestic violence, homeless etc.



CNB provides significant service to disadvantaged

Interviews – Indigenous

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group



Shared trauma eased through sharing culture, outreach



Diverse spaces across beaches

for all community



Affordable, diverse, accessible via public transport,





E.g. Rabra Nanage -healing circles/event (Feb)

safe vibes

o

Primary health



PCYC multipurpose facility sport and community

o

Cultural practices



Being mobile – go to skate parks, parks etc.

o

Mental HS money to support

o

Social emotional well being

Shared cultural events valuable to broader community
e.g. Tibetan and indigenous cultures
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Indigenous cultural activities prefer outdoor locations –
outdoor activities have higher value



Cultural importance for outdoor spaces with amenity
facilities

Challenges and Barriers
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability



Costs are contentious to many (e.g. not for profit



Accessibility

community groups)



Cost

Lack of awareness of availability or even existence of



Public knowledge of what is available

centres



Storage



Accessibility (prams, wheelchairs etc.)



Availability



Perceived risk of Council monopoly on ‘space for hire’

Additional comments from phone interview:



Restricted availability





Transport options are not always available



Care workers for aged and disability find working/
commuting to work in Northern Beaches a
challenge

Focus Group 3 – Family and children

Interviews – Multicultural



Access to specific locations





Having all the facilities consistent – knowing where to go

different formats for different groups E.g. CALD

for certain services

groups



Availability



Specific hall spaces booked up quickly



Information does not reach all people – needs

Warringah Mall space is offered for free to CCNB
(NFP) whereas Brookvale fee is costly



While for some events cost is validated, it is easier
to then use an RSL hall as options are offered for
catering, cleaning, equipment/ sound etc.;
conditions of hire are not complex



High demand for community service networks



Existing hire of CNB community centre spaces is
significant revenue stream for organisation
however is seen as competition for Council’s own
community centre hire

Interviews – Indigenous


Fees can be out of reach – even if subsidised



Indigenous community should have right to use public

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group


goings-on


land for free


Visibility – knowing about their existence and

Lack of knowledge about what the space is, what
it’s for, what it offers and how to book

Indigenous community is paying for reconciliation


despite huge social disadvantage
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No exclusive use spaces for young people

Potential Responses
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability



Lower costs to be more reasonable (e.g. could be



Better promotion of centres

considered through fee subsidies or community grants)



Accessible



Easy to use database and booking system



We would like to revert to having “set-up” and



Improve resources and equipment (modernise)

“pack up” time for our activities as [previously]



Alternative spaces could be promoted (schools, scout

allowed by Manly Council – activities are now 30

halls, surf clubs)


minutes shorter

Targeted programming to improve social benefit (e.g.

Additional comments from phone interview:

promote mental health, performance activities etc.)



Community centre needs to be:



Accessible



Dementia friendly



Legible signage



Communication of activities



Drop in facility



Opening hours that appeal to all cross sections of
community



CCNB want to do a Wellness expo once/ month for
all community



Highlight intergenerational activities



Celebrate ‘one-off’ event “weeks” e.g. Carer’s
Week etc.



Community hub: intergenerational/ café/
community garden/ dog park/ accessible (public
transport + car parking)

Focus Group 3 – Family and children

Interviews – Multicultural





None [community centres] in Dee Why, our main
location



and diverse groups


Opportunity to have fees waivered for certain events/
usage



Information in different formats to reach different
Men’s shed or community shed studio/ workshop
space



Online availability booking system

Community hub for co-location of service providers
and CNB offices e.g. at Raglan Street site

Interviews – Indigenous

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group



Tramshed allows indoor/outdoor



Increase transport from venues



Scout hall Narrabeen Lake -would be good



Services teaching kids/teams life skills:

E.g. Stoney range botanic gardens – a safe place and



Cooking



Buying cheap food



Budgeting (finances)



Health



Resumes etc.



caters for:


women with children



activities indoor and outdoor all in safe area



long term connections
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kids can explore



Community event- reconciliation bringing people



space


together, social cohesion


If young people want to “connect”, give them a
Better access

Cultural museum space, healing centre e.g. at Manly
hospital site



Monthly access to a place e.g. Peace Park at Oxford Falls
for community gatherings



Waiver fees



Council could work in conjunction



provide in kind support



it would make council look good

3.4

Activity 3 – Visions and Aspirations
Keywords

The last activity involved asking stakeholders to provide their visions and aspirations through
keywords or statements. Prompts for keywords were provided to the groups loosely grouped
according to different aspects to the context of community centres:
 Asset management
 Placemaking
 Recreation
 People
 Programming
 Utility
The top five keywords from each group are listed below.
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability

Inclusive and all access

Inclusive

Vibrant

Accessible

Accessible and connected

Diverse

Multipurpose

Indoor/ outdoor/ recreation/ playground

Affordable

Financially viable

Focus Group 3 – Family and children

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group

Safe

Sustainable

Community

Multipurpose

Flexible/ multipurpose

Accessible
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Inclusive/ use by all/ diverse people

Safe
Inclusive and diverse

As the interviews undertaken in lieu of the focus groups for indigenous and multicultural interests
were not structured to ask this question directly, a response is not recorded here for these groups.

Vision Statements
A reflection on the keywords also invited the groups to elaborate on the keywords to create a vision
statement.
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability

Asset management

Asset management



Easily accessible for all community and non-profit groups



Partnership with Council



I would like a community centre that is inclusive and



Have exclusive use of Manly Seniors Centre

welcoming, affordable and easy to access

People



To provide reasonable cost spaces for all user





To manage access fairly for all users

People with disability included in their community
(not just the community centre)

People

Utility



Resourceful staff able to problem solve community



Fun spaces

enquiries



Diverse – indoor and outdoor space, playgrounds



Multi-use for a range of users



Community centres should be available to all sectors of

etc.

the community

Placemaking


A place to gather for the whole community



Need to adapt to open the spaces up for all to be a part



Accessible, bathrooms, minimal stairs



Have sufficient parking

of


Community centres should provide spaces that are
inclusive of all, multifunctional, attractive and safe

Programming


Community centres should emphasise connectivity and
aim to promote social and cultural activities

Utility


Exciting innovating resources and equipment



Multipurpose adaptable diverse spaces and facilities



Interesting and vibrant spaces



Spaces with a purpose/ usable facility for arts/ music
groups



Targeted centres that cater for pottery, youth



To provide a safe environment at the venue

Focus Group 3 – Family and children

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group

Asset management

Asset management
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Community support to move forward



Council support to local charities



planning of community centres


People


People

Placemaking
A place where the community can meet and feel safe



Places where all the community can use



Inclusive to all ages and genders



Multipurpose i.e. useable to all people for different
activities

Utility





Unique and accessible space for all



Flexible space utilities for families



Safe, multipurpose, accessible to all

Co-location and shared space for organisations to
support young people

Inclusive communities – meeting community need



Include young people in the development and

A place where kids of all socioeconomic statuses
can access services



Diversity and multipurpose space for all community
groups



To provide an inclusive and connected space for
communities

Placemaking


Showcase the Northern Beaches ‘identity’ i.e.

history etc.
Programming


Somewhere that provides useful educational
services



Culturally diverse with services for migrants who
have English as a 2nd language

Utility


Combination of indoor and outdoor for
recreational use – reflection of the Northern
Beaches and the youth’s use of outdoor (i.e. park/
beach/ etc.)



Safety and accessibility to increase confidence in
the use



Re-vamped with some renovation work [to make]
more enticing



Sustainable including environment and social
spheres



To promote an environment that is accessible and
safe

A complete record of keywords and vision statements from each group is provided in Appendix F.

3.5

Key Findings

Generally, the focus groups and interested parties’ express similar aspirations to recognise the high
value of community centres for all people in the Northern Beaches community. Specifically, these
values were identified that community space for hire is to be:
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 Inclusive of all
 Accessible to all
 Multipurpose
 Safe
Feedback from the focus groups has identified the following priority considerations, for drafting a
community centres strategy:
 Gaps in provision of community centres in Manly and Dee Why.
 There is a lack of awareness of where community centres are, what they can be used for.
 Accessibility priorities are two-fold: easy access by public transport and adequate car parking
 Persisting concerns with focus groups (in particular not-for-profit organisations and seniors)
about the cost to hire community centres being too high.
 Many not-for-profit organisations are seeking accommodation (office space, event spaces,
weekly/monthly standing bookings).
 Continued requests for exclusive use of community centres for community kindergarten,
seniors, youth.
 Update and modernise centres, including provision of audio-visual equipment and wi-fi.
 Partial curation of programs to improve efficiency of use and awareness of what activities are
being run.
 Increasing population growth is putting demand on many community services and community
centres can be have a pivotal role in responding to demands.
 Current issues with finding suitable availability for some potential hirers.
 Opportunities for sharing cultural knowledge through community centres – intergenerational,
multicultural, indigenous.
 Good indoor/ outdoor flow is important for many different groups: families, indigenous,
youth, children.
 Co-location and integration with other uses is seen as an advantage to improving the use and
useability of community centres.
 Council support is called on to assist many organisations in the community work they do.
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On-line Public Survey
4.1

Purpose and Method

A public survey was created and made publicly available on Council’s Your Say webpages. The survey
was active for 30 days (from 28 August 2018 to 28 September 2018) and was promoted through a
series of five (5) pop-up events in public spaces around the Northern Beaches from 20 to 22
September.
The purpose of the survey was to ascertain data on issues, needs and aspirations for community
centres based on the community’s use or knowledge. It assists in developing an understanding of:
 Perceptions of the strengths of existing community centres;
 Perceptions of problems, unmet needs and gaps in existing centres;
 Possible challenges and issues for community centre provision in future contexts; and
 Aspirations for the delivery of community centres in Northern Beaches.
The survey questions are provided in Appendix G.

4.2

Participation

A total of 85 people participated in the online survey.
 Just over a quarter of respondents were aged between 35 and 44 and just under a quarter
were aged between 65 and 74 years of age; with the other half of respondent ages spread
across all other age groups.
 Approximately two thirds of respondents were female and one third male.

4.3

Key Findings

The following provides a summary of key findings as a result of the public survey.
 The majority (88%) of people surveyed were aware of Council managed community centres
although not all of those have used a Council managed community centre (only 83% of
people surveyed).
 Approximately two out of five people surveyed thought improvements or changes to use
were necessary, with two out of five people seeing no need for changes (1 out five people
had no opinion).
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 The following table shows the top responses as to the level of importance (of low, medium or
high importance) assigned by participants to different features of a community centre:
High importance

Medium importance

Low importance

Disability access

Air conditioning & heating

Storage

Close to public transport

Kitchen facilities

Adequate parking

Located with other services

Well maintained

or amenities

Clean

Technology (projectors, wifi,
phone chargers)

 Participants currently participate in or plan to undertake in the future the following activities:
o

Sport and recreation – 65% (now 37% + in the future 28%)

o

Community learning – 59% (now 15% + in the future 44%)

o

Arts and cultural activities – 68% (now 12% + in the future 56%)

o

Health and well-being activities – 73% (now 16% + in the future 57%)

o

Activities for seniors or people with disability – 48% (now 13% + in the future 35%) –
It is noted that 52% of respondents did not expect or plan to undertake activities for
seniors or people with disability in the future

 Participants were asked whether they noticed any changes in the community that may impact
on future requirements for community centres and the most common responses were:
o

Ageing population

o

Increasing population and residential densities

o

More young families and need for child care, after-school care activities

o

More cars and less car parking

o

Cost of living and activities in the Northern Beaches

o

More awareness of community values such as social connectivity, environment,
mindfulness and balancing all needs

o

Need for effective public transport services for changing population needs

o

Concerns expressed about future of bridge club activities

o

Some comments were also made about specific areas including needs for growth
areas such as Dee Why and Warriewood.

 Participants were asked what they think makes a great community centre and the most
common responses were that a great community centre:
o

Is inclusive and accessible to all

o

Connects the community

o

Is easy to access via public transport or has enough car parking
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o

Is easy to book/ hire

o

Has a variety of activities on offer

o

Can be hired at reasonable cost

o

Has good staff

o

Is clean

o

Has equipment and technology to maximise use and convenience

o

Is well-lit

o

Is well-advertised and has legible signage for use and orientation

o

Has outdoor areas

 Many complements were made by respondents with regard to Council’s existing community
centres
 Participants were asked what they would do with unlimited funding to spend on community
centres and some of their responses were:
o

More arts and cultural classes

o

More centres

o

Integrate venue hire with other facilities (e.g. cafés, office accommodation, studios,
sports clubs, libraries etc.)

o

Upgrade/modernise

existing

centres

and

make

inviting,

attractive

and

environmentally sustainable
o

Improve indoor/outdoor flow

o

More spaces and activities for carers as response to needs of ageing population

o

More recreation and youth spaces

o

Warriewood Community Centre should be built

o

Improve accessibility

o

Programming of activities for different needs (elderly, children, youth, artists etc.)

o

Provide a space for kindergarten activities

o

Provide First Nations Healing Centre

 Participants expressed the need to improve awareness of Council’s different community
centres with responses on how they would advertise community centres including:
o

Social media

o

Local papers

o

Council web-site

o

Radio

o

Via community organisations (clubs, sports groups, etc)

o

Functional booking system (e.g. with availability and activity lists, 'How to book'
guidelines etc.)

o

Door drops

o

Via libraries

o

Signage on buildings or banners at venues
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o

Council events

o

Large banners and posters

o

Staff newsletter

o

Flyers in shopping centres

o

In community education brochures

o

Through rates notices

o

Email (e.g. subscription service)

o

Noticeboards

o

Awareness campaigns (e.g. community centre open days showcasing facilities and
activities)

o

Mothers’ groups

o

Through schools (e.g. present directly to students, advertise through school
committees etc.)

o

More pop-up sessions in shopping centres

o

Text/ SMS alerts

o

In local parks

o

Mayoral newsletters
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Telephone Public Survey
5.1

Purpose and Method

In this phase of the engagement, an independent telephone survey was administered to supplement
other consultation methods for the Northern Beaches Community Centre Strategy project. The
telephone survey was conducted by Jetty Research and sought to measure current awareness and use
of community centres and, among users, satisfaction with and suggestions for improvements. This
was to be conducted via a statistically representative telephone survey of 400 adult residents.
Specifically, the telephone survey sought to:
 Provide a random and representative component to the wider Community Centre
consultation process
 Measure awareness and usage of community centres within each local area (unprompted
and/or prompted)
 For non-users, understand reasons for non-use and/or barriers to use
 For users, gather feedback on existing facilities/suggestions for improvement
 Gather concerns about any aspects of existing facilities
 Understand possible demand for future use/s
 Explore vision for community facilities, and what makes a great community centre
 See how results for points 2-7 differ by factors such as age, gender, region and user/non-user
The following method and sampling were used for the telephone survey:
 The survey instrument (i.e., questionnaire) was created collaboratively between Jetty
Research and TAP Consulting based on the above objectives. (See Appendix 1 of Jetty Report
for the final survey instrument).
 Numbers for the residential (fixed line + mobile) telephone survey were sourced from
SamplePages, a respected supplier of random valid residential and mobile phone numbers to
the market and social research industry.
 The telephone survey was conducted from September 19th to 25th inclusive. Calls were
made from 3.30-8pm weekdays, and midday to 5pm on Saturday. Respondents were rung up
to five times at different times of the afternoon and evening. Respondents were screened to
ensure they were aged 18 and were not councillors or permanent Council employees.
 There were no age and gender quotas applied, other than seeking a robust mix of ages and
genders across the LGA. We did however aim for quotas of 100 each in the former Pittwater
and Manly LGA's (denoted hereafter as "North" and "South") and 200 in the Warringah LGA
(denoted hereafter as "central").
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For more information on survey methodology, sampling error and sample characteristics, see pages
7-9. For more detailed information on the demographic breakdown of survey respondents, see pages
10-11 of Appendix H.

5.2

Participation

The telephone survey was conducted among households across the Northern Beaches LGA between
September 19th and 25th 2018 inclusive. The final sample size was n=407.
For a random telephone sample of 407 adult residents among the adult population of the Northern
Beaches Council LGA, random sampling error is +/- 4.9% at the 95% confidence level.

5.3

Key Findings

The following provides key findings from the telephone survey (refer to Appendix H for full report).
 Some 71% of respondents claimed awareness or one of more Council-managed community
centres in the Northern Beaches. Most recalled was the Mona Vale Memorial Hall (15%
naming this venue unprompted) followed by the Avalon Recreation Centre (12%), Manly
Seniors Centre (11%), Newport Community Centre (9%) and Forestville Memorial Hall and
Senior Centre (9%).
 Just over one in five respondents (21%) had used a local community centre or hall for hire in
the past 12 months. The Avalon Recreation Centre had the highest level of use, followed by
the Mona Vale Memorial Hall and the Forest Community Arts Centre (with 16%, 11% and 8%
respectively having used them in the past 12 months).
 At a total level, the community centres in the Northern Beaches rated high in convenience
(89%) rating convenience as 4 or 5 out of 5 in agreement by those who had used them in the
past 12 months), accessibility (88%), acceptability of the internal appearance (83%) and
flexibility of the area (75%).
 Satisfaction with community centres and halls overall was high, with indoor/outdoor flow,
cleaning, indoor lighting, disability access, paths and steps and toilets all achieved positive
results (63% or more rating these aspects as a 4 or 5 out of 5 in satisfaction). Parking received
the highest proportion of dissatisfaction with 19% rating centres (cumulatively) as a 1 or 2 out
of 5.
 Satisfaction results by venue highlighted some potential areas for improvement by venue
including:
o

Mona Vale Memorial Hall: consider improving parking, heating and cooling and ramps
and lifts

o

North Curl Curl Community Centre: disability access
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o

Nelson Heather Centre: wi-fi

o

Curl Curl Youth and Community Centre: toilets, kitchen, ramps and lifts, paths and
steps and indoor lighting

o

Manly Library meeting room: toilets

o

Manly Seniors Centre: toilets

 The main reason for not visiting was not having a reason to visit (93%).
 Should residents have a reason to visit, being clean, well maintained, easily accessible and
providing adequate parking were the most important aspects sought (with 91%, 86%, 76% and
76% rating each as being of high importance when considering hiring one for an event or
activity). Storage, co-located with other services and amenities and good technology were
more likely to be of low importance (as rated by 57%, 40% and 27% respectively).
 In terms of possible activities, 64% of respondents either already did health and wellbeing
activities or expressed an interest in doing so. Sport and recreation was also a popular option
(51%), as was arts and cultural activities (49%).
 Manly Daily, social media, posters at libraries or community centres and Council’s website
were the preferred ways for Council to promote community centres (by 60%, 35%, 24% and
24% respectively). As one would expect, older residents preferred the Manly daily and
younger residents social media.
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Regular Hirer Survey
6.1

Purpose and Method

The purpose of the regular hirer survey (refer to Appendix I) was to consult with current hirers of
community centre spaces, and to document the nature and utilisation of each facility. The survey was
sent to all hirers on council’s register of regular hirers list.

6.2

Participation

Table 3 identifies the number of respondents that completed the survey by community centre. As can
be seen a total of 110 regular hirers completed the survey.
Table 3.

Sur ve y Resp onse R a te b y Co mmu ni ty C en tre

Community Centre
Allambie Heights Community Centre
Avalon Recreation Centre
Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall
Belrose Community Centre
Brookvale Community Centre
Collaroy Plateau Youth & Community Centre
Collaroy Swim Club
Cromer Community Centre
Curl Curl Sports Centre
Curl Curl Youth & Community Centre
Elanora Heights Community Centre
Forest Community Arts Centre
Forestville Memorial Hall & Senior Citizens Centre
Forestville Youth Centre
Griffith Park Sports Facility
Harbord Literary institute
Lionel Watts Sports & Community Centre
Manly Library Meeting Room
Manly Seniors Centre
Manly Vale Community Centre
Manly Youth Centre
Mona Vale Memorial Hall
Narraweena Community Centre
Nelson Heather Centre
Newport Community Centre
North Balgowlah Community Centre
North Curl Curl Community Centre
North Narrabeen Community Centre
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Responses
No.
1
12
1
1
5
2
4
6
4
2
2
11
11
1
3
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
1
3
3
2
4
5

%
0.9%
10.9%
0.9%
0.9%
4.5%
1.8%
3.6%
5.5%
3.6%
1.8%
1.8%
10.0%
10.0%
0.9%
2.7%
0.9%
1.8%
2.7%
1.8%
2.7%
1.8%
2.7%
0.9%
2.7%
2.7%
1.8%
3.6%
4.5%
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Community Centre
North Steyne Surf Pavilion
Oxford Falls Peace Park
Queenscliff Surf Pavilion
Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion
Seaforth Community Centre
Seaforth Village Community Centre
Ted Blackwood Youth & Community Centre
Terrey Hills Community Centre
Tramshed Arts and Community Centre
Yoyo's Youth Centre
TOTAL

Responses
No.
2
0
0
2
2
0
3
1
0
0
110

%
1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
1.8%
1.8%
0.0%
2.7%
0.9%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

It should be noted that whilst there were 110 respondents who participated in the overall survey, not
every respondent answered every question. The following provides a summary of the response rate:
 Over one third of responses came from hirers of just four (4) community centres:
o

Avalon Recreation Centre (10.9% of total responses or 12 respondents)

o

Forest Community Arts Centre (10% of total responses or 11 respondents)

o

Forestville Memorial Hall & Senior Citizens Centre (10% of total responses or 11
respondents)

o

Cromer Community Centre (5.5% of total responses or 6 respondents)

 The remainder community centres had a response rate of less than 5% of total responses (or
5 or less responders).
 Seven centres had only one (0.9%) regular hirer survey completed:
o

Allambie Heights Community Centre

o

Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall

o

Belrose Community Centre

o

Forestville Youth Centre

o

Harbord Literary institute

o

Narraweena Community Centre

o

Terrey Hills Community Centre

 No regular hirer surveys were completed for five (5) of the centres:
o

Oxford Falls Peace Park

o

Queenscliff Surf Pavilion

o

Seaforth Village Community Centre

o

Tramshed Arts and Community Centre

o

Yoyo's Youth Centre
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6.3

Key Findings
Major Features

Respondents were asked to rate (1 to 5 with 1 being strongly disagree and 5 being strongly agree)
certain features of community centres that they have used. Features included, convenience,
accessibility, future needs, quantity of storage, functionality, adaptability, maintenance, external and
internal appearance and signage. Responses were than averaged out to provide an overall average
score for each feature (refer to Figure 3 and Figure 4). Key findings include:
 Centres that received low scores for convenience included, Cromer Community Centre, Manly
Vale Community Centre, North Narrabeen Community Centre, North Steyne Surf Pavilion and
Seaforth Community Centre.
 Centres that received low scores for accessibility included, North Steyne Surf Pavilion and
Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion.
 Centres that received low scores for meeting future needs included, Elanora Heights
Community Centre, Manly Youth Centre, North Steyne Surf Pavilion and Seaforth Community
& Sporting Pavilion.
 Centres that received low scores in relation to sufficient storage included, Belrose Community
Centre, Elanora Heights Community Centre and North Steyne Surf Pavilion.
 Centres that received low scores for functionality of furniture included Manly Youth Centre
and North Steyne Surf Pavilion.
 Centres that received low scores for adaptability included North Steyne Surf Pavilion, North
Narrabeen Community Centre and Manly Vale Community Centre.
 Centres that received low scores for maintenance included Belrose Community Centre,
Harbord Literary Institute, North Steyne Surf Pavilion, Seaforth Community Centre and Terrey
Hills Community Centre.
 Centres that received low scores for external appearance included Beacon Hill War Memorial
Hall, Belrose Community Centre, Manly Youth Centre, North Balgowlah Community Centre,
North Steyne Surf Pavilion, Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion and Seaforth Community
Centre.
 Centres that received low scores for internal appearance included Belrose Community Centre,
Manly Youth Centre, North Steyne Surf Pavilion, Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion and
Ted Blackwood Youth & Community Centre.
 Centres that received low scores for signage included Allambie Heights Community Centre,
Beacon Hill War Memorial Hal, Forestville Youth Centre, Seaforth Community & Sporting
Pavilion, Seaforth Community Centre and Terrey Hills Community Centre.
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Figure 3.

Co mm un i ty Ce n tre Fea tures , Ave rag e Sc ores

Community Centres
Allambie Heights Community Centre
Avalon Recreation Centre
Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall
Belrose Community Centre
Brookvale Community Centre
Collaroy Plateau Youth & Community Centre
Collaroy Swim Club
Cromer Community Centre
Curl Curl Sports Centre
Curl Curl Youth & Community Centre
Elanora Heights Community Centre
Forest Community Arts Centre
Forestville Memorial Hall & Senior Citizens Centre
Forestville Youth Centre
Griffith Park Sports Facility
Harbord Literary institute
Lionel Watts Sports & Community Centre
Manly Library Meeting Room
Manly Seniors Centre
Manly Vale Community Centre
Manly Youth Centre
Mona Vale Memorial Hall
Narraweena Community Centre
Nelson Heather Centre
Newport Community Centre
North Balgowlah Community Centre
North Curl Curl Community Centre
North Narrabeen Community Centre
North Steyne Surf Pavillion
Oxford Falls Peace Park
Queenscliff Surf Pavillion
Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavillion
Seaforth Community Centre
Seaforth Village Community Centre
Ted Blackwood Youth & Community Centre
Terrey Hills Community Centre
Tramshed Arts and Community Centre
Yoyo's Youth Centre

Convenience

Accessibility

Future needs

Quantity of
storage

Functionality
of furniture

4.0
5.0
4.0
5.0
4.6
4.5
5.0
3.7
4.5
4.0
4.5
4.7
4.5
4.0
5.0
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.0
3.3
5.0
4.7
5.0
4.7
5.0
5.0
4.0
3.6
3.5
NR
NR
4.0
3.5
NR
5.0
4.0
NR
NR

4.0
4.4
3.0
5.0
4.4
4.5
4.0
3.8
4.8
4.5
3.5
3.8
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.7
5.0
3.3
4.0
3.3
5.0
4.3
5.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
NR
NR
2.5
3.5
NR
4.7
4.0
NR
NR

4.0
4.0
4.0
5.0
4.6
3.5
3.5
4.2
4.8
4.5
2.0
4.4
4.6
4.0
3.3
4.0
4.0
4.7
5.0
3.3
1.5
4.0
5.0
4.0
5.0
4.5
4.5
3.0
2.0
NR
NR
1.5
4.5
NR
5.0
5.0
NR
NR

5.0
3.3
0.0
1.0
3.4
4.0
4.0
3.7
5.0
4.0
1.5
3.1
3.9
4.0
4.3
3.0
4.0
1.7
5.0
4.0
4.0
3.7
5.0
4.0
4.3
4.5
3.5
3.6
1.0
NR
NR
4.5
3.0
NR
4.0
4.0
NR
NR

5.0
4.1
3.0
3.0
3.4
4.5
3.8
3.5
3.8
4.5
3.0
4.1
4.0
2.0
4.3
5.0
2.0
4.3
5.0
3.3
0.5
4.0
5.0
4.3
4.3
5.0
3.3
3.4
1.0
NR
NR
4.0
4.0
NR
4.3
4.0
NR
NR
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Figure 4.

Co mm un i ty Ce n tre Fea tures , Ave rag e Sc ores

Community Centres
Allambie Heights Community Centre
Avalon Recreation Centre
Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall
Belrose Community Centre
Brookvale Community Centre
Collaroy Plateau Youth & Community Centre
Collaroy Swim Club
Cromer Community Centre
Curl Curl Sports Centre
Curl Curl Youth & Community Centre
Elanora Heights Community Centre
Forest Community Arts Centre
Forestville Memorial Hall & Senior Citizens Centre
Forestville Youth Centre
Griffith Park Sports Facility
Harbord Literary institute
Lionel Watts Sports & Community Centre
Manly Library Meeting Room
Manly Seniors Centre
Manly Vale Community Centre
Manly Youth Centre
Mona Vale Memorial Hall
Narraweena Community Centre
Nelson Heather Centre
Newport Community Centre
North Balgowlah Community Centre
North Curl Curl Community Centre
North Narrabeen Community Centre
North Steyne Surf Pavillion
Oxford Falls Peace Park
Queenscliff Surf Pavillion
Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavillion
Seaforth Community Centre
Seaforth Village Community Centre
Ted Blackwood Youth & Community Centre
Terrey Hills Community Centre
Tramshed Arts and Community Centre
Yoyo's Youth Centre

Adaptability Maintenance
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.6
4.5
4.0
3.8
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.8
4.0
5.0
3.3
3.0
4.5
4.7
5.0
2.7
4.5
4.7
5.0
4.7
5.0
3.5
4.3
2.6
1.0
NR
NR
3.0
4.5
NR
4.7
3.0
NR
NR
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5.0
3.8
3.0
2.0
3.8
3.5
4.0
4.2
4.0
4.0
4.5
3.8
3.7
5.0
3.3
2.0
2.5
4.0
4.5
3.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
3.3
3.7
3.0
3.5
3.2
1.0
NR
NR
2.5
2.0
NR
3.3
2.0
NR
NR

External
Internal
Appearance Appearance
5.0
4.5
2.0
2.0
3.6
4.0
4.5
3.8
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.1
3.7
4.0
4.7
4.0
4.0
4.3
4.5
3.7
1.5
3.7
4.0
4.0
4.7
2.5
3.5
3.4
2.0
NR
NR
2.5
2.5
NR
2.7
4.0
NR
NR

4.0
4.2
4.0
2.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
3.5
4.3
4.0
3.5
3.8
3.6
4.0
3.7
3.0
4.0
4.3
4.5
3.3
1.5
3.3
4.0
3.3
3.7
3.0
3.5
3.2
1.0
NR
NR
1.5
3.0
NR
2.0
4.0
NR
NR

Signage
2.0
4.1
2.0
4.0
3.2
3.0
2.5
3.3
4.3
4.0
4.0
3.7
3.0
1.0
4.0
4.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
3.0
2.5
3.0
5.0
2.7
3.7
2.5
3.0
2.8
3.0
NR
NR
2.0
2.0
NR
3.7
2.0
NR
NR
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Satisfaction
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the existing features of the current centre they
use. Generally, respondents indicated that they are very satisfied or satisfied with elements of the
community centres they use. Areas where low satisfaction levels were noted across the centres
included, WIFI, outdoor lighting and ramps & lifts. The following observations can be made in relation
to satisfaction:
 Toilets – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:



o

Brookvale Community Centre

o

Manly Seniors Centre

o

Manly Vale Community Centre

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

o

Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion

o

Seaforth Community Centre

Kitchen – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Mona Vale Memorial Hall

o

Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion

 Parking – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Belrose Community Centre

o

Manly Seniors Centre

o

Griffith Park Sports Facility

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

 Heating & Cooling – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall

o

Griffith Park Sports Facility

o

Harbord Literary Institute

o

Manly Youth Centre

o

North Narrabeen Community Centre

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

o

Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavilion

o

Seaforth Community Centre

 Ramps & Lifts – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Griffith Park Sports Facility

o

Manly Vale Community Centre

o

Mona Vale Memorial Hall

o

North Balgowlah Community Centre

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion
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 Paths & Steps – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall

o

Mona Vale Memorial Hall

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

 Outdoor Lighting – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Collaroy Swim Club

o

Manly Library Meeting Room

o

Griffith Park Sports Facility

 Indoor Lighting – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Allambie Heights Community Centre

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

 WIFI – low satisfaction was noted for most centres except for:
o

Avalon Recreation Centre

o

Belrose Community Centre

o

Collaroy Swim Club

o

Harbord Literary institute

o

Manly Seniors Centre

o

Nelson Heather Centre

o

North Curl Curl Community Centre

 Cleaning – low satisfaction was noted for for the following centres:
o

Griffith Park Sports Facility

o

Lionel Watts Sports & Community Centre

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

 Indoor/Outdoor Flow – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Curl Curl Sports Centre

o

Mona Vale Memorial Hall

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion

 Disability Access – low satisfaction was noted for the following centres:
o

Mona Vale Memorial Hall

o

North Steyne Surf Pavilion
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Figure 5.

Co mm un i ty Ce n tre Sati s fac tion , Aver age Sco res

Community Centres
Allambie Heights Community Centre
Avalon Recreation Centre
Beacon Hill War Memorial Hall
Belrose Community Centre
Brookvale Community Centre
Collaroy Plateau Youth & Community Centre
Collaroy Swim Club
Cromer Community Centre
Curl Curl Sports Centre
Curl Curl Youth & Community Centre
Elanora Heights Community Centre
Forest Community Arts Centre
Forestville Memorial Hall & Senior Citizens Centre
Forestville Youth Centre
Griffith Park Sports Facility
Harbord Literary institute
Lionel Watts Sports & Community Centre
Manly Library Meeting Room
Manly Seniors Centre
Manly Vale Community Centre
Manly Youth Centre
Mona Vale Memorial Hall
Narraweena Community Centre
Nelson Heather Centre
Newport Community Centre
North Balgowlah Community Centre
North Curl Curl Community Centre
North Narrabeen Community Centre
North Steyne Surf Pavillion
Oxford Falls Peace Park
Queenscliff Surf Pavillion
Seaforth Community & Sporting Pavillion
Seaforth Community Centre
Seaforth Village Community Centre
Ted Blackwood Youth & Community Centre
Terrey Hills Community Centre
Tramshed Arts and Community Centre
Yoyo's Youth Centre

Toilets

Kitchen

Parking

5.0
4.4
5.0
3.0
2.6
4.5
5.0
3.2
3.3
5.0
3.0
3.9
4.3
4.0
3.7
4.0
5.0
3.0
2.0
2.7
3.0
3.0
4.0
2.0
4.3
3.0
4.5
3.2
2.0
NR
NR
2.0
2.0
NR
3.3
3.0
NR
NR

0.0
2.8
0.0
2.0
4.4
4.0
4.0
3.5
4.8
5.0
3.0
3.3
3.6
5.0
2.3
5.0
3.5
2.3
2.5
3.7
2.5
1.3
4.0
2.7
1.7
4.0
4.5
3.8
2.5
NR
NR
1.0
0.0
NR
4.0
3.0
NR
NR

3.0
3.5
4.0
2.0
4.0
5.0
2.8
4.2
4.8
5.0
4.0
3.3
2.8
5.0
2.3
3.0
4.0
4.0
2.5
2.7
4.5
3.3
5.0
3.7
4.3
3.5
5.0
2.6
1.0
NR
NR
4.5
3.5
NR
3.0
5.0
NR
NR

Heating and Ramps and
cooling
lifts
4.0
3.7
2.0
4.0
3.6
3.0
3.3
3.7
2.5
4.5
4.5
3.5
3.7
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
4.7
2.5
3.7
1.5
3.0
4.0
2.7
3.3
3.5
4.0
2.2
1.0
NR
NR
2.0
2.0
NR
2.7
3.0
NR
NR

0.0
3.3
2.0
4.0
3.6
2.5
2.0
2.2
5.0
5.0
4.0
3.5
3.7
5.0
1.7
5.0
5.0
4.3
2.5
1.3
2.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
3.5
2.6
1.0
NR
NR
2.5
0.0
NR
3.3
0.0
NR
NR
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Paths and
steps

Outdoor
lighting

Indoor
lighting

Wifi

Cleaning

5.0
4.4
2.0
4.0
3.6
3.5
4.5
3.5
5.0
5.0
3.0
3.7
4.1
5.0
3.3
5.0
5.0
2.7
2.5
2.7
3.5
2.0
4.0
2.7
4.7
3.0
3.8
3.6
1.0
NR
NR
4.0
4.0
NR
4.7
0.0
NR
NR

2.0
3.2
0.0
2.0
3.0
2.5
1.0
2.3
3.0
0.0
3.5
2.5
3.1
0.0
1.7
5.0
0.0
1.0
2.5
3.3
4.0
3.0
4.0
2.7
3.3
2.5
4.0
2.4
2.0
NR
NR
3.5
2.0
NR
2.7
0.0
NR
NR

2.0
4.3
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
3.3
4.2
4.8
5.0
4.5
4.4
3.5
0.0
3.3
5.0
5.0
4.7
2.5
4.3
3.0
3.0
5.0
4.3
5.0
3.5
4.5
3.8
1.0
NR
NR
4.5
4.5
NR
3.7
3.0
NR
NR

0.0
2.4
0.0
3.0
1.0
1.5
3.3
1.3
0.8
0.0
0.0
1.2
1.4
0.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
0.7
2.5
0.0
0.5
0.7
0.0
2.7
0.3
1.5
3.3
1.4
1.0
NR
NR
0.5
0.0
NR
1.7
0.0
NR
NR

3.0
3.7
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.8
4.0
3.0
4.5
2.0
3.6
3.5
3.0
1.7
2.0
1.5
3.3
2.5
2.7
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
4.3
2.6
1.0
NR
NR
4.0
3.0
NR
3.0
2.0
NR
NR

Indoor/
outdoor
flow
2.0
2.6
2.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
2.8
4.0
1.0
2.5
2.5
2.6
3.0
0.0
2.0
4.0
2.5
4.0
2.5
2.3
3.0
1.3
4.0
3.7
1.7
5.0
4.5
3.6
1.0
NR
NR
2.0
4.5
NR
3.3
3.0
NR
NR

Disability
access
0.0
2.6
2.0
4.0
2.2
3.0
2.3
3.0
3.8
2.5
4.5
3.4
3.5
0.0
3.3
5.0
5.0
4.3
2.5
3.7
2.0
1.7
4.0
4.3
3.3
0.5
4.0
2.6
1.0
NR
NR
2.0
0.0
NR
3.0
4.0
NR
NR
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Opportunities & Challenges
Respondents were asked what opportunities and challenges they saw for the community centres they use. The table below summarises the opportunities and
challenges that were noted for each community centre.
Table 4.
ID

O ppo rtun i ties and C hal l eng es for Co mm un i ty Ce n tres

Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments







Put a dimmer switch on the indoor lighting
please



I think Avalon Rec Centre is a great centre.
Wifi is really bad (well...inexistent which is
a problem when teaching).
You haven't mentioned the staff! They are
very important and the staff at Avalon
Recreation Centre, Nelson Heather and
Newport Recreation Centre are all very
well run. I really appreciate both the
centres and the extremely caring, helpful
and professional staff that maintain them.
Keep up the good work!
Get better cleaners
Blinds for Room 4
Being more lenient with billing period for
permanent hire's
Keep the hiring as it is! Many staff have
left due to changes and soon hirers will
leave if there are too many changes
yes, as a hirer who has been hiring for
more than 20 years, i would like to
comment on proposed billing system, ie
pay up front, this is very difficult especially
in January at the start of the year , as

Centre
1

2

Allambie Heights
Community
Centre
Avalon
Recreation
Centre








it has been a great space to hold yoga, and would
not be possible without the heaters you have
installed.
it is a great facility for the public. very versatile,
can be used for lots of different activities.
A community hub
Expand facilities to attract more hirers
Many
Well placed for future Community needs
great arts hub,














In the evening it is difficult to find and to
know where you enter because the lighting
and signage are not easy to see in the dark
important to keep the centre in good
condition and keep up all repairs, which is
being done as far as i know.
Noise
Keeping the rental rate affordable for the
local community.
Being run by new council, making changes
when it has been run smoothly for many
years
Costs for the general public to hire
We have an amazing discount for our Seniors
Group which we really appreciate
parking for events as parking in avalon is
difficult
Parking could be better, but it is not linked to
the Centre. In general, in Avalon, parking is
becoming a problem (especially if need to
have a car parked for a few hours). No wifi.
Noise between rooms and from outside
Room 4 could have blinds to block out the
hot summer sun. The brochure area is
untidy. Competitors remove flyers
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ID

Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre







3
4

5

Beacon Hill War
Memorial Hall
Belrose
Community
Centre



redevelop to include meeting room functionality
to allow for multiple smaller group to use the
centre at the same time.



More groups using the centre around the
local sporting clubs that have regular access
requirements and this is being eaten into.



Brookvale
Community
Centre





Its OK but there is room for improvement
Essential in its proximity to transport.
meeting
group activities



Having three rental spaces in the same
building its confusing for some users.
The centre's car par its only for 4 cars, it
needs more parking. One hall has no disable
access
Threat of demolition and non-replacement
with the plans for the 'new improved'
Brookvale redevelopment.
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hirers usually haven’t worked since dec ,
and getting parents to pay upfront in
January is extremely difficult , payments
by week 3 is achievable .
Also it would be good to have a more
detailed survey about hirers concerns,
new charges for storage, the booking
system, and payment system !!!! how
these can be improved and be more user
friendly, ways council can help promote
activities etc .Would be really good to
have a meeting in each centre with centre
manager to discuss all the changes and
listen to concerns . This survey is way to
broad !!!!!!
Again. From Avalon Meeting Room there is
no wifi which means that I can use
technology during my classes. Would be
amazing if I could
All fitness and movement classes/activities
to be held in the Annexe as it is away from
the main building and it has airconditioning plus great storage

The community centre could do with a
renovation to modernise it and make it
more usable for all relevant community
group
It would be good if all the halls had access
to the backyard, with emphasis in the
priority use being given to the South hall
Not really, 0ther than perhaps brighter
lighting and larger signage.
Improve the toilets functionality
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ID

Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre


6

7

Collaroy Plateau
Youth &
Community
Centre
Collaroy Swim
Club







Its always in great condition and cam be used for
lots of different activities with easy supervision
It's well used and well liked



Perfect for Arts and Crafts.
Lovely natural light.
I can see myself hiring this venue for a long time.
Makes a wonderful art room
Option to switch on/off light next to screen
independent of remaining light. This would be
beneficial when using a projector.



No tables for meetings
Toilet facilities are neither signed, private or
practical for combined male female usage.
Lack of disabled access is an issue. The roof
leaks, although attempts have been made to
fix this. Ventilation is not great
The parking. When parking was extended at
the Collaroy SLSC from 3? 4? hours, to
12hours to accommodate the B1-B2
commuters, it became FULL of commuters
from early in the morning to late in the
evening.





This means hall hirers, all activity participants
(my students), even surfers, mothers with
children going to the play park etc....all miss
out on parking next to the intended
destination.
Even personally, I need to leave 1 hour early,
and wait for someone to leave then PERHAPS
I might get a car spot near the Hall, having to
carry all the gear in from a distance is so
annoying and unnecessary.
It seems really stupid to have 12P on that
SLSC area, when there is a giant carpark up
the road that is NOT next to the slsc,
children's play park, or community hall.
Surely commuters can use that one, and
people that want to use the park, beach and
surf club etc, can have one small carpark to
use. Commuters dominate this carpark. I
watch dozens of cars go in and out, mostly
mothers with children, every week, miss out.
Silly decision. I hope it gets reversed.
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Yes....reduce the parking in the SLSC
carpark to 4P instead of 12P.
It gets very hot in summer, despite all the
windows. The sun pours in, even with
blinds it's very hot. The fans are ok, but
not very efficient.
I understand it's hard to have air con,
when hirer's might leave it on. But that
would be marvellous.
Heaters - I can't figure out how to turn
them on. The fans keep going on instead.
Perhaps a 'how to', for hirers to work the
odd switches might be good.
I use this space at night and would
recommend a night light be installed at
the entrance as it is completely dark when
I leave and lock up.
Parking amendments.
Suggest instructions how to use heater/fan
combinations.
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ID

Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre


8

Cromer
Community
Centre







9

Curl Curl Sports
Centre




Better access to toilets and signage.
The Centre is great for us as is.
Continued support for our group and the
community. I love it’s multi-functionality
Improvement to women’s toilet e.g. hook to hold
door back.
Improved lighting for night time groups

Heating and Cooling would be great!
No additional opportunities as the center is
utilized a lot as it is the clubhouse of Manly
Warringah Netball Association.










10

Curl Curl Youth
& Community
Centre




I love the B1 B2 but this carpark should be
for beach slsc and park users, and the big
carpark for commuters.
Better parking. commuters take up the
whole surf club area.
Fitting everyone in! Especially as there is
overflow to Cromer from Beacon Hill. Its very
crowded and noisy for our meeting with the
pre-school. BUT the location and parking is
excellent.
Over booking on a sat.arvo when meeting is
being held from 2-4 pm.
Most days and evenings I witness very close
accidents from people leaving the centre due
to the boats, trailers, advertising trailers and
vans parked outside on the road. You cannot
see to turn out of the Centre drive, Very
scarey!!
Age
The upstairs section of the building needs to
be refurbished as the roof leaks when there
is heavy rain. This area also needs some form
of cooing as it is very hot during the summer
months. For some reason the WiFi is very
poor in the center
So hot in Summer, if weather is over 28deg
the hall is virtually unusable

maybe expanding to two courts
Use for different sports, playgroups etc
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Make it safe for the exit return home
please!!



Get cleaners that actually are accountable.
They come to clean the toilets at the
Netball courts and they actually leave their
car running as they are 5 mins tops! They
need to be better maintained!




better lighting
We are happy with the facilities
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Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments








Centre
11

Elanora Heights
Community
Centre

Creation of conditions which permit wider
community use. Upgrades to the kitchen and
male/female bathrooms would be a welcome
addition - dishwasher, new bathroom amenities,
etc. With relation to our hire, Elanora Heights
Community Preschool has potential to continue
growing and providing high quality early
childhood education and care for children and
their families, as well as, community access to
local support services via our preschool, however,
our future is uncertain whilst sharing this space
with recreational users that continue to
compromise our ability to adhere with
government regulations and also, pose ongoing
work, health and safety risks within the centre
with relation to children being onsite 5 days per
week.



Main floor storage of chairs, tables etc.
There have been ongoing challenges within
this centre for several years with relation to
an inappropriate match in hirers; in that,
recreational activities carried out each week
within the centre during evenings and school
holidays severely clashes with the preschool
operating within the centre 5 days per week
under strict regulations and legislation (set
out by the department of education). We
currently employ a team of ten professional
staff members and educate over 80 children
and families each week within this centre,
and it is very unfortunate that the nature of
this shared hire continues to compromise
our requirements to provide appropriate
educational facilities for young children and
families in the community; as well as, our
ability to maintain a consistent environment
for children, families and staff and more
importantly ensure work, health and safety
standards and legislative requirements are
met.
The preschool is required to undertake a full
pack away of the preschool to accommodate
other users which heavily impacts on our
rating and assessment (Department of
Education) and our ability to consistently and
confidently comply with and maintain
national regulations, early childhood
curriculum standards and work, health and
safety legislation and policies. The centre
currently has inadequate and unsafe storage
facilities and lacks adequate space in terms
of being able to provide staff room facilities
for employees working within the centre
from Monday to Friday and a meeting room
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A more transparent online booking
system.
I love the little Centre and it is great for my
Artability Program and Art students
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Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre


12

Forest
Community Arts
Centre











Wonderful Community Appeal
Great for Arts and other Classes
Exhibitions good to promote the Centre
Great Forest Community Library with excellent
staff
Good Access for Local Community Group
Good centre, but council needs to be more
amenable, flexible and supportive of hirers
It is currently suitable for art activities as well as
training and meetings. This is a good use of the
ART centre, in my opinion the centre is well
utilised and it should maintain its role in the
Forest Art Community
Performance space










for families in a quiet confidential space.
Specific challenges within the centre include,
recreational users frequently using preschool
equipment and resources, storing and
leaving heavy/dangerous equipment around
the centre/within unlocked (accessible to
children) storerooms (e.g. sharp
objects/stanley knives/nails/glass, flammable
paints/cleaning products/pesticides, unsafe
storage of set designs, heavy duty ropes and
goods, council clean up items, etc). As the
main hirers of the centre (5 days per week)
for the past 52 years, our preschool has
attempted to work with other hirers in a
respectful and compromising manner,
however, this has become increasingly
difficult of late as we feel that there is an
imbalance of power/intimidation that
compromises the wellbeing of preschool
staff, therefore, we now communicate solely
via council.
Repairing broken electronic door in a timely
manner
Ensuring the air conditioning is working
properly during summer time
As above ... council has turned the centre
into merely a rental/hiring facility instead of
a Community Arts Centre
Keeping fees down
parking is an issue as we are 6 hour hirers
and parking times are restricted. immediate
access to unload heavy items, bags of clay
etc would be good as some of us are
somewhat elderly
Keeping equipment up to date
The only improvement I can think of is to
create an area where attendants can share
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What about a permit to allow all day hirers
to park without shuffling cars and in any
event we could still be booked as i
understand it, if we move around the
parking area. Pity that council seems to
have at least partially withdrawn from
supporting the annual art show. Council
(warringah) has previously been very
supportive of the arts. Hiring the area for
show setup!!!! give me a break, that is
mean. Is it just about return on asset???.
have had another experience with a room
made available to our Council sponsored
book club at Warringah mall library.
Council sneakily did not renew us so that
they could make a profitable hiring to a
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Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre




morning tea or lunch, perhaps adjacent to
the kitchenet or as an extension of it.
organising adequate parking for hirers. At
present it is impossible to attend a class and
park legally.
Parking









13

Forestville
Memorial Hall &
Senior Citizens
Centre







Definitely could be used for events on weekends
It would be great if it was air-conditioned and you
could dim the lighting
Community classes
it is a great facility as it is - it is the cleaners that
let it down
That the current access to parking be changed.
The entry near est the lights should be marked
entry only. The other one near the Bus stop
should be Exit only.







Location very close to main road
parking issue especially if two functions on at
the same time
Maintenance and aging
cleaning!!!!
Keeping it safe for all users
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commercial enterprise. It was explained
that the room was after all a public space
or some such. I guess a book club
sponsored by the library does not qualify
to meet in a library???? I wonder who is
responsible for these attitudes?
Otherwise staff are unfailingly polite and
helpful. Opinions expressed are personal
and do not represent my group.
The library could keep more resource for
the activities operating in the centre
ie. international ceramic and art
magazines
I would like to respectfully ask for a
commendation to be written in the service
records of the centre managers, Ms
Michelle West and Ms Kathy Colling for
their outstanding professional, courteous
and timely service.
reconsider charging art teachers for
annual exhibition of students work.
Fees for this should be waived
This survey doesn't include administrative
staff who at Forestville community art
centre are great
instructions re hot water tap in kitchen
placed on the wall
The lights in senior Citz Hall should be
more varied. They are very bright and
some classes don’t need all lights on so
bright.
the facility is wonderful it is disappointing
that the cleaning lets it down.
Perhaps more Patrols to check the two
centre's safer.
It would become a great centre if it was
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Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre

14

Forestville Youth
Centre



Improve the signage when accessing from
Melwood Ave.



15

Griffith Park
Sports Facility



I can see myself holding small classes here. Good
for groups, discussions, art classes etc.
It's great for smaller sized activities, and hiring fee
should always reflect this. Need attractive small
rooms, not just big halls with unwelcoming small
rooms attached. I love that this is standing alone.
It’s called a community centre but it’s really only a
hiring space - the rents are becoming prohibitive.
Sedentary groups, reading, art, etc, older people.
Makes a great room for 'sitting'.












School Holidays impact our usage.
The tables are all stacked on one trolley, too
heavy for a 90 YO to push about.
1. It's often full of dirt. Understand it's a
football field but there is no front mat that
can remove dirt or mud from shoes.
Previous users don't seem to sweep.
unattractive.
Garbage bins usually have lots of garbage in
them on arrival. Also, unattractive.
2. The kitchen is full of ants. Great kitchen,
but often messy and benches dirty. It's a
shame the urn was not replaced. I'm lucky
council immediately brought in a regular
kettle. But too small for my class. I had to
buy an extra to use. Kitchen needs a boiler.
Often looks unclean.
3. THE PARKING!! again, since the council
made this a 12-hour carpark, for B1B2 use,
it’s always full unless I get there an hour
early and sit waiting for an hour. But not full
with commuters, with GOLFERS. If parking
was reduced to 4 hours the golfers wouldn't
be able to park there. (takes longer than 4
hours) (but neither would I as I hire for
around 7 hours.) I wish I had some sort of
sticker allowing me to park in a spot.
Again, like Collaroy Swim, it's very irritating
that the hirer, and the users, of the
community hall, can't park in the carpark.
Not ever.
I feel that Long Reef Golfers, who have a
giant carpark of their own, should park
elsewhere and hirers and users of the hall be
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air-conditioned and you could dim the
lighting.
Letting commuters park
Looking for a similar community centre in
the Manly, Curl Curl, Brookvale area
One golfer parks IN the entry to the
carpark every week, blocking half of it off.
Ranger never comes around to book him.
A zip boil would be wonderful.
Parking - already said. But I wish I could
have a 'hirer's sticker or something.
Please don't make all the carparks next to
all the community centres 12 hours. It
sort of defeats the purpose of community,
when the community can't park there as
it's full of commuters who are all day in
the city.
A moratorium on Fees for a couple of
years. Costs are going up and wages are
stagnant
4 places taken by disabled parking (2
places and 2 blocked off) is too many for a
10-place carpark. 40% of people are not
disabled.
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What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre









16

Harbord Literary
institute



With a lowered ceiling, overhead fans and heaters
that are not noisy, the Institute could be a greater
asset to the community.





17

18

Lionel Watts
Sports &
Community
Centre
Manly Library
Meeting Room



A dish washer would be very useful.



More opportunities for our service to use it more
frequently rather than once per week.






allowed to park next to it. Recently the
disabled section was enlarged from 1 spot (in
a10 place carpark) to 3 spots (actually 2
spots with a space in the middle) This means
3 out of the 10 places are always empty.
Again, this seems very silly to me. Is 30% of
the population disabled?
The centre needs to contact more with the
community perhaps advertising would help other than a brochure there isn't any
advertising for the general public.
Bathroom needs extractor.
Kitchen requires ant/pest eradication.
Carpark Parking is taken up entirely by Long
Reef golf Club players.
Whiteboard does not belong to council.
Room is often dirty, and bins often used and
full from previous users, which is unpleasant
when I arrive.
Carpeted area is often dirty. A carpeted area
is useful for kindy and other hirers but could
new carpet be installed with regular electro
dry cleaning?(dries quickly)
Pressed metal ceiling means no insulation.
(see above)
Cleaners need to step up
Some hirers do not leave facility clean
Independent cleaners need to be more
frequent
Moving the days, we use when we have a
constant morning permanently booked.
Other organisations seem to just take our
spot if something is on & we are required to
telephone 18 people about this cancellation.
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We are grateful for this reasonably priced
venue and suggest that a few dollars more
to the hourly rates to address heating and
cooling issues may be acceptable to hirers
if council can put aside heritage
objections.



U3A uses 7 community centres and I have
not enough spare time to fill in a survey
for each centre



The toilet amenities do not allow for space
for prams if a mother needs to use the
toilet or older individuals with walking
frames.
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Community

What opportunities do you see for this centre?

What challenges do you see for this centre?

Other Comments

Centre
19



Manly Seniors
Centre


20



Manly Vale
Community
Centre



21

Manly Youth
Centre



This centre is full of natural light and the location
is great! I could see it being used for church and
other community events throughout the week
(even potentially shows, etc.).



22

Mona Vale
Memorial Hall







Well located and can be used for many different
activities.
Ramps on both sides of the entry



It needs pulling down



23

24

Narraweena
Community
Centre
Nelson Heather
Centre



Only 1 toilet - not enough when hosting
evens with 50 + people
The challenges for us are the inability to
leave our carpet mats and furniture in the
hall during the week. Any use of the
designated playground for the preschool
would detrimentally destroy its quality and
suitability for our pre-schoolers. The cleaning
of the hall is minimal and needs to be
addressed.
May pose some accessibility issues for those
in wheelchairs, and not a lot of locked
storage options. Additionally, for a church, it
does not offer other decent-sized rooms for
kids or youth.
Parking is becoming an increasing problem,
particularly in the mornings. The toilets are
the main problem for the centre. when the
hall is in use the general public can access
the toilets and therefore they get very dirty
and vandalised.



It is run down; the building is actually moving
as it was built on a tip
Safety issues - sinking floor in one room,
makes for accessibility problems for people
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I would like to see the hourly fee come
down. Teaching yoga is tricky sometimes if
only get a few turn up and you just cover
cost of hall hire. Little harder to make a
living.
I would like to see the price come down
for hiring the hall for yoga classes please
For our particular purposes having white
walls is a disadvantage. Can the walls be
painted a different colour?
Sole use during school term weeks would
enable us to provide a more inviting
environment for the children and families.



It would be great to have some extra
rooms for youth or kid services (for church
use). Additionally, extra power outlets
would be ideal!



somehow get more security to deter
vandalism of the toilet areas.



whoever has the cleaning contract is not
doing a good enough job for the amount
of people that use the Nelson Heather
Centre, the cleaning is not up to scratch
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25

26

Newport
Community
Centre



North Balgowlah
Community
Centre







27

North Curl Curl
Community
Centre




A great facility for the community. Can be and is
used for lots of different purposes.
Great future for extra courses if rooms are
available limited to non-school holidays at the
present time



Lots of children around to utilise activities. Near a
growing school community and affluent families.
Elderly looking for a place to connect.
We hire craft room one night a week, so not sure
how well venue used. Could advertise on sites
like Nabo availability for parties etc.




It is a great Community resource
Clearer signage (easily confused with other
Council Community Centres in Abbott Road









in wheelchairs.
Cooking facilities not kept in good working
order.
Lack of cleaning supervision particularly in
kitchen areas where refrigerators and
cupboards are not cleaned regularly.
Parking is a challenge in the mornings due to
Jazzercise across the road and then Sport on
Fridays for the local schools.
Signage to the entrances could be improved
as it is a little complicated to know which
door to use.
All good as long as the centre is kept in good
condition and clean
Maintaining cleanliness
Limited space to develop further. Parking is a
problem as The Bowling Club take limited
space for afternoon activities
It's in need of an update/refresh
Cannot foresee any except keeping Centre
well used.

Maintenance
It is not possible to darken it enough for
showing PowerPoint, etc. Needs blinds on
all windows.
It is a major hassle (and OH&S issue) to have
to move all of the tables to set up to view the
projection screen (and move them back at
the end)
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the cleaners should clean the windows
more frequently.
Could you consider changing the tables
they are difficult to move for older people

The cleaning is inconsistent sometimes
terrible, sometimes average and
sometimes good. Mostly reverts to bad.
North Balgowlah could do with some
updating/maintenance, fresh coat of paint
in the art room and solving the dirt/no
grass issue in the art room outdoor space,
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Dirty floors not cleaned often enough.
Parking is limited
Some upgrading of facilities – kitchen
Cleaning has been a longstanding issue as
the standard is very poor. As it is now a
contract company, there are many different
people cleaning. There is therefore no
consistency.
Originally, when there was a regular cleaner
employed, the standard of cleaning was
excellent.
Sound passes too easily between rooms. It
can be difficult to run a meditation class in
the middle hall when there is a children's
party in the main hall. The sound travels
straight through the walls.
Mould, cleanliness.



It can be difficult for newcomers to find
the correct entrance to rooms. The
entrance needs clear signage telling
people where to find the hall they are
looking for.

Parking, lack of disability entrance, lighting,
floor, toilets, cleaning, windows, doors,
unsafe entrance. Lack of warmth and cool.
No airflow. People entering while class is
running.
Access, lighting, floor, privacy, parking issues,
no storage, lack of air flow, no access to
outdoor terrace or air flow from open doors
for last 2 years. It is in desperate need for an
upgrade. Currently in very poor condition.



North Steyne Surf Club is an iconic building
but has not moved into the 21st Century.
Renovations have not made it conducive
to running classes as I have done there for
18 years. Interruptions from club
members and general public is always a
problem when teaching as when doors are
open for air flow people feel free to just
walk in and look around. There needs to
be a change to the interior lay out of the

Centre
28

North
Narrabeen
Community
Centre







29

North Steyne
Surf Pavillion





Better and cleaner bathrooms. Pathways around
the back of the centre to be cleared of objects
obstructing path.
Needs some kind of heating
We operate the Narrabeen Community
Kindergarten out of this centre. This is a not for
profit organisation that provides early childhood
education for the community. The organisation
would like exclusive access to the 2 halls - middle
and small halls, leaving the Main Hall to the dance
classes. As the dance classes already have
extensive access to the Main Hall, our committee
sees it as a very reasonable request to secure
exclusive use of these other 2 halls. The NCK is
very highly regarded in the community for
providing high quality education to the children in
our community. Families feel very strongly about
the preschool not having to pack up the room
every day for very small dance classes, who could
be accessing the many other halls in the area.
Great community centre to offer services to
people in the Narrabeen/Collaroy area. It has a
great variety of groups offering services.
It needs an overhaul. Very dated and old. Not sure
if the stage in the hall is put to good use? Would
be great to have an outdoor play area we could
use for Playgroup.
An upgrade of the internal space would make it
more conducive for future hire. As it is now I have
been told there is to be renovation, but the door
to the outside looking over the beach has been
barred for 2 years.
There is no airflow and the windows are almost
impossible to open. The lighting is harsh and the
floors are always dirty. The toilets smell and
people from the club who have keys or use the
gym below walk through without any concern for
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30
31
32

Oxford Falls
Peace Park
Queenscliff Surf
Pavillion
Seaforth
Community &
Sporting
Pavillion



who is using it or running a class. I have rented
there for 18 years and as I love the location I stay
but would love to see a very big upgrade
Location is excellent but the lack of upgrade
makes it a poor to see opportunities for the future
other than short rental times of an hour at a time

Need a new floor surface, old floor is very, very
hard for sport, is like concrete. Needs floorboards.
Also, Basketball lines are wrongly marked, the
basketball hoops are too low and substandard.





Outdoor area very unusable a tiny sand pit
and bark covering ground has no appeal and
safety checks unable to be done as the
covering is not appropriate for a play area for
children. Could do with softball and some
outdoor equipment it could look so good like
Jaf Fenwick at Seaforth.
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space to be rented.
I have rented the North Steyne facility
since 2000 and at one stage 7 times per
week, which became too expensive for my
small business to maintain. As much as I
love the view of the beach I have not
enjoyed the sandy, dirty floor, the lack of
clean toilets, the continued intrusion of
club members, the lack of privacy and the
'no empathy' attitude by the previous
council when it came to major
disturbances to me being able to run my
classes. EG.piles of timber being stored
taking 1/2 to 2/3 of floor space, but
continued full rental charge! I would love
to see an upgrade and the work I was told
was going to be done actually done. I am
happy that my 18 years of campaigning for
equal rents across the Northern Beaches
has finally occurred, making these facilities
more accessible for hire, but this facility
certainly does not offer the upgraded
options that many other clubs on the
Northern Beaches offer for the same or
less hourly rental rate.

Basketball facilities are lacking. In short
basketball is exploding as sport, junior
registrations are up and will continue to
grow. growth is because of fantastic NBA
players and marketing but also due to
increased information regarding
concussions and injuries from contact
sports. Would be prudent for the council
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33

Seaforth
Community
Centre




The opportunity for the local community to come
together for various activities
There are good opportunities if there was a
heating system for the hall.




The need to keep the Centre a clean, safe
place.
No heating!! Please install heating similar to
Cromer Community Centre. These heaters
can be set to a timer so that no one will leave
the heater on overnight.






34

35

Seaforth Village
Community
Centre
Ted Blackwood
Youth &
Community
Centre






Continued use for community. Great hall for
exercise/dance and for large meetings etc.
The venue is situated in an ideal central area for
accessibility to the local community, with plenty
of room to renovate and extend the community
centre hall as it is often too small and there are
very few halls on the Peninsula of this size or
larger.
Kitchen facilities could be used





The building is old. Bathrooms need an
update, Inside needs a repaint and sprucing
up. Side doors continue to be a challenge to
lock securely.
It needs a desperate update. There is NO
heating at all so it can be like a freezer in
winter. Reverse cycle air conditioning would
help the oven temperatures in summer,
especially while physical activity is taking
place.
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to forward plan for continued growth with
regard to both indoor and outdoor
facilities
Really needs bathrooms and kitchen
updated.
I have stressed cleaning, at the Centre,
over the past few months the hall
especially toilets and storage area has
been left filthy. The toilets, storage room
doors all need to be painted, ie stripped
back and painted not painted over old
paint which peels off very quickly and
looks ugly. The rubbish receptacle outside
the hall always has rubbish left on the
ground not inside the locked rubbish bin
as it should, the animals always have a
wonderful rummage and leave scattered
rubbish everywhere. Obviously, someone
doesn’t have a key.
Parking - there are several caravans and
trailers parked in the allocated spaces for
the Centre so people using the Centre
have to park further away.
Please install heaters.

It would be a sad day for the centre should
planned demolition occur. It is needed in
addition to planned new Warriewood
Community Centre. More facilities, not
less needed for increasing population in
area. Hall is a bit dim inside/outside at
night during winter. Extra parking would
be helpful. A large signboard at front of
building displaying activities which take
place in the centre would be useful and
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36

37

38

Also, rear access would save people walking
in to the front of classes or meetings,
especially when they are late.
Ideally a foyer area like other halls would be
of great benefit, so people are not left
waiting outside in the rain or hot
temperatures, or like I have to allow them in
to classes and they are constantly walking up
and down in the middle of my classes, which
are very distracting for the children.
Limited use due to decor.

Terrey Hills
Community
Centre
Tramshed Arts
and Community
Centre
Yoyo's Youth
Centre
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informative to the public.
I hire 7 different community centres just
to conduct my weekly
afternoon/night/weekend classes as all
centres are just about full to capacity of a
weekday afternoon and evening. Plus, I
need a size comparable to Ted Blackwood
and that can be a very difficult task.
Another huge difficulty for Ted Blackwood
is the use of our toilet facilities by the
people training outside on the netball and
soccer fields. Every afternoon they just
walk straight through our classes thinking
it is their right to use our hired toilet
facilities when they have their own toilets
outside. They say their coaches do not
have the keys to open the toilets on the
fields?
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What Makes a Great Community Centre?
Respondents were asked “What makes a great community centre”. There were a range of comments
provided with common themes including accessibility & location, multipurpose & flexible, affordable,
amenity & design, programming & activation, cleanliness, upkeep & safety, management & operation
and community. All comments made are listed below.
Accessibility & Location
“Accessible, clean, big enough for a wide range of uses and well managed”
“Access in the main shopping area”
"Accessibility, good transport, parking, disable access, and a light and bright”
“Proximity to transport, facilities and being positioned in an Hi-Vis situation”.
"Accessible place”
“Location”
"Location, natural light (for art), large room”
“Accessibility, affordability, diversity of usage. The ability of the centre to adapt to user groups needs”.
“location and parking and adjacent to children's play area”
“Good access, suitability for different events, good parking and location near public transport”
“Accessibility to the local Community Groups”
“Availability”
“Accessibility functionality staff”
“Accessibility for the community”
“Lovely location”
“Easy access”
“Our families enjoy the location next to the community garden”
“An accessible area with welcoming facilities and affordable rates, suitable for passive and light active
recreation/learning opportunities”
“Easy access, easy parking, attractive environment, cleanliness, airflow, privacy, lighting, clean toilets,
shower facilities”.
“Location. Atmosphere on inside of centre needs to be bright and inviting. Cleanliness must be of
high standard. Centre storerooms need to be kept tidy”.
“Accessibility and an up to date centre that caters for all groups in the local community to offer
opportunities to connect and integrate for good physical and mental wellbeing”.
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Multipurpose & Flexible
“A large flexible space that allows for multiple use as well as good kitchen/bar facilities to cater for all
event types. Fair and equal use by all resident sporting clubs.”
“Multipurpose - different activities”
“The ability to accommodate a variety of activities and interests”
“A centre which is flexible & available to everyone”
Affordability
“Affordable hire fees”
"Affordable hire, clean facilities, a variety of activities”
“It wouldn't matter how gorgeous it is, if it was too expensive no one would hire it."
"accessibility, affordable rent and lightweight furniture”
“Pricing and accessibility. quality of facilities”
“Making it affordable for community use”
“Reasonable hire rates, and the ability for local small (e.g. after school activities) business and groups
who are like minded to meet for their activity, knowing premises are clean, grounds safe etc.”
“Also. I LOVE that the prices aren't to crazy.
Amenity & Design
“Easy parking”
“LIGHT tables/furniture, Affordable price”
“Good and enough toilets "
“Heating/ Cooling for activities and being kept clean. Especially clean toilet facilities”
“Kitchen, WITH A SINK, bathroom and table storage all right there in the ONE place (not in different
areas up halls. Unfussy”.
“Windows. Light. Space. Enough tables, central location and plenty of parking close by for hirers and
users”.
“Being used, a bit of colour and good facilities”
“Pleasant surroundings, well maintained interior and exterior, good relationships amongst hirers”.
“It should be comfortable in all weather conditions”
“A big and practical kitchen and an adjacent place to enjoy a meal”
“A place that 'feels good' when you enter it when it's empty."
"Natural light”
“Plenty of tables and chairs”
“A fully functional kitchen”
“Light, plenty of furniture”
“Plenty of close by parking"
“Easily accessible, good kitchen and adequate blackout for windows so that daytime use for
powerpoint and DVDs can be viewed well”
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“Accessibility”
“Good natural light”
“Location and parking options”
“Users friendly, open and welcoming. Also, a community member should be able to find information
there and be able to participate in an activity of interest”.
“Outdoor space, natural lighting, good heating/cooling”
“A welcoming place. Cleanliness. Good and ambient lighting. No interruptions when running a class.
Clean toilets. Easy accessibility. Parking. Good lighting. Heating and cool. Storage facilities for users.
Privacy when running a class”.
“Good indoor-outdoor flow. Clean bathrooms and kitchen and well maintained”.
“An airy, light, clean, safe space where various activities can be held. Good Parking access”
“A hall that does not freeze during winter and has adequate heating”
“Atmosphere, central location, and welcoming décor”.

Programming & activation
“Variety of uses”
“Activities, services and resources to build and strengthen educational, social and community networks
within the local and surrounding areas”.
“Varied group of Programs on Offer”
“Variety of activities”
“Variety of activities”
“Facilities available to cater to a variety of services for community groups”
Cleanliness, Upkeep & Safety
“Cleanliness”
“Clean and safe i.e. not slippery floors”
“Well-kept maintenance of facilities”
“The upkeep”
“A clean one”
“Useful spaces. Good lighting. Clean toilets. Full kitchen. Clear, VISIBLE cleaning instructions for hirers”.
“Somewhere that is clean, easily accessible for all people, bright, handles weather extremes well and is
adaptable to the needs of every event”
“A caring safe environment for the community to come together for different functions, that needs to
be clean and easy accessible for everyone young and old”
“A safe, clean, presentable space for the community to participate in group activities. It should where
possible be inclusive i.e. low rates/no rates for elderly and disabled groups and accessible for all”.
“Maintenance”
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Management & Operation
“Personal contact with the management”
“A good community Centre management, access to that person, flexibility”
“Friendly and professional council staff who are available to assist hirers in person, who help facilitate
activities”
“The co-ordinator to be available more often especially when things go wrong"
“The behind the scenes management to be well structured and funded so that bookings, cleaning,
maintenance etc is continued without interruption to activities in the centre”.
"Professional and engaging staff”
“A good Council that is supportive of the users of the centre”
“Good booking Office & communication”
“Parking and a clean and well operating centre”
“Communication with coordinators”
Community
“The community”
“Involvement with the community. Council seems to have lost site of the great opportunity for it to
create goodwill in the community, by allowing a once a year availability to hold a combined activity
such as an exhibition in the facility free of charge. This would make the council look so good in the eyes
of the public and at very little cost”
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Appendix A – Internal Interview
Questions
Council Interview Guide – Arts, Youth & Community Development
Current Trends

1.

How does your business area interact with community centres?

2.

What current trend/issues are impacting on the Arts, Youth & Community Development Sector that will influence
the way community centres are provided and used? E.g. unmet needs, emerging groups, funding etc?

Challenges & Opportunities

3.

Have you heard about, or observed any barriers experienced by community members in accessing/using
community centres?

4.

What else do you think the community needs from its community centres?

Potential Responses & Priorities

5.

Do you have any suggestions for improving our Community Centres? E.g. governance and models of delivery

6.

What makes a good community centre? e.g. multipurpose

7.

What is your business area priorities in the Northern Beaches Community in relation to community centres?

Council Interview Guide – Booking Officers
Current Trends

1.

How does your business area interact with community centres?

2.

What current trend/issues are impacting on your business area that will influence the way community centres are
provided and used?

Challenges & Opportunities

3.

Have you heard about, or observed any barriers experienced by community members in accessing/using
community centres?

4.

What else do you think the community needs from its community centres?

5.

Which are the centres that are highly booked and why?

6.

Which are the centres that are not well used and why?

Potential Responses & Priorities

7.

Do you have any suggestions for improving our Community Centres?

8.

What makes a good community centre?

9.

What is your business area priorities in the Northern Beaches Community in relation to community centres?

Council Interview Guide – Planning
Strategic Planning

1.

From a strategic planning point of view what are some of the emerging trends that may impact on community
centre provision and use?

2.

How has community centres needs been planned for in new growth areas and major developments?
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3.

What is the preferred delivery model/principles for community centres in new growth areas?

4.

Have the changes to Section 94 local infrastructure contributions (particularly for social infrastructure) impacted on
how community facilities are delivered?

5.

What aspects of the Community Centre Strategy should be considered to assist in long term strategic planning?

Council Interview Guide – Property & Assets
General

1.

Is there a central database on all community centres for the Northern Beaches that has information on year built,
remaining useful life, expenditure (maintenance etc), replacement cost, overall condition rating etc?

2.

How does your business area interact with community centres?

3.

What current trend/issues are impacting on your business area that will influence the way community centres are
provided and used? E.g. funding, compliance, sustainability etc

4.

How are scouts and guide halls currently planned and managed?

5.

From a resource/asset point of view, where can efficiencies be made? E.g. asset rationalisation

Potential Responses & Priorities

6.

Do you have any suggestions for improving our Community Centres?

7.

What makes a good community centre?

8.

What is your business area priorities in the Northern Beaches Community in relation to community centres?

Council Interview Guide – Children’s Services

1.

How does your business area interact with community centres?

2.

What current trend/issues are impacting on the Children’s Services Sector that will influence the way community
centres are provided and used? E.g. changing regulation, preference for private services etc?

Challenges & Opportunities

3.

Have you heard about, or observed any barriers experienced by community members in accessing/using
community centres?

4.

What else do you think the community needs from its community centres?

Potential Responses & Priorities

5.

Do you have any suggestions for improving our Community Centres?

6.

What makes a good community centre?

7.

What is your business area priorities in the Northern Beaches Community in relation to community centres?
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Appendix B – Summary of Interviews
Current and Emerging Trends
Service groups: Arts and cultural services; Youth services; Community development services
•
Accessibility
•

Locations are not efficient

•

Booking issues – often asked about regular accommodation booking (e.g. one day/ week) for
some community service providers e.g.:
o

Community Northern Beaches – networking many support services

o

Gig buddies (Sydney)

•

Co-location would benefit

•

Fees for accommodation

Unmet need:
•

Community hub in Dee Why would seem most accessible. PCYC was supposed to meet the
needs of Dee Why however PCYC is at capacity.

•

Other user groups

•

Local band nights (currently YoYos, Mona Vale Memorial Hall, Manly Youth Centre are
considered for youth band nights)

•

Avalon Youth Hub: co-location for youth services identifies that new space is on its wish list

Service group: Library services
•
Library is seen as drop in; community centres are not
•

Terminology “community centre” confuses identity/ purpose of community centre (e.g. does
it reference a “hall for hire”, drop in hub etc.)

•

Alambie old library attached

•

Libraries may run events that might make use of community centre space however this may
not help to build the library brand if held at other locations

•

Noted this could be better supported with a stronger library brand

•

Library programming (e.g. U3A, conversation time, story time, reading groups) is required to
work in with community activities where co-located – not always compatible

•

Warringah Mall library experiences conflicts with noise from kids’ uses

•

Other library users include knitters, hot deskers and expectation that quiet, free space is
available at libraries

•

More integration between library spaces and community centre spaces supported although
needs to consider use conflicts, as well as expectations around free drop-in spaces and paid
user spaces
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•

Interaction between library and surrounding uses at Forestville is low

•

Cross promotion is welcome and possible

•

Library meeting spaces: fees vary to community centre rates (e.g. not for profit hourly rate is
$25 (library) vs $15 (community centre))

•

Library meeting spaces could be integrated with as part of “Council spaces for hire” booking
system with other community centres

•

Booking system would benefit from photos, prices, availability all in one stop shop

•

Community library are mostly run by volunteers however volunteers are declining and
existing volunteers are ageing and the role of Community Library Officer is to support
volunteers moving forward to ensure community libraries stay open

Service group: Booking services
•

Playgroups are dropping off in offset to both parents now going to work

•

Increase in requirements for technology e.g. Wi-Fi, projectors

•

Increased demand for spaces for yoga/ meditation

•

Increased demand for indoor sports (in particular basketball)

•

Unmet need for years

•

Need new/ other facilities

•

Storage/ curated storage

•

Continued need for kids’ parties (noting many booking requests have apartment/ unit
addresses)

•

Large events difficult to accommodate: issues such as fees, noise etc

•

Primary schools are disallowing access for other users due to using the hall for their OSHC
programs

•

Support groups in Dee Why looking for space

Service group: Strategic planning services
•

Currently undertaking LEP review and District Plan

•

North District Plan requires Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) (20-year planning
horizon) considering following aspects:
o

Priorities

o

Actions

o

Monitoring and reporting

•

Community Centres Strategy would be good to have input into LSPS e.g. for priorities

•

Request for data (e.g. benchmarks?) from Community Centres Strategy baseline reporting to
be provided to Strategic Planning to inform LEP Review/ LSPS

Catchments
•
Strategic planning prefers suburbs as catchment base
•

Wards are not preferred (despite ward map being used in Community Strategic Plan)

•

Centre catchments considered a relevant catchment reference (Dee Why, Frenchs Forest,
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Manly)
•

Centre hierarchy will be important with local order (community) centres playing an important
role in relating to people/ local catchments

•

Strategic planning is moving towards use of centre catchments

•

Suggestions from Councillors is that ward catchments are not uniquely preferred

Growth areas
•
State growth model is different to Forecast iD
•

State growth projections are what are used by Strategic Planning

•

TA notes that State growth projections do not go down to small enough statistical level for
purpose of community infrastructure planning

Service group: Property asset services
•

Property services keep condition reports as well as reports on:
o

Renewal planning

o

Replacement costs

o

Maintenance costs

o

Life expectancy

•

Property services assess prioritisation on ‘fit for purpose’ test as much as condition reporting

•

One asset renewal project programmed per budget year

•

Property Services is also required to engage with community groups

•

DDA and building codes are required for each renewal

•

Can’t buy from Section 94 (recent changes)

•

Council as facilitator/ administrator for access to all available spaces including schools, surf
life-saving clubs, scout/ guide halls

Other Council assets
•
Surf life-saving clubs are required to now use lease template in accordance with Crown Lands
Act
•

Principles of terms have been presented to clubs

•

Can determine a percentage of overall appropriate for community use

•

Determined on a club by club basis

•

18 SLSC are counted within Council property assets

•

How are scouts and guide halls currently planned and managed?

•

Scout clubs and tennis clubs (for example) are on $1/ year leases

•

Scout clubs occasionally used (e.g. for kids dance classes) but unknown leasing activity (?)

Service group: Children’s services
How does your business area interact with community centres?
•
Family daycare, childcare
•

Belrose Community Centre (Frenchs Forest) – next door to Belrose Childcare Centre; Manly
Vale – family day care for play sessions; Naraweena; Curl Curl
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•

Vacation care run out of five difference community centres

What current trend/issues are impacting on the Children’s Services Sector that will influence the way
community centres are provided and used? E.g. changing regulation, preference for private services
etc?
•
No exclusive use e.g. Terry Hills is used exclusively
•

Services for more vulnerable families is emerging need

•

Local governments are shown to be leading provider of quality childcare. Council has a
waiting list for children’s services - 103% utilisation

•

Work on a Children services strategy for Northern Beaches Council is planned to be started
within the next 12 months

•

A need for more community space in Pittwater area is anecdotally noted from current
awareness of growing family demographics and low number of existing spaces

•

Potentially also need in Ingleside and Frenchs Forest for community centres

•

In general childcare may have experienced a glut in provision of childcare spaces but believed
this to be calibrated now

•

Future Children Services Strategy may identify more trends

Challenges and Barriers
Service groups: Arts and cultural services; Youth services; Community development services
Arts and cultural services:
•
Exhibition spaces (northern artists network)
•

$1M for new exhibition space

•

Anecdotal evidence suggests real need, not just perceived need

•

Curl Curl Creative Space is full

General
•
Comment was made that some in the community may not know about community centres and
what they are used for
•

Avalon Youth Hub: co-location for youth services identifies that new space is on its wish list

•

Cultural groups (e.g. Tibetan largest community in Dee Why and they want a temple) that are
looking for large venue to hold annual gatherings. Cultural groups currently use Yoyos,
reserves are very common, Cromer Community Centre, Mount Mackellar High School

•

Dedicated space for arts and culture – not exclusive to any user but exclusive to arts.

Service group: Library services
•

Library is seen as drop in; community centres are not

•

Library currently runs story time and rhyme time which is very popular however is unable to
cater for kindergarten wanting to bring 20+ kids along.

What else do you think the community needs from its community centres?
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•

Booking system would benefit from photos, prices, availability all in one stop shop

•

There is a perception that community centres are under-utilised and could be opportunity for
more efficient programming (perhaps incorporating library activities)

•

Potential for spaces for noisy activities such as music practise, band practise away from noise
sensitive residential uses

Service group: Booking services
•

Public liability insurance is often a challenge for some users (when required)

•

Unsuitable flooring e.g. for sports users, tap dancers, badminton

•

Overall maintenance and cleaning

•

Parking – duration and number of spaces available

•

Isolated locations are detrimental to centres (e.g. North Balgowlah, Seaforth Pavilion, Oxford
Falls)

•

Lack of awareness of centre locations and potential to hire

•

PCYC registration requirement is a barrier for some groups who wish to remain anonymous
(e.g. AA meetings)

Improvements needed?
•

Attractiveness/ inviting/ legibility improvements

•

Terminology and clarity around purpose

•

Council services could be made available at centres once a month

•

Community centre services to be more proactive in campaigning for use/ users, to improve use
efficiency / hirer attraction

Which are the centres that are highly booked and why?
Community Centre
Forestville Youth
Centre
North Curl Curl

Manly Seniors
Avalon Recreation
Centre
Harbord Literary
Institute
Nelson Heather

Curl Curl Youth
Tramshed

Reason
Good size, light, bright, good parking, mirrors, great kitchen
Well-known, nice, well-located, big, lots of facilities, light
natural, great parking, indoor/ outdoor flow, good kitchen,
has lots of regular users
Bright, good parking, good location, well-known, nice feel,
heavily used by seniors
Bright, light, library, customer service, early childhood, hall,
well-located, good parking, beautiful outlook, well used
Indoor/ outdoor flow, diverse groups, huge demand for
children’s parties, only centre in the area
Big, lots of parking, open, flat, on main road (location), wellknown, services present (meals on wheels), historic
significance
Indoor sports, popular because of indoor sport component
Amazing location, well-known, playground, visible

Which are the centres that are not well used and why?
Community Centre

Reason
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Oxford Peace Falls
(weekdays)
Manly Youth
Seaforth Village

Bad parking, enviro-toilets, small space, inaccessible
storage, location is isolated
Old, not nice

New space, activation person – one off event wasn’t
successful, parking issues
North Curl Curl Sports
Netball dominated, less accessible, alarm is an issue, and
toilets outside, lift is dodgy
Brookvale West
Shoebox room
Terry Hills
In residential area, isolated
Elanora
Storage and user group curation> can be resolved
Service group: Strategic planning services
•

Confusion of “centre” purpose/ function

Dee Why Master Plan
•

Earlier versions note requirements for community centres on central car park site (2004)

•

Current master plan notes a civic precinct with possible land uses including community centre

•

Notes building will be listed on State heritage register

•

Ingleside: green star accreditation is being sought and will need to meet minimum
requirements for social infrastructure

Service group: Property asset services
•

Property services not yet suitably informed on need to understand objectives for efficiencies

•

Depends on fit for purpose (use is critical)

•

Asset rationalisation/ consolidation is good

•

Repurposing is supported

•

Leasing of space instead of new facility is an opportunity to respond to need (e.g. Manly has
limited community centre spaces for hire, but high real estate prices prohibit acquisition/
construction of new facility)

•

Property services are currently tenanting property that was recently acquired by Council as
Reserve Trustees of Crown land

•

Northern Creative Space will have teaching rooms for hire

Service group: Children’s services
•

A need for more community space in Pittwater area is anecdotally noted from current
awareness of growing family demographics and low number of existing spaces

•

Potentially also need in Ingleside and Frenchs Forest for community centres
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Potential Responses
Service groups: Arts and cultural services; Youth services; Community development services
Youth services
•

Technology (e.g. projector)

•

Furniture

•

Signage (particularly bad are Nelson Heather and Avalon Annex)

•

Cups and saucers/ dishwashers

Arts and cultural services
•

Vibe is variable > impacts on attraction of a space to users

•

Community centres rates for “exhibition” uses are more expensive than (for example) Creative
Space and availability for desired duration (e.g. 2 or so weeks for an exhibition) is difficult for a
shared space especially with other/ regular users of any space

•

Accessible art space – creative space hirer rates are cheaper than community space rates.

Aged & Disability
•

Annual community centre day – invite people from the local community “to get to know their
community centre’ to raise awareness and promote programs and activities on offer at the
centre.

•

Making sure that all centres are accessible for people with a disability

General
•

Making sure that there is quality information supported by photos of community centres on
the website and importantly showing what is available and what is not.

•

A lot of kids’ parties emphasises value of local places for hire

•

Use of Seaforth hub as discussed

•

Annual “Come meet your community centre” suggested

Service group: Library services
•

Variable and inconsistent in quality (e.g. Pittwater Hall)

•

Whole of council booking system which includes all hireable space. Suggestions for ‘one-card’
that can be used for all council fees and charges

•

Priority: Online payment systems
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Service group: Booking services
•

Look at capacity in sports clubs (surf clubs, tennis clubs, churches, scout halls etc.)

•

Locations are key

•

Access to Council officers needs to be more streamlined

•

Arts courses should be programmed for more open public attendance and regularity

•

Could be supplemented with bus services to relevant centres

•

Would support art teachers, public access, and social isolation

•

Marketing and Promotion strategy for community centres (need to show/share what is on
offer)

•

Web-site interaction improved; current availability as well as list of activities for different
centres made available online – noting that this would require regular updating to keep
current. The suggestion was made that the onus should be put back on the hirer to input their
information on the website. There is an existing database access through council website
however it was noted that it might be dated.

•

Internal integration e.g. using council bus services to drop people of at community centres as a
way to increase usage

•

Active programming of community centres - in the past council has been mostly reactive to
community need (e.g. we wait for people to call us looking for a space) and there needs to be
a shift in active programming of community centres especially the ones that are underutilised

•

Vision: booking officers are leaders in the community in facilitating, promoting good quality,
modern assets and services.

Service group: Strategic planning services
•

Community Centres Strategy can be given statutory weight through the LSPS

•

A list that summarises inputs being sought for LEP review will be relevant to inputs from the
future community centre strategy

•

Check on zoning of community centres and whether zones play a role with respect to land use
planning

Service group: Property asset services
•

Location better considered

•

Ease of access e.g. key technology, bookings

•

Availability: information on occupancy and improvements to occupancy efficiency

•

Community hubs in town centres

•

Blockers are tied to planning mechanisms and capital deficit occurs

•

There needs to be criteria for determining who gets priority access to council’s community
centres

•

Question made by KW regarding Council appetite to sell and acquire as “renewal” option?
o

A: As long business case is supportive
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Service group: Children’s services
•

Accessible storage

•

Fencing is important for use by child services

•

Heating/ cooling is not effective

•

Acoustic insulation/ performance is not effective

Priorities
•

North Harbour (old bowling green) asset has been made available for temporary use while
other centre is renovated

•

Provision of spaces currently at capacity

•

Children with additional needs – some increase is expected/ seen

•

A presence at Pittwater would be helpful

•

Newport facility could be good and highly utilised by children’s services

•

Other services are referred to by Children’s services

•

Women’s refuge needing childcare

•

Paediatricians

•

Children from different cultural groups (Brazilian population growing, French, Tibetan) are
helped through multi-lingual carers

•

Frenchs Forest new multipurpose central hub
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Appendix C – Focus Group Participants
No.
1

Name
Cr Candy Bingham
(Chair)

Organisation

Position

Focus group
Strategic Reference Group –

Northern Beaches Council

Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –

2

Cr Penny Philpott

Northern Beaches Council

3

Cr Kylie Ferguson

Northern Beaches Council

4

Cr Sarah Grattan

Northern Beaches Council

5

Tamzin Lee

Community Representative

6

Roslyn Marsh

7

Simon Moriaty

8

Samuel Wilkins

Community Representative

Maria-Elena

Community Northern

Strategic Reference Group –

Chidzey

Beaches Inc. (CNB)

Community & Belonging

10

Cathy Hockey

Community Representative

11

Margaret Shonk

12

Susan Watson

13

Judy Rice

14

Erin Sherley

15

James Spanos

16

David Trundle

17

9

Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging

Avalon Preservation

Strategic Reference Group –

Association

Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging

Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging
Strategic Reference Group –
Community & Belonging

Easylink Community

Strategic Reference Group –

Transport

Community & Belonging

Manly club for seniors

Secretary

Seniors and people with disability

NBI (Northern Beaches

Support worker

Seniors and people with disability

Interchange)

CSR

NBI (Northern Beaches
Interchange)

Coordinator

Seniors and people with disability

NBI (Northern Beaches

Operations

Seniors and people with disability

Interchange)

manger

Victoria Gillings

SMS Lighthouse

Support worker

Family and children

18

Josie Parata

SMS Lighthouse

CEO

Family and children

19

Michelle Povah

Catholic Care DBB

Coordinator

Family and children

20

Nicci Rowe

Catholic Care DBB

Manager Family

Family and children

21

Madison Furness

Youth Advisory Group

Centre
-
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No.

Name

Organisation

Position

Focus group

22

Kena Mallender

Youth Advisory Group

-

Youth

23

Lucie Malone

Youth Advisory Group

-

Youth

Youth Advisory Group

-

24

Charlotte
McLoughlin

25

Tanya Preston

26

Sophie Valentine

27

Justin Burke

Burdekin/ Avalon Youth
Hub
Youth Advisory Group
Northern Beaches Council

-

Youth
Youth

-

Youth

Youth

Youth

development
officer
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Appendix D – Focus Group Activity 1
– 5 Stickers

Focus Group 1 – Community and Belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and People with Disability
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Focus Group 3 – Family and Children’s

Focus Group 6 – Youth Advisory Group
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Appendix E – Focus Group Activity 2 – Top 3
Current/Emerging Trends


What current trend/issues are impacting on your organisation/sector?



What are the needs and gaps in your organisation/sector?



What impact will there be on your organisation/sector with a potential increase in population of over 300,000 people by 2036.

Focus Group 1- Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2- Seniors and people with disability

Focus Group 3- Family and children

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities



More demand for affordable community space to rent



Need to open to all niche, sectors, groups

o

Increasing demand/ smaller budgets



Increasing demand

o

Financially challenging environment



Loneliness and isolation are increasing

o

Does not cover overheads, making it harder to



Growing population including families and older
population



NDIS

stay in expensive areas




Increase in domestic violence



Families in distress (financial, homelessness)



Increasing number of families

Other


A great need in our organisation is for increased parking

Increase in CALD [Culturally and linguistically diverse]
families



Lack of affordable studio space to create and exhibit

for participants. Current area shared by croquet club and



Domestic violence: increase in awareness



Lack of funding

used by public e.g. shoppers, dog walkers, footballers for



Drug and alcohol issues with young people and parents



Decrease in venues due to regulations, cost,

parking. Often very few spaces left for seniors



Domestic violence increasing – family violence



Young people perpetrating against family members

development

Other



Space, staff numbers



Less group recreation programs on the northern beaches



Whole family support e.g. grandparents/ dads



NDIS increase need to provide community access



Increase in demand but no increase in supply



Higher amount of mental health [issues] and drug use

programs for people with disability



Great increase in demand

Cost of hire



Increase in aged people in Northern Beaches



Older people more involved and active than previous


Other


Pottery (cultural events)



Lack of volunteers



National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)



Workforce to service people with disability



Funding changes



Demands on services

generations – they need something to do


The impact will be for greater demand of activities and
recreation activities by the older residents



(Gaps) Group recreation, organisations are pulling out of
expensive areas



(Gaps) Accommodation
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Flexibility and volunteers



Lack of spaces for live music events that are cost effective

more accessible activities and school holiday care

and able to be used for this purpose

needed; more group recreation for people with



Lack of suitable facilities for young musicians to rehearse,
perform



Capacity to hold enough people



Older population



Cost



Promotion and inclusion



Ceramics



Lack of moveable space



Increasing population



Incidences of people with mental illness is increasing



People need more services to help them feel connected

Interviews - Multicultural
Priorities




Increasing population = more accommodation needed,

disabilities


Increasing demand due to population growth

Interviews - Indigenous


Focus Group 6- Youth advisory group

Noticeable increase in consultation
opportunities with Council works is seen
as positive



Priorities


Not enough diversity in activities/ held events in centres
(too much dance)



Social support services – 1 stop shop



Places for kids to stay if they feel unsafe staying at home



YPs don’t go to drop in – we need to be creative

Other


Transport and access



Close to B Line



Music venues keep e.g. MYC, YoYos, PCYC



Educational workshops across all areas and
demographics:
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Queer

o

Health

o

Life skills

o

Info on schools
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Youth mental and physical health services needed (free)

Strengths and Opportunities


How important are community centres to your organisation? Why?



What do you like most about the centres in the Northern Beaches?



What makes a good community centre?

Focus Group 1- Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2- Seniors and people with disability

Focus Group 3- Family and children

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities



Plenty of demand



Lots of them



Providing resources that individually couldn’t afford



Needs to be in proximity to transport services or shops/

different spaces (indoor/ outdoor/ playground etc.), not

food

on main road



Accessibility and affordability







Good location, central and easy to get to, public



Amount of available space

transport



Places available to the community- i.e. taking the service

Good for community centres: accessible, good storage,


Variety of space sizes to use

Other


Parking

Accessible, welcoming, decrease costs

structure and security which makes them comfortable



Rooms/ halls

Increase the number of possible ways for social

and gives them more freedom and ability to express



Easy to book – nice staff

interaction

themselves and enjoy their time with us. Achieving goals



Community centres can be safe places for the

Brings people together and can act as a hub to break

and have fun.

down social isolation
Good facilities, generally good condition of centres



Very – we access for sporting groups, social nights,





community

Without the Manly Seniors Centre we would not exist;

Other

provide outings regardless of weather



Gives us a base to access the community

Increasing population



Central position in Manly is great for activities – as [Manly
Seniors’ Centre] is custom built



Bringing community together



Size/ ambiance/ good staff (resourcing)



That we can find one that is available



Covered outdoor area, accessible toilets and access

offices are in community centre, all our activities start and

indoors

end in the centres

Clean, decent kitchen and access to kitchen equipment



Centre custom built by Rotary for Seniors 60 years ago.

Other



to the community

Good centres/ spaces give our kids the ability to have









Good liaison between council and organisation [Manly
Club for Seniors]





[How important are community centres?] Very – our

Generally accessible and easy for our families to get to
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Community centres are flexible spaces and can provide
spaces for a lot of different uses



Good size hall spaces and majority of kitchens etc.




Communications with staff are always well responded to
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Not important to us as we are a transport service



Great to have accessible facilities available to use



Lots of them and different



Storage space



They are needed to unite the community



Use of available spaces for performances



Central, accessible location of many centres



Central and local to population



Bring more of the community together



Target specific groups in certain areas



Most in great locations



Available for hire



Reasonable landlord



Inclusive of all people increase sense of connectedness
and belonging

Interviews - Multicultural

Interviews - Indigenous

Focus Group 6- Youth advisory group

Priorities


Priorities

Priorities



Shared trauma eased through sharing culture, outreach



Diverse spaces across beaches

for all community



Affordable, diverse, accessible via public transport, safe



E.g. Rabra Nanage -healing circles/event (Feb)



Primary health



PCYC multipurpose facility sport and community



Cultural practices



Being mobile – go to skate parks, parks etc.



Mental HS money to support



Social emotional well being



Shared cultural events valuable to broader community

not interested in what’s going on – the centres

e.g. Tibetan and indigenous cultures

themselves are important to have for the community but





vibes

Other


Indigenous cultural activities prefer outdoor locations –

“Community centres are not very important to me, [I’m]

I don’t use them”

outdoor activities have higher value



Accessible

Cultural importance for outdoor spaces with amenity



Increase in young people coming to Youth hub

facilities



Do we need to have a central sound proof space for
young people?
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Challenges and Barriers


What are some of the barriers to accessing community centres?

Focus Group 1- Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2- Seniors and people with disability

Focus Group 3- Family and children

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities



Risk of Council having a monopoly of space for hire



Accessibility



Access to specific locations



Expense



Cost



Having all the facilities consistent – knowing where to go



Daggy: lack of interest in some demo’s



Public knowledge of what is available



Cost, access, transport



Storage



Cost of hiring



Availability



Hire fees, ability of non-profit community groups to

Other

for certain services


Availability



Specific hall spaces booked up quickly

Other

cover cost of fees



Location and proximity to playgrounds



Paperwork



Cost



Transport and car parks



Cost – limited budgets



Accessibility



Availability to book



Cost – fees are an issue



Knowing about them



Paperwork – a lot involved



Full



Rental costs for charities



Accessibility for prams and wheelchairs



Applications – paperwork etc. – are lengthy; can it move



Lack of information of what is available to people



Accessible, toilet facilities



Cost



Competition from new spaces

online?

Other


Location/ transport



Maintenance/ condition



Disabled access



Availability



Transport



Spaces costs increase demand on services



More funding for staff time



Restrictions on the usage of facilities, insurance etc.
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Spaces are generally uninteresting and unappealing



Pricing for community groups



Moise restrictions e.g. for music or teenage activities



Fire fees still too high for some



Cost to hire – no weekly option?



Management of them



Lack of equipment



Accessibility



Noise issues



Cost



Safety

Interviews - Multicultural

Interviews - Indigenous

Focus Group 6- Youth advisory group

Priorities


Priorities

Priorities



Fees can be out of reach – even if subsidised



Visibility – knowing about their existence and goings-on



Indigenous community should have right to use public



Lack of knowledge about what the space is, what it’s for,

land for free


what it offers and how to book

Indigenous community is paying for reconciliation



Need purpose to go to community centre

despite huge social disadvantage



No exclusive use spaces for young people

Other


Social stigma i.e. it’s not “cool” to go to a community
centre
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Public transport



Transport



Do we need to ren…e to community spaces



Some buildings look old and rundown



Knowing about purpose- where community centres are



Rental costs for halls/ sports fields



Shared with a baby health centre [conflicting use]



Noise! – shared space
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Potential Responses


Do you have any suggestions for improving our Community Centres?



How can community centres assist your organisation/sector in meeting needs/gaps?

Focus Group 1- Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2- Seniors and people with disability

Focus Group 3- Family and children

Priorities

Priorities

Priorities



Identify other public space that could be encouraged to



Better promotion of centres

offer to public e.g. schools, scouts, surf clubs



Accessible



Resources/ equipment



We would like to revert to having “set-up” and “pack up”



A comprehensive and easily accessible and useable

time for our activities as [previously] allowed by Manly

database and booking system

Council – activities are now 30 minutes shorter



Lower cost



Make facilities for performing easily available and easy to



Online availability booking system

Other
Better parking



Link in with grants – can apply for room space instead of
grant

Provide application process and set criteria (similar to



To upload [paperwork] on-line to book

grants) where organisations can apply to have fees



Upgrading: some facilities involve services that cannot

waived for 12 months


Opportunity to have fees waivered for certain events/
usage



use


None [community centres] in Dee Why, our main
location

Other




afford it

Provide targeted activities to promote mental health i.e.



Easy on-line form liability access

art therapy support groups



Online applications



Easy to use (e.g. online) booking system



Lack of parking at some [centres]



More affordable/ realistic



For consistent use the puck up and put away process was



Modernisation

annoying - storage

Other


Warm lighting



Chill out zones and sensory areas for good mental health



Modernising centres and adding appeal e.g. artwork for
foyer, purposeful spaces



Select few that are targeted to certain groups



Allocate ceramics, youth



Access DAFP
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Expansion



Make space accessible for social workers



Provide respite care

Interviews - Multicultural
Priorities


Interviews - Indigenous

Focus Group 6- Youth advisory group



Tramshed allows indoor/outdoor



Scout hall Narrabeen Lake -would be good

Priorities


Increase transport from venues



E.g. Stoney range botanic gardens – a safe place and



Services teaching kids/ teams life skills:

caters for:



o

Cooking

o

women with children

o

Buying cheap food

o

activities indoor and outdoor all in safe area

o

Budgeting (finances)

o

long term connections

o

Health

o

kids can explore

o

Resumes etc.

Community event- reconciliation bringing people
together, social cohesion



Cultural museum space, healing centre e.g. at Manly
hospital site





If young people want to “connect”, give them a space



Better access

Other


Monthly access to a place e.g. Peace Park at Oxford Falls

Increased awareness for community about centres and
events

for community gatherings



Renovations to give new look



Waiver fees



Improved public transport across the beaches



Council could work in conjunction



More centralised community hubs

o

provide in kind support

o

it would make council look good
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Appendix F – Focus Group Activity 3 – Vision and Aspiration
Keywords
Focus Group 1 – Community and

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and

Focus Group 3 – Family and

Focus Group 6 – Youth

belonging SRG

people with disability

children

advisory group

•

Resourceful

•

Staff

•

Resources

•

Exciting

•

Innovating

•

Multipurpose

•

Adaptable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diverse
Interesting
Vibrant
Purposeful
Accessible
All access
Affordability
Accessibility
Vibrancy
Inclusive

Community

•

Inclusive

•

Community

•

Recreational

focuses

•

Recreation

•

Safe and respected

•

Events

•

Affordable

•

Accessible

•

Use by all

•

Diverse

•
•

Inspiring

•

Diverse

•

Connected – families +

•

Sustainable

•

Financially viable

communities

•

Identity

•

Exclusive [use for seniors]

•

Safe

•

Inclusive

•

Parking

•

Inclusive

•

Multipurpose

•

Indoor/ outdoor

•

Multipurpose

•

Accessible

•

All accessible playground

•

Community

•

Multipurpose

•

Fun and diverse (gardens,

development

•

Visually appealing

•

Contemp
orary
•

Vibrant

•

All access

•

Specific

•

Affordable

•

Included

•

Safe

•

Flexible

•

Accessible

•

Inclusive

•
•

Attractive

playgrounds, interesting (see

•

Community need

•

Diversity

play for allow)

•

Flexible

•

Safety

•

Diverse people

•

Indoor/ outdoor

•

Community

•

Sustainable

engagement

•

Re-vamped

•

Educational

•

Beneficial
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Focus Group 1 – Community and

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and

Focus Group 3 – Family and

Focus Group 6 – Youth

belonging SRG

people with disability

children

advisory group

•

Equitable

•

Multipurpose

•

Multi-use

•

Community

Multifuncti

•

Accessible

onal

•

Creative

•

Safe

•

Diverse and adaptable

•

Not for profit

•

Sustainable

•

Connectivity

•

Connectedness

•

Social

•

People – vibrant

interactive

•

Inclusive and funky

•

Cultural

•

Sustainable

(groovy)
•

for the
community
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Statements
Focus Group 1 – Community and belonging SRG

Focus Group 2 – Seniors and people with disability
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•

Resourceful staff able to problem solve community enquiries

•

Exciting innovating resources and equipment

•

Multipurpose adaptable diverse spaces and facilities

•

Partnership with Council

•

Interesting and vibrant spaces

•

Fun spaces

•

Easily accessible for all community and non-profit groups

•

Diverse – indoor and outdoor space, playgrounds etc.

•

Spaces with a purpose/ usable facility for arts/ music groups

•

Accessible, bathrooms, minimal stairs

•

I would like a community centre that is inclusive and welcoming,

•

Have exclusive use of Manly Seniors Centre

affordable and easy to access

•

Have sufficient parking

•

A place to gather for the whole community

•

Multi-use for a range of users

•

Targeted centres that cater for pottery, youth

•

Need to adapt to open the spaces up for all to be a part of

•

To provide a safe environment at the venue

•

To provide reasonable cost spaces for all user

•

To manage access fairly for all users

•

Community centres should provide spaces that are inclusive of all,

•

People with disability included in their community (not just the
community centre)

multifunctional, attractive and safe
•

Community centres should emphasise connectivity and aim to promote
social and cultural activities

Community centres should be available to all sectors of the community
Focus Group 3 – Family and children
•

•

Interviews – Multicultural
•

A place where the community can meet and feel safe
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•

Places where all the community can use

•

Unique and accessible space for all

•

Flexible space utilities for families

•

Inclusive communities – meeting community need

•

Safe, multipurpose, accessible to all

•

Community support to more forward

Council support to local charities
Interviews – Indigenous
•

Focus Group 6 – Youth advisory group

•

•

Showcase the Northern Beaches ‘identity’ i.e. history etc.

•

Inclusive to all ages and genders

•

Multipurpose i.e. useable to all people for different activities

•

Diversity and multipurpose space for all community groups

•

Safety and accessibility to increase confidence in the use

•

Combination of indoor and outdoor for recreational use –
reflection of the Northern Beaches and the youth’s use of outdoor
(i.e. park/ beach/ etc.)

•

Re-vamped with some renovation work [to make] more enticing

•

Sustainable including environment and social spheres

•

A place where kids of all socioeconomic statuses can access
services
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•

Somewhere that provides useful educational services

•

Culturally diverse with services for migrants who have English as a
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2nd language
•

To promote an environment that is accessible and safe

•

To provide an inclusive and connected space for communities

•

Include young people in the development and planning of
community centres

•

Co-location and shared space for organisations to support young
people
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Appendix G – Public Survey
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Appendix H – Jetty Research
Telephone Survey Report
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Appendix I – Hirer Survey
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ATTACHMENT 1
Summary of Public Exhibition Feedback - Draft Arts and Creativity Strategy

Attachment 1: Summary of Public Exhibition Community Feedback – Draft Art and Creativity Strategy
Key Themes

Total
comments

ITEM NO. 10.2 - 22 OCTOBER 2019

Community Feedback

Council Response

Changes to Strategy

Outcome 1: Inspiring Places and Spaces
Spaces

42

“Aboriginal residents on the Northern Beaches would like the support from Northern Beaches Council to consider
a permanent space, to exhibit artworks & hold workshops in language, culture - traditional & contemporary; arts &
crafts such as traditional weaving, boomerang making & carving, music, dance & contemporary arts.”
“The Manly Warringah Choir is a great asset to the Northern Beaches community - there is a need to support it
and other music and performance groups by providing a new performance space with good acoustics for
rehearsal, teaching and performance.”

Feedback noted.
Council currently offers a range of spaces for a variety of
creative activities. There will be two new arts spaces
developed in coming years in Avalon and Mona Vale.

Content in this key outcome
area has been updated and a
new strategy included - Make
room for creative expression

Council will continue to provide affordable spaces and
assess the needs of the community to identify
opportunities for new spaces.

“An inclusive, diverse, vibrant, local writers’ centre.”
“We need more public galleries for artists to exhibit their works apart from North Curl Curl & Manly Art Gallery.”
“Ideally support for music venues. With the state government coming down so hard on live music and venues, they
really need some help close by.”
“As I writer, I would love to have a quiet space to work, especially as there is so much noisy construction in Manly.
Libraries have become a cultural hub which is great but they are noisy. $60 per hour to hire a ‘quiet’ room at the
library is prohibitive. “
“The Northern Beaches has very few art galleries and is significantly behind other councils when it comes to
supporting art and creativity.”
“Use of Government owned property (e.g. schools and hospitals) for creative use and/or exhibition spaces as part
of implementation of the North District Plan.”
“Love the Tramshed, but would like to see more around the Seaforth/Clontarf area.”
“The idea to create more accessible spaces for artistic expression.”
“It would be a wonderful long term goal to instil this in the beaches especially in the industry area that is
Brookvale.”
“Empty space created and repurposed for this use will again, hold life and career opportunities for all creative and
life the art scene on the northern beaches.”
“More venues for art exhibition.”
-

Creativity in public
places

12

purpose built performing space
writers rooms, residencies
spaces in economic hubs

“We need more creativity in our urban and suburban spaces”

Feedback noted. Council acknowledges the benefits of
creativity in creating more vibrant engaging public spaces.
It was also identified in the Coast Walk public art strategy
that there is a community desire for temporary activities
and ephemeral artworks as well as more permanent work.

“I’m a local artist too, really appreciate art, and keen to put more colour around”
“The beaches needs more colour”
“Creative nooks could be created outdoors…outdoor plays…outdoor workshops”
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Content has been updated and
a new strategy included –
Infuse public places with
creativity
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Public art

15

“Public art, whether it’s street art, music or spoken word, creates the sense of community that nothing else can do”
“I would like to see more art in public places and buildings”

Council acknowledges the importance of public art in all
forms in our community.

A number of actions have been
included and public art has
been highlighted in the
Strategy.

Council engages industry experts such as architects and
landscaping designers to advise on projects that require
design.

New strategy included - Infuse
public places with creativity supports design excellence of
our urban spaces and public
realm.

Council is currently preparing a Northern Beaches
Destination Management Plan that identifies the arts as
one of the key pillars.

New strategy included Celebrate Cultural Heritage

“More opportunities for murals”
“To be able to stop, take a few moments to appreciate the beauty in something and connect back to the small
things in life that bring us joy”
Good design

7

“It’s better to live with good design.”
“Consultation with building/ architect experts”
Shady spaces

Tourism

7

“This is something that is happening in the most important cities in the world, Art and Geographical landmarks and
the main source of tourism.”
“If there were more arts infrastructure along the whole peninsula - we might be able to encourage more tourism
around Pittwater too.”

New actions included that
support the growth of a vibrant
cultural tourism sector.

Outcome 2: Innovative and Creative Industries
Support local artists

36

“Mentorships to support a thriving community of artists, musicians, writers, performers.”
“The Northern Beaches needs to encourage artists to reach their full potential in their area of expertise. It is not
good enough that locals have to travel miles to get the support they need.”
“Engaging local artists to be part of these projects.”

Council currently supports and facilitates a diversity of
professional development activities and programs to help
promote, encourage and provide paid opportunities for
artists.

New strategy included – Enable
creative sector vitality to
support building capacity of the
local creative sector.

Our delivery plan will continue to identify the support of
artists as an important aspect of how council enables and
nurtures creativity in the community.

“We just need help to exhibit art work with less charges or only commission.”
“Promoting local artists and designers in turn to create a more cultured and inspiring, vibrant place here on the
Northern Beaches.”
“I would like to see more paid opportunities created for artists…”
“… Mentor through public art processes…”
“...Connecting the creatives and general public…”
Partnerships

5

“We as a team at La Creme have been working very hard to build up a creative community over the year and a
half that we have been running, and we want to now be able to reach out to more of the communities around the
Northern Beaches with the support and backing of our local Council. We have so many collaborative project ideas,
ones that would benefit the communities of the Northern Beaches immensely, however, we need the support to
get them off the ground and bring them to life.”
“Collaborate with local businesses.”
“Use existing places more collaboratively...”
“Businesses are key partners in this broader vision…”

378

Council recognises the importance of partnerships to
facilitate and enable innovative projects and expand the
reach of arts and creative initiatives in the community.

New strategy included Collaborate to innovate to
prioritise working in partnership
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Arts practices

11

“I would like to see a stronger representation of craft - not just image making, music and performance.”
“There is not enough attention to the performing arts. It can't be considered a comprehensive strategy unless the
performing arts are more prominence.”
“I sing in the Manly Warringah Choir and really appreciate the wonderful benefits of making music with my local
community.”
“A lot more attention to music education, performance and participation in all areas from preschool to nursing
homes.”

Funding

23

“It is essential that the Strategy can be used to support the use of funds for local creative endeavours in theatre,
music, dance, art and writing.”
“More opportunities…the same way scholarships are given to sport.”
“We'd love to stay, however it's the Northern Beaches and costs are rising. While we're happy to remain a not for
profit space, we can't fund it personally and I'd hate to lose this. Being still there and viable for this long proves the
necessity and value of what we created.”
“The support from infrastructure and funds from council will only strengthen this and working together with the
local groups and creatives is a great way to be in touch with what the community wants.”
(Arts) “should receive funding similar to sporting facilities”
“Greater use of existing funding sources…for ATSI”
“Publicised grants…for individuals too”
“Does council have the funding to implement the strategy?”
“Make process of grants and funding less traumatic.”
“If more focus and money went into supporting the creative community (like it does for sport)”

379

Feedback noted.
Council defines the Arts as including all the different
genres including music, media, visual arts, performing
arts, performance art, crafts, literary arts etc.

New actions added to support
broader arts opportunities.

Review of existing programming will be undertaken to
ensure a diverse range of arts is supported in the
community.

Feedback noted.
Council understands the financial challenges of artists and
will continue to provide grants funding opportunities.
Council operates a Community, Arts and Culture Grant
Program that has provided $240,000 for local
organisations, plus additional funding for community
events in 2019-20.

New actions included regarding
funding e.g.
 Review of Community
Arts and Cultural grants
to ensure they are
relevant to needs of the
artistic community.
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Economy and
Creative Enterprise

15

“Brookvale has slowly become a hotbed of creative talent with Artisan Bakeries, coffee shops and small creative
businesses, and it's been exciting to be involved and a part of it.”
“Innovation, collaboration and creativity are a really strong presence in the future of how business and creatives
will work together to lift this great community we have.”
“Strategy confuses Arts and Creative Industries. Creative Industries are heavily promoted and supported in
countries such as UK.…The Arts and culture generally exist in the "not for profit" environment and need totally
different support. The report addresses neither in detail and often mixes the 2 concepts, leaving a likely outcome
that neither will be excellently supported.”

Feedback noted.
The Strategy identifies economic outcomes as one of the
key outcome areas arts can have a positive impact.
Council acknowledges the value creative hubs and
creative enterprise can add to an area and will consider
how the planning controls can better support the
development of these hubs.

New strategy included - Enable
creative sector vitality and Grow
thriving arts hubs.
Highlighting the important role
that creativity, innovation, and
arts and culture play in
enhancing the local economy
and providing employment
opportunities.

“Separate commercially focused creative industries policy””
“Invest in industrial zones such as Brookvale/ Cromer.”
“Imagine how much more interesting the area would be…imagine the boost this would create to the economy”
“Creating opportunities to enhance local economy through innovation, awareness, entrepreneurship, tourism.”
“supporting local businesses and the local community to partake or be a spectator of art and creative activities and
events”
“initiatives to utilise vacant retail…pop up maker stores...”
Environmental
sustainability
messaging

7

“Incentive on art that is aware of recycling materials is also a huge awareness to our community and the future of
our beautiful beaches and national parks, fauna and flora.”

Sustainability is a strong focus of Northern Beaches
Council.

New actions have been
included to encourage
conversations around important
issues such as the
environment, including through
forums and programming.

Bringing arts into the
area

5

“I like the action plan to bring prominent arts to area”

Feedback noted. Manly Art Gallery and Museum is a
regional gallery and Glen Street Theatre a performing arts
centre. Part of the role of these institutions is to bring arts
into the area.

No changes have been made to
the Strategy but through our
facilities Glen Street Theatre
and Manly Art Gallery and
Museum programming content
is sought from a national level.

Feedback noted. A draft Northern Beaches Destination
Management Plan is currently under development. This
plan will consider how festivals and events can help
attract visitors to the area.

Festivals and events have been
highlighted in the Strategy and
new actions included e.g.
review of Manly Arts Festival
and Northern Beaches Arts
Prize.

“Invite interesting artists from different countries, who might have a new art form to teach”
“Maybe travelling exhibitions… Arts do not exist in a vacuum”

Festivals and events

6

“Think expansion of current arts/music festivals”
“BIGGEST Northern Beaches Art Fair”

Outcome 3: Engaged Communities
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Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander
peoples

11

“I would like an over-riding Aboriginal perspective for whole plan. More public art with Aboriginal stories and
images from our shared history.”

Feedback noted about lack of acknowledgement of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander representation.
Council recognises this.

“I was disappointed that Aboriginal perspectives were not foremost. Restorative justice is required to build
reconciliation with Australia's Indigenous peoples.”

Included acknowledgement of
traditional owners in Strategy.
The importance of
acknowledging and respecting
Aboriginal culture has been
included throughout the
document. New strategy
included Listen and support our
Aboriginal communities

“Greater use of existing funding sources ... for Indigenous languages and arts program, which supports Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities to revive and maintain languages, and to develop and present art, etc.”
“I want to see prominent respect for Aboriginal art and an exhibition space for Australian-wide Aboriginal artists.”
“Aboriginal residents on the Northern Beaches would like the support from Northern Beaches Council to consider
a permanent space, to exhibit artworks & hold workshops in language, culture - traditional & contemporary; arts &
crafts such as traditional weaving, boomerang making & carving, music, dance & contemporary arts.”
“I particularly liked the vison of Aunty Clare Jackson, to have an aboriginal cultural centre.”
Young people

6

“I feel a genuine focus on diversity as well as initiatives for young and emerging contemporary artists / performers
etc. is important, as well as making it more accessible for young people to know what's on and how to get
involved.”

Feedback noted about lack of opportunities for young
people. Review of future directions and new actions in
consultation with Youth Development team.

“It is going to encourage young people to get involve in positive creative activities.”
“Teenagers need a place to go hang out, listen to music, get food and socialise”

Aged

Culturally and
Linguistically
Diverse

6

8

“With an aging population, how can the Strategy bring the Senior Citizens and their established organisations that
contribute so much to the fabric of our society. Perhaps even collaborate with the newer settlers. What can one
teach another?”

“It wasn't clear to me whether the Strategy recognises the multicultural nature of our society. It is constantly
changing, but it has been multicultural since the beginning of the 20th Century, although not recognised as such.”
“Community projects which create space for diverse communities to work collaboratively sharing their stories, their
experiences, their culture does amazing things for community cohesion.”

Children

6

“..the acknowledgement and inclusion of young children 0-5 within its vision, planning and implementation.”
“I would like to see a better impact and inclusion of primary school students… more arts opportunities in schools.”
“..planned access to art appreciation experiences in Art Galleries and Museums and any other art and creative
opportunities.”
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New strategy included - Make
Creativity Inclusive -to enable
everyone in our diverse
community to participate in arts
and creativity.
New actions included to focus
attention on creating more
opportunities for our young
people.

Feedback noted about creating more opportunities
targeted at the ‘aged’ demographic. Council will continue
to incorporate programming and access to seniors and
explore ways to expand the reach to an aging population.

New strategy included - Make
Creativity Inclusive

Feedback noted about the lack of opportunities and
support for culturally and linguistically diverse
communities.

New strategy included - Make
Creativity Inclusive

Fostering lifelong creative
opportunities to acknowledge
importance of continued
engagement by older people.

Diversity will be celebrated in creative spaces. Arts and
creativity will actively reach out to all demographic and
socio economic groups.
Council will continue to incorporate programming and
access for children and explore ways to expand reach to
younger audiences.

New strategy included - Make
Creativity Inclusive
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Health and wellbeing

29

.”..not to say that arts and health or wellbeing aren’t important but culture takes on many dimensions including
making a contribution to prosperity and to quality of life. To restrict the Strategy to wellbeing and social cohesion is
a missed opportunity.”

Council is committed to providing strategies to create a
more connected and healthier community.

“I'm an artist and understand the importance of art to human development and well-being.”

Health and wellbeing is highlighted in the strategy and
utilising arts and creativity to improve social, education
and economic outcomes.

“Art and Creativity equals to healthier lifestyle and innovation within a community”

The Strategy has been updated
to highlight the broad benefits of
the arts including;
Social, Wellbeing, Education,
Economy.

“…provides the reasons why art and culture is important for our wellbeing and provides the framework for bringing
art and culture into all aspects of Council activity.”
“I like the way the needs of children, people with mental illness and older people are being considered.”
Support for arts in
our community

79

“Part of Council’s function is to support and foster community engagement and enrichment.”
“Creativity expressed through the arts is one of the major attributes that defines us as members of a unique
human race and which helps us to identify as a community.”
“I believe in the power of arts to transform individuals and communities.”
“Empirical evidence that shows the strong contributions the arts can make to society – positively contributing to
community cohesion, health and wellbeing, education, economy and protecting our natural environment.”

Feedback noted. Council acknowledges that providing and
contributing to the arts and cultural outcomes in our
community has a positive impact on community cohesion
and wellbeing.
As of 2018-19 Council operates a Community, Arts and
Culture Grant Program that provides $240,000 for local
organisations, plus additional funding for community
events.

The Strategy builds on and
reflects the strong community
interest in the arts. Strategies
and actions included to embed
creativity into the fabric of our
community and create a
connected, more vibrant
Northern Beaches through
harnessing the arts.

Feedback noted. Council acknowledges that there is
opportunity to create marketing that is more effective to
better promote arts and cultural activities in the
community.

New action included to develop
and implement an Arts and
Culture communication
strategy.

Feedback noted.

New strategy included – Make
Creativity Inclusive to address
needs of our target
communities.

“I am really grateful to be a part of such a movement on the beaches. I wish I knew about it earlier, this could
potentially changes the lives of thousands of artists on the Northern Beaches”
“As a local tourist operator, my guests want quality cultural experiences without having to travel back to the city.”
“It's great to see that the Council recognizes the fact that our lives are ‘enriched by creative and cultural
experiences’ - as stated in the Agenda for the November 2018 meeting to discuss the Arts and Creativity.”
“Music & culture are more important to me than sport. Sport is well represented everywhere.”
“I like the way the needs of children, people with mental illness and older people are being considered.”
“Educate local clubs and businesses, doctors and counsellors on the importance of creativity.”
Promote existing
programs and
projects/ access to
audience

16

“Rather than creating artists in residence or museums, we probably need to better promote what we already
have.”
“I would like to see an improvement for promoting events online i.e. social media”
“Websites - Artists (Musicians , Writers, Actors) of the Northern Beaches”

Workshops/
activities

14

“Want to know more about services to support aged care for the growth in those living at home to access creative
arts at venue workshops or actually utilise a mobile home delivery of recreational activities as would otherwise be
delivered in a nursing home”
“I often find myself travelling to the inner west for access to creative activities, workshops, markets and resources.
I'd love to see more creativity fostered in communities closer to home!”
“Small groups of children could visit nursing homes”
“More artistic and creative opportunities”

Strategy Document
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Suggested changes/
inclusions

13

“Not necessarily 'changed' but added to”
“Goals are somewhat fuzzy, but that might be the next step”

Feedback noted. Significant revisions to the draft Strategy
have been made to address comments received through
the public exhibition of the draft Strategy.

Revisions include:
• Acknowledgement of
Country – new content
• Summary – edited
• Vision – edited
• How the strategy
works – new content
• Arts and creativity
context – more
detailed content
• Our creative
community – new
content
• What you told us –
new content
• Benefits of arts and
creativity - now
includes Australian data
(instead of mostly UK)
• Key Outcome Areas adjusted
• Strategies and
actions included
• Implementation &
Evaluation – edited
• Images – replaced to
reflect our creative
community
• Info-graphics revised

Feedback noted. Council acknowledges the time invested
and input received from the community during the
engagement process.

Building on the Strategy, new
actions have been included.

Feedback noted. There has been a two-stage
engagement process to assist with the development of the
Strategy. Feedback from the engagement process has
informed changes to the draft Strategy and development
of actions.

The Strategy includes actions to
implement strategies under
each key Outcome Area

“Acknowledgement and inclusion of young children 0-5 within its vision, planning and implementation”
“Not sure if there is anything to change as long as the Arts and Creativity Strategy covers all forms of art”
“I would like to see incorporated in the strategy the process by which the strategy is going to be developed into
implementation”
“Live music is important and there needs to be more emphasis on what council can do to support live music
venues in the area and encourage more venues to introduce live music and in particular original live music”
“..too full of management speak”
“The use of infographics, and images help to digest a document that is already very immersive”
“More mention of musical expression and participation or performance”
“Promotion of our unique cultural heritage”
“Recognise the multicultural nature of our society”
“Writers centre…take a proactive and leading role”
“Examples of how to support creative projects/ideas”
“Key recommendations…live and local, night-time industries”
“I await for the more detailed report saying what is being constructed and where”
“Let’s push the boundaries and be braver”
“The Strategy should reflect the arts, the creative industries and everyday creativity as an anchor for community
cultural planning”
Support for the
Strategy

50

“It is comprehensive, and covers a range of different forms of creative activity, to try to appeal to and involve
different sections of the community. Also, it is wonderful at last to have a Council which is interested in more than
just beaches and sport”
“I think its great that the Northern beaches Council have already spent so much time and energy to come up with
this draft and as an artist and resident of the Northern Beaches I am 100% behind it!”
“I have found there to be a thriving, but dis-jointed arts scene on the Northern Beaches, which is backed by the
strategy findings. The creative strategy could be the fostering environment required to develop this arts scene”
“As a creative on the Northern Beaches, I am so excited to see a draft of this nature.”
“I think that the visions & outcomes are clearly defined”
“It is well thought through, comprehensive and encompasses the notions of wellbeing, place and space as well as
engagement opportunities”
“Based on good solid research, takes a broad view of the arts”

Delivery of the
Strategy

4

“I would welcome the opportunity for further community discussion in the form of interactive events where we can
bring together a group of locals for further response from a broader age demographic”
“More brainstorming ideas of how the strategy can be implemented”
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Role of council

4

“Agree….The acknowledgement that although there is much happening in the community, the Council needs to
play a supporting role."
“Practical support not just finance”

A draft Cultural Policy has been developed that articulates
the Council’s role in cultivating creativity and supporting
the growth of arts and culture across the Northern
Beaches.

The Strategy has been updated
to include role of council and
new actions developed to show
how council will deliver on
outcome areas and achieve
goals.

Noted. Council is currently developing a number of plans,
policies and strategies, and will continue to ensure arts
and creativity is addressed in appropriate planning
documents.

Reference to relevant planning
documents has been included
and actions added regarding
planning controls to address
key issues.

Feedback noted.

No change required.

“That council is willing to engage with local business and support the arts and creatives”
“Removal from council’s agenda”
“There is no mention of an outcome that establishes Council as a leader in advocating for the arts and culture and
thereby harnessing resources to deliver the Strategy.”
Reference to other
planning documents

1

Difficulty with
feedback form

2

“Ensuring art is considered in various council documents, e.g. LEP, DCP, social plan, etc. will benefit the
community.”
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Council Policy
Voluntary Planning Agreements
Policy Statement
This Policy sets out Northern Beaches Council’s position relating to voluntary planning agreements
(VPAs) under section 7.4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
The current legal and procedural framework for VPA obligations is set out in Division 7.1 of Part 7
of the Act and Division 1A of Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation
2000.
A Practice Note Planning Agreements (July 2005) was issued by the Department of Infrastructure
Planning and Natural Resources for the purposes of clause 25B of the Regulation. While Council is
not legally bound to follow the Practice Note, Council will be guided by the Practice Note, including
any amendments to the Practice Note or any replacement Practice Note. If there is any
inconsistency between the Practice Note and this Policy, then Council will be guided by this Policy.
As at the date of this Policy, the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment had exhibited
for comment a new draft VPA Practice Note (exhibited in early 2017), however it is yet to be
finalised. Accordingly, this Policy may be amended following finalisation of the draft Practice Note.
This Policy and any outcomes sought through the VPA process will also be undertaken in the
context of delivering the vision, goals and outcomes of the Northern Beaches Community Strategic
Plan.
Scope and Application
This Policy applies to all VPAs entered into by the Northern Beaches Council, and applies to all
land in the Northern Beaches Council local government area (LGA), including any land owned by
the Council.
This Policy also applies to land outside of the Northern Beaches Council LGA in case of a joint
VPA between Council and another council or planning authority for land outside of the Northern
Beaches Council LGA.
Section 7.4 of the Act sets out the circumstances under which a VPA may be entered into. It
provides that a ‘…planning agreement is a voluntary agreement or other arrangement between a
planning authority (or 2 or more planning authorities) and a person (the developer):
a) who has sought a change to an environmental planning instrument, or
b) who has made, or proposes to make, a development application or application for a
complying development certificate, or
c) who has entered into an agreement with, or is otherwise associated with, a person to whom
paragraph (a) or (b) applies,
under which the developer is required to dedicate land free of cost, pay a monetary contribution, or
provide any other material public benefit, or any combination of them, to be used for or applied
towards a public purpose.’
Principles
The guiding principles of this Policy are:
a) To establish a fair, transparent and accountable framework governing the use and
preparation of VPAs by Council.
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b) To enhance the range and extent of public benefits arising from a VPA.
c) To ensure a consistent approach is undertaken in the negotiation and preparation of all
VPAs that is efficient, fair and accountable.
d) To supplement the application of section 7.11 or section 7.12 of the Act.
e) To align with Council's corporate and strategic planning context, including Council’s
Community Strategic Plan, Delivery Plan, Operational Plan, Development Contribution
Plans or other Infrastructure Planning Documents.
f)

To ensure greater probity and establish a probity framework for the negotiation, preparation
and implementation of VPAs.

g) To facilitate public participation and to allow the community to gain an understanding of the
benefits of appropriate VPAs for the provision of public benefits.
Types of VPA contributions
The contribution negotiated under a VPA could comprise of one or more of the following (to
Council):
a) a monetary contribution,
b) provision of any material public benefit including (without limitation) public facilities,
c) dedication of land free of cost, or
d) a combination of the above,
to be used for or applied towards a public purpose.
Consideration of a VPA offer
Council will ultimately require that a VPA provides a positive planning outcome for the Northern
Beaches community. There must be a demonstrable public benefit arising from a VPA and this
should be clearly demonstrated in the VPA offer documentation. This information will help Council
to consider the VPA offer. However, Council has the discretion not to enter into a VPA for any
reason, including if the development contribution is not considered to deliver a sufficient
demonstrable public benefit.
In consideration of a VPA offer, the following will be taken into account:
a) Whether it is acceptable and reasonable to use a VPA.
b) Whether the offer proposed in a VPA can be achieved via an alternate mechanism such as
a condition of development consent.
c) Whether the VPA meets the requirements of the Act and the Regulation.
d) Whether the VPA meets the current and future demands created by the development for
new public infrastructure, amenities and services.
e) Whether the VPA aligns with Council’s corporate strategic documents.
f)

Whether compensation is required for the loss of, or damage to, a public amenity, service,
resource, the natural environment or asset caused by the development through its
replacement, substitution, repair or regeneration.

g) Whether the VPA rectifies an existing deficiency in the provision of public facilities and
services on the Northern Beaches.
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h) Whether future recurrent funding related to the proposed public benefit is sustainable.
i)

Whether the public benefit accrues over time.

j)

Whether the VPA is directed towards proper or legitimate planning purposes, ordinarily
ascertainable from the statutory planning controls and other adopted planning policies
applying to development.

k) Whether or not there is a nexus between the public benefit and the development application
or application for instrument change (note section 7.4(4) of the Act does not require any
nexus between the public benefit and the development application or application for
instrument change).
l)

Producing outcomes that meet the general values and expectations of the public and
protect the overall public interest.

m) Providing for a reasonable means of achieving the relevant purposes and outcomes and
securing the benefits.
n) Protecting the environment and community against planning harm.
o) Whether there any relevant circumstances that may operate to preclude Council from
entering into the proposed VPA.
Notwithstanding the above, Council is not obliged to enter into a VPA.
In addition, Council will ensure:
a) All dealings relating to VPAs, including assessment and implementation, will be subject to
strict compliance with the Northern Beaches Council Code of Conduct.
b) That planning decisions will not be bought or sold through VPAs.
c) That a VPA will not improperly fetter the exercise of its functions under the Act, Regulation
or any other act or law.
d) That VPAs are not used for any purpose other than that contemplated by section 7.4 of the
Act.
e) That undue weight is not given to a VPA in consideration of a development application or
application for instrument change.
f)

That the consideration, negotiation and assessment of a proposed VPA will, to the extent
reasonably practicable, be separate from the consideration of the planning merits of a
development application or an application for instrument change. Council will, consistently
with section 4.15 of the Act, take into consideration relevant provisions of a proposed VPA
when evaluating a development application.

g) That the interests of individuals or interest groups will not outweigh the public interest when
considering a VPA.
h) That it will not improperly use its position to extract disproportionate public benefits from
developers under VPAs.
i)

That it will not use VPAs as a means to overcome revenue raising or spending prohibitions
to which it is subject or for other improper purposes.

Probity
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Public probity is important to Council and it will ensure that the consideration of any VPA is fair,
transparent and is directed at achieving public benefits in an appropriate manner free of corruption
or perception of bias.
In this regard, Council will:
a) Comply with the requirements of the Act and Regulation in respect of VPAs.
b) Provide a copy of this Policy to any person who seeks to enter into a VPA with Council.
c) Ensure all parties operate in accordance with Council’s Code of Conduct.
d) Ensure that Council officers and Councillors understand the circumstances in which VPAs
are appropriate.
e) Ensure that Council officers and Councillors understand their particular role and
responsibility, some of which carry the potential for conflicts of interest.
f)

Ensure that the community understands Council’s role, including how the VPA operates
and how Council will assess VPAs objectively.

g) Notify VPAs in accordance with the Act and Regulation, to ensure they are open and
transparent, and to achieve maximum public awareness of the matters contained in a VPA
and the potential benefits of a VPA.
h) Ensure appropriate delegations and separations of responsibilities in considering
development applications or applications for instrument change that involve VPAs. This
involves ensuring processes adequately address the level of risk of corruption of a process
while at the same time being appropriate to the likely level of risk.
i)

Ensure that modifications to approved development should be subject to the same scrutiny
as the original development application and include notification to the Development
Contributions Working Group prior to determination.

j)

Take every step to ensure that conflicts of interest are ameliorated to the greatest extent
possible. This may include independent assessment by a third party where Council has an
interest and not entering into any contractual arrangement which purport to guarantee
outcomes that are subject to separate regulatory processes.

k) Ensure that appropriate probity mechanisms are in place.
The procedures that will be implemented to address these matters may include, but not be limited
by, the following:
a) The Councillors will not be involved in the preparation of the VPA but will ultimately decide
whether to accept any VPA offer as part of their duties as Councillors.
b) The Development Contributions Working Group and Development Contributions Committee
will assess a VPA offer on behalf of Council in accordance with this Policy and make
appropriate recommendations to Council.
c) Council will, in all cases, ensure that Council staff with key responsibility for providing
advice on development application approvals, approving development applications or
ensuring compliance, do not have a role in the assessment of the commercial aspects of
the VPA nor on the conditions of the VPA except where advice is required on matters
relating to the conditions of consent for a particular proposal.
d) Council may involve an independent person(s) to facilitate or otherwise participate in the
consideration of a VPA offer, particularly where this will lead to a better outcome.
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e) Council will ensure that all discussions with a developer and their consultants relating to a
VPA are sufficiently documented.
f)

Council will ensure that Council staff involved in VPA considerations are free from conflicts
of interest.

g) Where Council has a commercial stake in a development that is the subject of a VPA, it will
take appropriate steps to ensure that it avoids a conflict of interest between its role as a
planning authority and its commercial interest role in the development consistent with the
ICAC strategies for managing dual roles in its publication Corruption Risks in NSW
development approval processes: Position Paper (September 2007).
How will Council value development contributions under a VPA?
If the public benefit under a VPA offer is the provision of land for a public purpose, Council will
seek to value the benefit on the basis of the market value of the land. This market value is to be
provided by the developer and independently verified by a registered property valuer.
If the public benefit under a VPA offer is the carrying out of works for a public purpose, Council will
generally seek to value the benefit on the basis of the estimated value of the completed works via
a cost estimate prepared by an independent quantity surveyor.
In all instances, the costs of the valuation of the benefits are to be at no cost to Council.
It is acknowledged that in some cases the public benefit may be an intangible benefit that can only
be assessed in qualitative terms, such as a particular design outcome for a proposed building. In
this case, the Council and the developer will negotiate the manner in which the development
contribution is to be valued.
Unless otherwise agreed, all benefits under a VPA will be dedicated at no cost to Council and free
of any encumbrances, except any permitted encumbrances as agreed by Council. The Council
may attribute a value to benefits provided under a VPA, for the purposes of determining the value
of the VPA contributions being offered by the developer.
Application of Section 7.11 or Section 7.12 development contributions
A VPA may wholly or partly exclude the application of section 7.11 or section 7.12 to development
the subject of the VPA. As a general position, a developer should assume that contributions under
these sections will apply to the development. This is a matter which can be negotiated between the
Council and the developer having regard to the circumstances of the case.
Where the VPA is made in conjunction with an application for instrument change that is seeking to
vary Council’s planning controls to improve the land value, then the VPA contributions should
relate to the land value uplift sought. In this case whether section 7.11 or section 7.12 development
contributions are also proposed to be paid in addition to any VPA contribution will be relevant to
any decision by Council to accept a VPA offer.
Where a VPA is proposed to deliver works in kind, material public benefit or land in lieu of section
7.11 or section 7.12 development contributions levied on an existing development consent, then
the VPA contribution would in this case be an alternate to the development contributions (either in
full or part). An application to modify the consent by deletion or modification of the existing section
7.11 or section 7.12 conditions of consent would also need to be made.
Where certain infrastructure provision or works would normally be required to be provided as part
of a development by way of a condition of development consent, then these would be considered
to be in addition to any VPA contribution. No reduction in the VPA contribution would be accepted
in recognition of works required to be carried out in connection with the proposed development or
already required via a condition of consent.
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In all other circumstances Council will generally only favourably consider excluding the application
of section 7.11 or section 7.12 where the public benefit to be delivered via the VPA contribution
exceeds the public benefit to be delivered under a Development Contributions Plan. A VPA cannot
exclude the application of sections 7.11 or 7.12 to a particular development, unless the consent
authority for the development or the Minister is a party to the planning agreement (section 7.4(3A)
of the Act).
Where section 7.11 or section 7.12 is not excluded by a VPA, Council will generally not agree to a
provision allowing benefits under the VPA to be taken into consideration in determining a
development contribution under section 7.11 or section 7.12.
Modification or discharge of obligations
Council may agree to a provision in a VPA permitting the developer’s obligations under the VPA to
be modified or discharged in the following circumstances:
a) The developer’s obligations have been fully carried out in accordance with the VPA, or
b) The development consent to which the VPA relates has lapsed, or
c) The developer is able to satisfy the Council that good reason exists for some change to the
VPA and that the public benefits provided under the modified VPA are appropriate in the
circumstances, or
d) The developer has fully and completely assigned the developer’s interest under the VPA in
accordance with its terms.
Such a provision will require the modification or revocation of the VPA in accordance with the Act
and Regulation.
Assignment and dealings by the developer
Council will not permit the assignment of any or all of the developer’s rights or obligations under
the VPA, nor will Council permit any dealing in relation to any part or the whole of the land the
subject of the VPA unless:
a) The developer has, at no cost to Council, first procured the execution by the person with
whom it is dealing of all necessary documents in favour of Council by which that person
agrees to be bound by the VPA as if they were a party to the original VPA, and
b) If the proposed dealing involves a mortgage, charge or other encumbrance in relation to the
party’s right, title and interest in the land, such documents provide for a VPA by the person
to the effect that they, and any receiver appointed by them, will not enjoy rights greater than
those of that party, and
c) The party is not in breach of the VPA, and
d) The Council is satisfied that the assignee is capable of complying with the obligations under
the VPA.
This does not affect the operation of any of other requirements of the VPA.
Provision of security under a VPA
Council will generally require a VPA to make provision for security to cover the developer’s
obligation under the VPA. The form of security will generally be an unconditional bank guarantee
from an Australian bank in favour of Council to the full value of the developer’s obligation under the
VPA and on terms otherwise acceptable to Council.
Notations on Certificates under Section 10.7(5) of the Act
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Council will generally require a VPA to contain an acknowledgement by the developer that Council
will make a notation under section 10.7(5) of the Act about the VPA on any certificate issued under
section 10.7(2) of the Act relating to the land the subject of the VPA or any other land.
Registration of VPAs
Council will generally require a VPA to contain a provision requiring the developer to agree to
registration of the VPA under the Real Property Act 1900 at the developer’s expense pursuant to
section 7.6 of the Act. The developer will be required to provide the Council with the written
agreement of each person with an estate or interest in the land in a form sufficient to effect the
registration of the VPA at NSW Land Registry Services.
Dispute resolution
Council will require a VPA to provide for mediation of disputes between the parties to the VPA
before the parties may exercise any other legal rights in relation to the dispute.
References and Related Documents
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, particularly Subdivision 2 of Part 7
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, particularly Division 1A of Part 4
Real Property Act 1900
Practice Note on Planning Agreements published by the Department of Infrastructure
Planning and Natural Resources (July 2005)
 Draft Practice Note on Planning Agreements published by the Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment (November 2016)
 Northern Beaches Council Code of Conduct





Definitions
Act means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979,
Council means the Northern Beaches Council,
Developer is a person who has sought a change to an environmental planning instrument (which
includes the making, amendment or repeal of an instrument), or who has made or proposes to
make a development application, or who has entered into an agreement with or is otherwise
associated with such a person,
Development application has the same meaning as in the Act,
Development contribution means the kind of provision made by a developer under a Voluntary
Planning Agreement, being a monetary contribution, the dedication of land free of cost or the
provision of a material public benefit to be used for or applied towards a public purpose.
Development Contributions Committee means the Northern Beaches Council committee
responsible for the preparation, implementation and management of development contributions
Plans in the Northern Beaches area, and making recommendations to Council regarding Voluntary
Planning Agreements,
Development Contributions Working Group means the Northern Beaches Council group that
supports the Development Contributions Committee in the preparation, implementation and
management of development contributions plans and Voluntary Planning Agreements in the
Northern Beaches area. The Working Group undertakes assessments of offers for a Voluntary
Planning Agreement,
Instrument Change means a change to an environmental planning instrument to facilitate a
development the subject of a Voluntary Planning Agreement,
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Planning obligation means an obligation imposed by a Voluntary Planning Agreement on a
developer requiring the developer to make a development contribution,
Practice Note means the Practice Note on Planning Agreements published by the Department of
Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources (July 2005),
Public includes a section of the public,
Public benefit is the benefit enjoyed by the public as a consequence of a development
contribution which may be tangible and / or intangible,
Public facilities means public infrastructure, facilities, amenities and services not including water
supply or sewerage services,
Regulation means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000,
VPA means a Voluntary Planning Agreement.
Responsible Officer
 Executive Manager Strategic & Place Planning
 Executive Manager Development Assessment
 Executive Manager Environment and Climate Change
 Executive Manager Financial Planning & Systems
 Executive Manager Property
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Guideline
Voluntary Planning Agreements
1.0 Purpose
This Guideline underpins the Northern Beaches Council Voluntary Planning Agreements Policy
(VPA Policy) adopted by Council on DATE. This Guideline should be read in conjunction with the
VPA Policy.
This Guideline sets out the procedures and requirements relating to all VPAs entered into by the
Northern Beaches Council, and applies to all land in the Northern Beaches Council local
government area (LGA), including any land owned by the Council.
This Guideline also applies to land outside of the Northern Beaches Council LGA in case of a joint
VPA between Council and another council or planning authority for land outside of the Northern
Beaches Council LGA.

2.0 Principles
The guiding principles of this Guideline, and related Policy, are:
a) To establish a fair, transparent and accountable framework governing the use and
preparation of VPAs by Council.
b) To enhance the range and extent of public benefits arising from a VPA.
c) To ensure a consistent approach is undertaken in the negotiation and preparation of all
VPAs that is efficient, fair and accountable.
d) To align with Council's corporate and strategic planning context, including Council’s
Community Strategic Plan, Delivery Plan, Operational Plan, Development Contribution
Plans or other Infrastructure Planning Documents.
e) To establish a probity framework for the negotiation, preparation and implementation of
VPAs.
f)

To facilitate public participation and to allow the community to gain an understanding of the
benefits of appropriate VPAs for the provision of public benefits.

3.0 What is a VPA?
Section 7.4 of the Act sets out the circumstances under which a VPA may be entered into. It
provides that a ‘…planning agreement is a voluntary agreement or other arrangement between a
planning authority (or 2 or more planning authorities) and a person (the developer):
a) who has sought a change to an environmental planning instrument, or
b) who has made, or proposes to make, a development application or application for a
complying development certificate, or
c) who has entered into an agreement with, or is otherwise associated with, a person to whom
paragraph (a) or (b) applies,
under which the developer is required to dedicate land free of cost, pay a monetary contribution, or
provide any other material public benefit, or any combination of them, to be used for or applied
towards a public purpose.
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4.0 Requirements of a VPA
Section 7.4(3) of the Act provides the mandatory requirements of a VPA. Council’s VPA Policy and
Guideline are designed to ensure these requirements are met for every VPA.
The Act does not preclude a VPA containing provisions in addition to the mandatory matters that
may be necessary or desirable in particular cases. Council has prepared a template VPA that must
form the basis for a VPA and this template is Council’s preferred form for a VPA. Please refer to
Attachment A.

5.0 Explanatory note
Clause 25E(1) of the Regulation requires that an explanatory note must accompany a VPA that:
a) summarises the objectives, nature and effect of the proposed VPA, amendment or
revocation, and
b) contains an assessment of the merits of the proposed VPA, an amendment or revocation
including the impact (positive or negative) on the public or any relevant section of the
public.
Each explanatory note must be prepared jointly by the parties proposing to enter into the VPA.
Council has prepared a template explanatory note. Please refer to Attachment B.

6.0 Preferred process
The preferred process relating to the consideration, notification and entering of VPAs is as follows:
a) Where a developer proposes a VPA in connection with an application for instrument
change or development application, it should indicate to the Council its intention to
accompany its application with a VPA offer before making the application. The Council will
indicate whether or not it agrees, in principle, to negotiate a VPA with the proponent after
an initial consideration of the appropriateness of the VPA offer. Both the developer and the
Council must consider who should be the parties to the VPA.
This process will be undertaken by a Responsible Officer in consultation with the
Development Contributions Working Group/Development Contributions Committee.
b) The VPA offer must address each key term required by the VPA Policy and this Guideline.
If the VPA offer is considered appropriate, the VPA and agreed explanatory note should be
drafted and should accompany the development or instrument change application to
Council so that the VPA, explanatory note and application can be exhibited together. The
application must clearly record the developer’s offer to enter into the VPA if the application
is approved.
c) An assessment of the VPA application will be undertaken by the Development
Contributions Working Group on behalf of the Development Contributions Committee.
d) Following consideration of the draft VPA and explanatory note by the Development
Contributions Committee, a recommendation will be made to the Council whether the VPA
offer should be supported by Council.
e) If Council resolves to support the terms in the draft VPA and explanatory note, the
proposed draft VPA and explanatory note will be publicly notified and exhibited in
accordance with the Act, the Regulation and clause 10.0 below. Any subsequent
amendments to the proposed draft VPA and explanatory note will be re-notified if there is a
material change.
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f)

Following exhibition of the draft VPA, the Committee will consider any post exhibition
amendments and make a recommendation to Council who will determine if it wants to
accept the draft VPA.

g) If Council resolves to accept a draft VPA, then it can be entered into.

Demonstrable public benefitCouncil will ultimately require that a VPA provides a positive
planning outcome for the Northern Beaches community. There must be a demonstrable public
benefit arising from a VPA and this should be clearly demonstrated in the VPA offer and
application documentation. This information will help Council to consider the VPA offer/application.
An outline of potential public benefits is set out in the table at Attachment C however it should be
noted that Attachment C is not intended to be exhaustive.

8.0 Implementation plan
In most circumstances, the Council will require an implementation plan. This will be incorporated in
the VPA and may include:
a)

The timetable for provision of planning obligations under the VPA.

b)

The design, technical specification and standard of any work required by the VPA to be
undertaken by the developer.

c)

The manner in which a work is to be handed over to Council.

d)

The manner in which a material public benefit is to be made available for its public purpose
in accordance with the VPA.

e)

A warranty period for work, materials, buildings and any other property that form part of any
public benefit. These warranties would generally be for a minimum of 12 months for
materials and services such as electrical works and 15 years for structural items.

Council will require a VPA to make provision for payment by the developer of Council’s costs of
and incidental to preparing and entering into the VPA as well as administering and enforcing the
VPA. Cost may include the payment of an independent registered property valuer and/or quantity
surveyor to establish the value of the key items of the VPA.

9.0 Pooling of development contributions
Where a proposed VPA provides for a monetary contribution by the developer, the Council may, in
accordance with section 7.3 of the Act, pool money paid for different purposes and apply that
money progressively for different purposes.
Where a proposed VPA provides for a monetary contribution by the developer, the VPA should
provide that money paid under the VPA may be pooled with money paid under other VPAs and
applied progressively for the different purposes under those VPAs.
Pooling may be appropriate to allow public benefits, particularly essential infrastructure, to be
provided in a fair and equitable way.

10.0 Public notification of a draft VPA
The Act requires that, a draft VPA must be publicly notified and available for public inspection for a
minimum period of 28 days. Council may decide to notify a VPA for a longer period at its discretion.
Council will also notify the application to which a draft VPA relates in accordance with relevant
environmental planning instruments and the requirements of any gateway determination.
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Council will publicly re-notify and make available for public inspection a draft VPA and the
application to which it relates if, in Council’s opinion, a material change is made to the terms of the
draft VPA or the application after it has been previously publicly notified and inspected. Such a
change may arise as a consequence of public submissions made in respect of the previous public
notification and inspection of the draft VPA or the application, or their formal consideration by
Council, or for any other reason.

11.0 Public comment on a draft VPA
All public submissions to a draft VPA will be considered before finalisation of the VPA for
execution. Council may also resolve not to proceed with a VPA as a result of matters raised in a
public submission or for any other appropriate reason in Council’s absolute discretion.

12.0 When is a VPA entered into?
A VPA can be entered into at any time after the VPA is publicly notified in accordance with the Act
and Regulation as agreed between the parties after which obligations under the VPA take effect.
Council may also impose conditions of consent requiring compliance with the VPA and the delivery
of the relevant VPA contributions at the required time.
Council will usually require a VPA in connection with an application for instrument change to be
executed before the Council submits the relevant draft planning instrument change to the Minister
to be made, or before Council makes the instrument change under delegation. If the VPA is not
executed at an appropriate time, the Council may (or may request the Minister to) not proceed with
the instrument change, in accordance with Section 3.35 of the Act.

13.0 Monitoring and review of a VPA
Council will routinely monitor the performance of the developer’s obligations under a VPA and
report them in accordance with the Act.
Council will require the VPA to contain a provision establishing a mechanism under which the VPA
is periodically reviewed with the involvement of all parties. This will include a review of the
developer’s performance under the VPA and obligations specified in the Implementation Plan.

14.0 Recurrent charges
Where a VPA proposes works or dedication of land and/or building assets, Council may require the
developer to provide supporting documentation outlining the lifecycle costs to Council, including
operation or ongoing service delivery, as well as likely maintenance and replacement costs. This
information will assist Council in determining whether to accept a VPA offer and what contribution
towards those recurrent costs should be made by the developer.
All VPAs that involve the provision of public infrastructure through works to be carried out by the
Developer should include a reasonable contribution toward ongoing maintenance and replacement
costs of the infrastructure. The developer may make monetary contributions towards ongoing
maintenance and replacement costs or may offer to maintain infrastructure delivered for a certain
period of time after handover.
The amount of any monetary contribution acceptable to Council will depend on the type and value
of the works being handed over to Council, whether repair and maintenance works are likely to be
needed and the anticipated costs of maintenance and repair works.
If the developer proposes to maintain the works after completion, a bond or bank guarantee will be
required by Council to cover the likely maintenance works in the event the developer defaults.
VPAs may also require a developer to make contributions towards other recurrent costs of public
facilities such as operational or service provision costs.
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15.0 Council’s costs of negotiating, entering into, monitoring and enforcing a
VPA
The Council will require a VPA to make provision for payment by the developer of the whole of
Council’s costs of and incidental to negotiating, preparing, advertising and entering into the
agreement (including reasonable legal costs in obtaining advice in connection with the VPA) as
well as administering and enforcing the agreement. This also applies to any amendment to a VPA.

16.0 Costs associated with delivery of the planning obligations
All costs associated with the delivery of the planning obligations under the VPA are to be borne by
the developer.

17.0 References and related documents
 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, particularly Subdivision 2 of Part 7
 Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000, particularly Division 1A of Part 4
 Practice Note on Planning Agreements published by the Department of Infrastructure
Planning and Natural Resources (July 2005)
 Draft Practice Note on Planning Agreements published by the Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment (November 2016)

18.0 Attachments
A. Voluntary Planning Agreement Template
B. Explanatory Note Template
C. Potential Public Benefits

19.0 Definitions
Act means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979,
Council means the Northern Beaches Council,
Developer is a person who has sought a change to an environmental planning instrument (which
includes the making, amendment or repeal of an instrument), or who has made or proposes to
make a development application, or who has entered into an agreement with or is otherwise
associated with such a person,
Development application has the same meaning as in the Act,
Development contribution means the kind of provision made by a developer under a Voluntary
Planning Agreement, being a monetary contribution, the dedication of land free of cost or the
provision of a material public benefit to be used for or applied towards a public purpose,
Development Contributions Committee means the Northern Beaches Council committee
responsible for the preparation, implementation and management of development contributions
Plans in the Northern Beaches area, and making recommendations to Council regarding Voluntary
Planning Agreements,
Development Contributions Working Group means the Northern Beaches Council group that
supports the Development Contributions Committee in the preparation, implementation and
management of development contributions plans and Voluntary Planning Agreements in the
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Northern Beaches area. The Working Group undertakes assessments of offers for a Voluntary
Planning Agreement,
Explanatory note has the same meaning as in the Regulation,
Instrument Change means a change to an environmental planning instrument to facilitate a
development the subject of a Voluntary Planning Agreement,
Planning obligation means an obligation imposed by a Voluntary Planning Agreement on a
developer requiring the developer to make a development contribution,
Practice Note means the Practice Note on Planning Agreements published by the Department of
Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources (July 2005),
Public includes a section of the public,
Public benefit is the benefit enjoyed by the public as a consequence of a development
contribution which may be tangible and / or intangible,
Public facilities means public infrastructure, facilities, amenities and services not including water
supply or sewerage services,
Regulation means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000,
VPA means a Voluntary Planning Agreement.

20.0 Responsible Officer
 Executive Manager Strategic & Place Planning
 Executive Manager Development Assessment
 Executive Manager Environment & Climate Change
 Executive Manager Financial Planning & Systems
 Executive Manager Property

21.0 Review Date
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22.0 Revision History
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Attachment A – Voluntary Planning Agreement Template
Planning Agreement
PARTIES
The Northern Beaches Council 725 Pittwater Road, Dee Why, New South Wales (Council)
And
## of ##, (Developer)
BACKGROUND
(For Development applications)
A. On, ##, the Developer made a Development Application to Council for Development Consent to
carry out the Development on the Land.
B. That Development Application was accompanied by an offer by the Developer to enter into this
Agreement to make development contributions towards the Public Facilities if that Development
consent was granted.
(For changes to Environmental Planning Instruments)
A. On, ##, the Developer made an application to Council for the Instrument Change for the
purpose of making a Development Application to Council for Development Consent to carry out the
Development on the Land.
B. The Instrument Change application was accompanied by an offer by the Developer to enter into
this Agreement to make development contributions towards the Public Facilities that Development
Consent was granted.
C. The Instrument Change was published in NSW Government Gazette No. ## on ## and took
effect on ##.
D. On, ##, the Developer made a Development Application to Council for Development Consent to
carry out the Development on the Land.
OPERATIVE PROVISIONS
1. Planning agreement under the Act
The Parties agree that this Agreement is a planning agreement governed by Subdivision 2 of
Division 7.1 of Part 7 of the Act.
2. Application of this Agreement
(Specify the land to which the Agreement applies and the development to which it applies)
3. Operation of this Agreement
(Specify when the Agreement takes effect and when the Parties must execute the Agreement)
4. Definitions and interpretation
4.1

In this Agreement the following definitions apply:
Act means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Dealing, in relation to the Land, means, without limitation, selling, transferring,
assigning, mortgaging, charging, encumbering or otherwise dealing with the Land.
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Development means ##.
Development Application has the same meaning as in the Act.
Development Consent has the same meaning as in the Act.
Development Contribution means a monetary contribution, the dedication of land free
of cost or the provision of a material public benefit to be used for or applied towards a
public purpose.
GST has the same meaning as in the GST Law.
GST Law has the meaning given to that term in A New Tax System (Goods and
Services Tax) Act 1999 (Cth) and any other Act or Regulation relating to the imposition
or administration of the GST.
Instrument Change means a change to the ## Local Environmental Plan ##.
Land means Lot ## DP ##, known as ##.
Party means a party to this agreement, including their successors and assigns.
Public Facilities means ##.
Regulation means the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000.
4.2

In the interpretation of this Agreement, the following provisions apply unless the context
otherwise requires:
a) Headings are inserted for convenience only and do not affect the interpretation of
this Agreement.
b) A reference in this Agreement to a business day means a day other than a Saturday
or Sunday on which banks are open for business generally in Sydney.
c) If the day on which any act, matter or thing is to be done under this Agreement is
not a business day, the act, matter or thing must be done on the next business day.
d) A reference in this Agreement to dollars or $ means Australian dollars and all
amounts payable under this Agreement are payable in Australian dollars.
e) A reference in this Agreement to any law, legislation or legislative provision includes
any statutory modification, amendment or re-enactment, and any subordinate
legislation or regulations issued under that legislation or legislative provision.
f)

A reference in this Agreement to any agreement, deed or document is to that
agreement, deed or document as amended, novated, supplemented or replaced.

g) G.A reference to a clause, part, schedule or attachment is a reference to a clause,
part, schedule or attachment of or to this Agreement.
h) An expression importing a natural person includes any company, trust, partnership,
joint venture, association, body corporate or governmental agency.
i)

Where a word or phrase is given a defined meaning, another part of speech or other
grammatical form in respect of that word or phrase has a corresponding meaning.

j)

A word which denotes the singular denotes the plural, a word which denotes the
plural denotes the singular, and a reference to any gender denotes the other
genders.
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k) References to the word ‘include’ or ‘including’ are to be construed without limitation.
l)

A reference to this Agreement includes the agreement recorded in this Agreement.

m) A reference to a party to this Agreement includes a reference to the servants,
agents and contractors of the party, and the party’s successors and assigns.
n) Any schedules and attachments form part of this Agreement.
5. Development contributions to be made under this Agreement
SCHEDULE 1 – REFERENCE SCHEDULE
Specify the development contributions to be made under the agreement; when they are to be
made; and the manner in which they are to be made.
Item

Name

Description

1

Advanced Payments

2

Contributions

3

Dedicated Land

4

Public Benefits

6. Application of the development contributions
SCHEDULE 2 – DEVELOPER’S WORK
Specify the times at which, the manner in which and the public purposes for which
development contributions are to be applied.
Item of Work

Development Stage

Final Inspection
Stage

Relevant Drawing
Numbers

7. Application of section 7.11 and section 7.12 of the Act to the development
SCHEDULE 3 – PUBLIC BENEFITS
Public Benefits Offer and development contributions
Table 1 identifies the development contributions payable in respect of the proposal
calculated in accordance with the relevant Development Contributions Plan.
Contribution based on a total development cost of $
Contributions

Total development
cost (as defined in
the Development
Contribution Plan)

Section 7.12 Levy
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8. Registration of this Agreement
(Specify whether the Agreement is to be registered as provided for in section 7.6 of the Act)
9. Review of this Agreement
(Specify whether the Agreement is to be registered as provided for in section 7.6 of the Act)
10. Dispute resolution
10.1 Notice of Dispute
If a party claims that a dispute has arisen under this Agreement (Claimant), it must give written
notice to the other party (Respondent) stating the matters in dispute and designating as its
representative a person to negotiate the dispute (Claim Notice). No party may start court
proceedings (except for proceedings seeking interlocutory relief) in respect of a dispute unless
it has first complied with this clause 10.
10.2 Response to Notice
Within ten (10) business days of receiving the Claim Notice, the Respondent must notify the
Claimant of its representative to negotiate the dispute.
10.3 Negotiation
The nominated representative must:
a) meet to discuss the matter in good faith within five (5) business days after service by
the Respondent of notice of its representative;
b) use reasonable endeavours to settle or resolve the dispute within 15 business days
after they have met.
10.4 Further Notice if Not Settled
If the dispute is not resolved within 15 business days after the nominated representatives have
met, either party may give to the other a written notice calling for determination of the dispute
(Dispute Notice) by mediation under clause 10.5 or by expert determination under clause 10.6.
10.5 Mediation
If a party gives a Dispute Notice calling for the dispute to be mediated:
a) the parties must agree to the terms of reference of the mediation within five (5)
business days of the receipt of the Dispute Notice (the terms shall include a
requirement that the mediation rules of the Institute of Arbitrators and Mediators
Australia (NSW Chapter) apply);
b) the Mediator will be agreed between the parties, or failing agreement within five (5)
business days of receipt of the Dispute Notice, either party may request the President
of the Institute of Arbitrators and Mediators Australia (NSW Chapter) to appoint a
mediator;
c) the Mediator appointed pursuant to this clause 10.5 must:
i.

have reasonable qualifications and practical experience in the area of the
dispute; and

ii. have no interest or duty which conflicts or may conflict with his function as
mediator, he being required to fully disclose any such interest or duty before
his appointment;
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d) the Mediator shall be required to undertake to keep confidential all matters coming to
his knowledge by reason of his appointment and performance of his duties;
e) the parties must within five (5) business days of receipt of the Dispute Notice notify
each other of their representatives who will be involved in the mediation;
f)

the parties agree to be bound by a mediation settlement and may only initiate judicial
proceedings in respect of a dispute which is the subject of a mediation settlement for
the purpose of enforcing that mediation settlement;

g) in relation to costs and expenses:
i.

each party will bear their own professional and expert costs incurred in
connection with the mediation; and

ii. the costs of the Mediator will be shared equally by the parties unless the
Mediator determines a party has engaged in vexatious or unconscionable
behaviour in which case the Mediator may require the full costs of the
mediation to be borne by that party.
10.6 Expert Determination
If the dispute is not resolved under clause 10.3 or 10.5, the dispute may, by agreement
between the parties, both acting reasonably having regard to the nature of the dispute, be
resolved by expert determination, in which event:
a) The dispute must be determined by an independent expert in the relevant field:
i.

(a) agreed upon and appointed jointly by Council and the Developer; or

ii. (b) in the event that no agreement is reached or appointment made within 30
business days, appointed on application of a party by the then current
President of the Law Society of New South Wales;
b) (2) the expert must be appointed in writing and the terms of appointment must not be
inconsistent with this clause;
c) (3) the determination of the dispute by such expert will be made as an expert and not
as an arbitrator and will be in writing and contain the reasons for the determination;
d) (4) the expert will determine the rules for the conduct of the process but must conduct
the process in accordance with the rules of natural justice;
e) (5) each party will bear its own costs in connection with the process and the
determination by the expert together with an equal proportion of the expert’s fees and
costs; and
f)

(6) any determination made by an expert pursuant to this clause is final and binding
upon the parties except where the determination is in respect of, or relates to,
termination or purported termination of this agreement by any party, in which event
the expert is deemed to be giving a non-binding appraisal and any party may
commence litigation in relation to the dispute if it has not been resolved within 20
business days of the expert giving his or her decision.

10.7 Litigation
If the dispute is not finally resolved in accordance with this clause 10, either party is at liberty to
litigate the dispute.
10.8 Continue to perform obligations
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Each party must continue to perform its obligations under this Agreement, notwithstanding the
existence of a dispute.
11. Enforcement
11.1

Nothing in this Agreement prevents Council from exercising any function under the Act
or any other Act or law relating to the enforcement of any aspect of this Agreement
(including the breach of this Agreement by the Developer) or any matter to which this
Agreement relates.

11.2

Until such time as the development contribution has been paid in full the Developer
must:
a) Notify Council in writing of the name and contact details of any Certifying Authority
to which it has applied for a Construction Certificate at the same time that such
application is made;
b) At the time it lodges any application for a construction certificate notify the
Certifying Authority in writing of the existence and terms of this Agreement;
c) Procure and provide to Council a written acknowledgement from the Certifying
Authority addressed to Council confirming that the Certifying Authority will not issue
a Construction Certificate until Council provides written confirmation that the
development contribution has been paid.

11.3

The Developer acknowledges and agrees that Council has a caveatable interest in the
Land from the date of Development Consent and shall be entitled to lodge and
maintain a caveat on the title to the Land notifying Council’s interest created by this
Agreement.

11.4

The Developer will upon execution of this Agreement deliver to Council a caveat in
registrable form with the consent to caveat signed by the Developer notifying Council’s
interest created by this Agreement together with a cheque in favour of NSW Land
Registry Services for the registration fee on the caveat.

11.5

Council will provide such written consents and registrable documents to the Developer
to enable the Land to be mortgaged provided that the mortgagee acknowledges
Council’s interest in the Land under this Agreement and agrees to the registration of
this Agreement in accordance with its terms.

11.6

Upon registration of the Agreement on the title to the Land in accordance with clause 8
or payment of the development contribution to Council or surrender of the Development
Consent, the Developer will be entitled to withdrawal of the caveat.

12. Notices
12.1

Any notice, consent, information, application or request that must or may be given or
made to a Party under this Agreement is only given or made if it is in writing and sent in
one of the following ways:
a) Delivered or posted to that Party at its address set out below.
b) Faxed to that Party at its fax number set out below.
c) Emailed to that Party at its email address set out below.
Council
Attention: CEO, Northern Beaches Council
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Address: PO Box 82 Manly, NSW, 1655
Fax Number: 02 9971 4522
Email: council@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au
Developer
Attention:
Address:
Fax Number:
Email:
12.2

If a Party gives the other Party three (3) business days’ notice of a change of its
address or fax number, any notice, consent, information, application or request is only
given or made by that other Party if it is delivered, posted or faxed to the latest address
or fax number.

12.3

Any notice, consent, information, application or request is to be treated as given or
made at the following time:If it is delivered, when it is left at the relevant address.
a) If it is sent by post, two (2) business days after it is posted.
b) If it is sent by fax, as soon as the sender receives from the sender’s fax machine a
report of an error free transmission to the correct fax number.

12.4

If any notice, consent, information, application or request is delivered, or an error free
transmission report in relation to it is received, on a day that is not a business day, or if
on a business day, after 5pm on that day in the place of the Party to whom it is sent, it
is to be treated as having been given or made at the beginning of the next business
day.

Approvals and consent
Except as otherwise set out in this Agreement, and subject to any statutory obligations, a Party
may give or withhold an approval or consent to be given under this Agreement in that Party’s
absolute discretion and subject to any conditions determined by the Party. A Party is not
obliged to give its reasons for giving or withholding consent or for giving consent subject to
conditions.
13. Assignment and dealings
Until the development contribution is paid in full, the Developer cannot sell, transfer, assign,
novate, charge, encumber or otherwise deal with the Land or attempt or purport to do so unless
the Developer:
14.1

Gives Council no less than ten (10) business days’ notice in writing of the proposed
sale, transfer, assignment, novation, charge, encumbrance or other dealing with its
rights in respect of the Land;

14.2

Procures that any buyer, transferee, assignee or novatee promptly executes an
Agreement in favour of Council whereby the buyer, transferee, assignee or novatee
becomes contractually bound with Council to perform the Developer’s obligations under
this Agreement;

14.3

In the event of a proposed charge, mortgage, encumbrance or other dealing with the
Land, provides to Council a bank guarantee unlimited in time from a bank and on terms
acceptable to Council to secure the payment of the development contribution.
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14. Costs
Council’s costs of and incidental to the preparation and execution of this Agreement and any
related documents and registration of same shall be borne by the Developer.
15. Entire Agreement
This Agreement contains everything to which the Parties have agreed in relation to the matters
it deals with. No Party can rely on an earlier document, or anything said or done by another
Party, or by a director, officer, agent or employee of that Party, before this Agreement was
executed, except as permitted by law.
16. Further acts
Each Party must promptly execute all documents and do all things that another Party from time
to time reasonably requests to affect, perfect or complete this Agreement and all transactions
incidental to it.
17. Governing law and jurisdiction
This Agreement is governed by the law of New South Wales. The Parties submit to the
nonexclusive jurisdiction of its courts and courts of appeal from them. The Parties will not
object to the exercise of jurisdiction by those courts on any basis.
18. Joint and individual liability and benefits
Except as otherwise set out in this Agreement, any agreement, covenant, representation or
warranty under this Agreement by 2 or more persons binds them jointly and each of them
individually, and any benefit in favour of 2 or more persons is for the benefit of them jointly and
each of them individually.
19. No fetter
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as requiring Council to do anything that would
cause it to be in breach of any of its obligations at law, and without limitation, nothing shall be
construed as limiting or fettering in any way the exercise of any statutory discretion or duty.
20. Representations and warranties
The Parties represent and warrant that they have power to enter into this Agreement and
comply with their obligations under the Agreement and that entry into this Agreement will not
result in the breach of any law.
21. Severability
If a clause or part of a clause of this Agreement can be read in a way that makes it illegal,
unenforceable or invalid, but can also be read in a way that makes it legal, enforceable and
valid, it must be read in the latter way. If any clause or part of a clause is illegal, unenforceable
or invalid, that clause or part is to be treated as removed from this Agreement, but the rest of
this Agreement is not affected.
22. Modification
No modification of this Agreement will be of any force or effect unless it is in writing and signed
by the Parties to this Agreement.
23. Waiver
The fact that a Party fails to do, or delays in doing, something the Party is entitled to do under
this Agreement, does not amount to a waiver of any obligation of, or breach of obligation by,
another Party. A waiver by a Party is only effective if it is in writing. A written waiver by a Party
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is only effective in relation to the particular obligation or breach in respect of which it is given. It
is not to be taken as an implied waiver of any other obligation or breach or as an implied waiver
of that obligation or breach in relation to any other occasion.
24. GST
25.1

Unless otherwise indicated, all amounts payable by one party to the other party in
relation to a supply under this Agreement have been calculated exclusive of any GST
which may be imposed on the supply.

25.2

If any supply made under this Agreement is, or becomes, subject to GST, the party to
whom the supply is made (“Recipient”) must pay to the party making the supply
(“Supplier”), as consideration, in addition to any consideration payable or to be
provided elsewhere in this Agreement, subject to issuing a Valid Tax Invoice, an
additional amount on account of GST, such amount to be calculated by multiplying the
consideration by the applicable rate of GST.

25.3

Any amount in respect of GST payable under clause 25.2 must be paid to the Supplier
immediately on receipt of the Valid Tax Invoice.

25.4

If any party is required to reimburse or indemnify the other party for a cost or expense
(“Cost”) incurred by the other party, the amount of that Cost for the purpose of this
Agreement is the amount of the Cost incurred, less the amount of any credit for, or
refund of, GST, which the party incurring the Cost is entitled to claim in respect of the
Cost.

25.5

If GST is linked with the abolition or reduction of other taxes and charges, all amounts
payable by the Recipient to the Supplier under this Agreement (excluding GST) must
be reduced by the same proportion as the actual total costs of the Supplier (excluding
GST) are reduced either directly as a result of the abolition or reduction of other taxes
and charges payable by the Supplier or indirectly by way of any reduction in prices
(excluding GST) charged to the Supplier. Both parties must also comply with relevant
provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth).

Execution

Dated:

Executed as an Agreement:

Note: this explanatory note providing details on this Agreement may not be used to assist in
construing this Agreement.
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Attachment B – Explanatory Note Template
Explanatory Note
Proposed draft Planning Agreement
Under section 7.4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
1. Parties
## Northern Beaches Council (Planning Authority)
## (Planning Authority)
## (Developer)
2. Description of subject land

3. Description of proposed change to environmental planning instrument/development
application

4. Summary of objectives, nature and effect of the proposed draft Planning Agreement

5. Timing of delivery of the public community benefit (Note: Information is to be provided on
the timing of delivery of the proposed benefits in relation to the issuing of construction,
occupation or subdivision certificates.)

6. Other Matters

Signed and dated by all Parties
Note: This template has been drafted for a proposed draft planning agreement, but applies equally
to a proposed amendment or revocation of a VPA.
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Attachment C – Potential Public Benefits
The following is a list of possible requirements that Council may have for planning agreements.
This list is not exhaustive and developers are encouraged to discuss with Council these or other
requirements that may be included in a planning agreement. Planning agreements may involve
monetary contributions, partial or full construction of new facilities, expansion, upgrades,
augmentations, embellishments, fit-outs and resourcing of existing facilities or any other public
benefit as agreed to by Council.
Infrastructure

Accessibility improvements – accessible parking, kerb ramps, modifications to
public buildings or areas
Roads – design and construction
Open space – parks, public places, embellishment
Drainage and storm water controls
Traffic measures
Transport outcomes
Pedestrian and cycleway linkages and footpaths
Telecommunication networks
Power, water, gas
Communications and information technology such as WIFI public space
Bridges (vehicular and pedestrian)
Flood management / mitigation works

Facilities

Community buildings e.g. meeting rooms, halls, libraries
Child care centres
Public toilets
Youth spaces
Public leisure facilities
Performance spaces
Civic spaces
Public car parking areas and commuter parking
Bus shelters
Family care facilities
Sport, recreation and activity centres
Business, research and creative industries incubator space and ancillary uses
Affordable Housing

Public domain

Paving – paths, streets and open space areas
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improvements

Plantings – streets and open space areas
Furniture – seats, bins
Banners
Public art in streets, open space and other public domain space
Kerbs and gutters
Treatment and/or features in public places
Facilities such as kiosk in parks and open spaces
Turf
Public leisure, sport and recreation facilities
Environmental management improvements such as water and energy
minimising devices
Restoration and management of natural areas including beaches, bushland,
creeks and lagoons
Water quality devices
Water bubblers, lockers and other amenities
Signage including suburb identification, way finding, parking, interpretation and
information signs for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicular users

Other

Cash contributions
Land such as dedications for parks, facilities, pedestrian connectivity and new
roads
Contributions for the development of community facilities plans and cultural
facilities plans
Aboriginal site protection
Other benefits in line with Council plans and strategies, including plans of
management, flood plain management plans, traffic and transport plans,
masterplans, development controls plans, local environmental plans and
management plans
Maintenance / Rehabilitation in perpetuity e.g. pest control and bush
regeneration
Other public benefits that provide a positive planning outcome for the people of
the Northern Beaches and meet the objectives of the Act
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ATTACHMENT – SITE PHOTO LOG – 173 RIVERVIEW ROAD AVALON BEACH
1. View of Letter box from
street

2. View from Street
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3. View from street looking
south

4. Entry
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5. Letterbox

6. Letterbox and stairs

7. Pathway below letter box
and retaining wall
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8. Pathway below letter box
and retaining wall

9. View from below looking up
to street level

10. Landscaping under
driveway. Council
stormwater junction pit in
foreground
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11. Landscaping under
driveway

12. Pathway to Shore Brace
(left) and house (right) –
inclinator parallel to
boundary

13. Looking up to street level
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14. from top of inclinator looking
down – stormwater drain on
left

15. Stormwater change and
pipe inlet. Fall hazard to left
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16. Showing stormwater drain
outlet

17. Showing stormwater pit
looking up. Fall hazard on
right (2.5m)
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18. Path ends at inclinator.
Steep climb down to water
to left.

19. Steep climb looking uphill
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20. Steep climb through bush
on left. Not inclinator cabin
top left

21. Climb down to beach
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22. Steep clilmb/drop to beach
at low tide. Stormwater
Outlet to left of large
boulder

23. Path and inclinator at boat
house within private
property
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24. Steep climb down from path
end

25. Steep climb down from path
end
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26. View to water from
inclinator

27. View up from inclinator

28. Other Structures on
Riverview Road (169)
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29. Other Structures on
Riverview Road (207)

30. Other Structures on
Riverview Road (209)
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Mona Vale Beach parkrun - Supporting Documentation
Introduction
This document is a formal request to the Northern Beaches Council to support to
activation of a second parkrun site on the Northern Beaches.
Currently there is one very successful parkrun site at John Fisher Park in Curl Curl.
This site at Curl Curl has been running at 7am every Saturday morning since May
2013 (over 6 years) and was award a Northern Beaches Council Australia Day
Award in 2018. Organic growth from an initial average of 50 runners per week in
2013, and now sees weekly numbers close to 500 and still growing.
A second site is therefore is needed, and we are proposing Mona Vale, is the next
best fit.

The new Mona Vale course would see runner / walkers start close to the rock pool
on Mona Vale Beach heading south along the sand, exiting the beach and traversing
along the side of Mona Vale Golf Course to Robert Dunn Park adjacent Mona Vale
Hospital. Two loops of the Robert Dunn Park Headland before retracing the route
back to the ocean pool.
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parkrun Ethos
parkrun is such a simple concept: turn up every Saturday and walk, jog or run 5k.
You can also volunteer in numerous different roles too! It doesn’t matter how fast you
go. It doesn’t matter what you’re wearing. What matters is taking part.
All events are organised by a group of wonderful, dedicated, local volunteers – our
hi-vis heroes!
parkrun is all about inclusiveness and wellbeing. We want as many people as
possible to feel part of a real local community brought together by our events, as well
as our global parkrun family.
The format of parkrun is simple: register once, print your barcode, then turn up and
take part wherever you want, whenever you want.
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parkrun Health Outcomes
Evidence suggests that parkrun is attractive to non-runners, with women, older
adults and overweight people all well represented. The observed fitness
improvements and perceived benefits indicate the effectiveness of parkrun as a costeffective community-based intervention for improving public health.
Below is an abstract of a peer reviewed scientific paper highlighting the health
benefits of parkrun. The lead author of this paper being a Curl Curl parkrun regular.
The full paper can be found at
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5526231/
Running on a high: parkrun and personal well-being : A. Grunseit et al
Background
Sporting or physical recreation event participation can affect different domains of
mental and social well-being if sufficiently frequent, yet previous research has
focused mainly on the physical health benefits of single-location or infrequent massparticipation events. We examined overall and domain specific subjective well-being
of adult participants of “parkrun”, a weekly, community-based, highly accessible and
widespread running event.
Methods
Data were from a national online survey of 865 adult Australian parkrunners. Scores
on nine individual measures and the global Personal Well-being Index (PWI) were
compared to national, normative data. Regression models tested associations
between personal well-being and perceived benefits of parkrun (mental health and
connection to community).
Results
Of 100 scores, 28% of means for parkrunners fell outside overall and age and
gender subgroups normative ranges. Satisfaction with health was higher for male,
those aged over 45 and overall parkrunners; only parkrunners aged 18–24 fell below
their age group norm. Satisfaction with life as a whole was positively associated with
perceived mental health benefits of parkrun, but not perceived community
connection for women, and neither measure for men. PWI was positively associated
with perceived community connection for men and with mental health benefit for
women.
Conclusions
Australian parkrunners mostly reflect the general population on personal well-being,
except report superior satisfaction with physical health. Women’s personal well-being
may benefit from parkrun through improved mental health and men’s from
community connectedness. parkrun may facilitate positive expression of identity and
continuation of healthy habits among athletes, and non-demanding, health
enhancing activity and social interaction for non-athletes.
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History and Overview of parkrun
parkrun was founded on 2 October 2004 at Bushy Park in London, England. That
first weekend saw a group of 14 runners run 5k and get together for a coffee
afterwards.
By 2007, events evolved to other sites in London, Leeds and Brighton. The first
international event was created in Zimbabwe.
By 2011 there were 55 new events, with the first events introduced in Australia,
South Africa and Poland.
Now in 2019 there are over 1,500 parkrun locations occurring in 21 countries
worldwide. In Australia there are now 365 locations, with between 40,000 to 50,000
Aussies participating each week.
The chart below provides input into the popularity of parkrun within Australia (versus
other sports) and its ongoing growth. Data from SMH article – July 2019.
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History and Overview of Curl Curl parkrun
Curl Curl parkrun is a family friendly community event established by Dee Why
resident Kim Joss (and husband Darren Hough) in May 2013. It is a timed 5 km run
or walk held at 7am every Saturday at John Fisher Park, Curl Curl. The Curl Curl
parkrun is a fun and free event run by the community for everyone in the community.

Unlike traditional running and fitness clubs, it is totally free – both financially and of
obligation. There’s no winning and losing, if you cross the line first you’re the first
finisher, if you cross the line 200th you’re the 200th finisher. At parkrun if you
complete the 5km you’re a winner!
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You can be young or old, bring your family and your dog, be in a wheelchair, push a
pram, sprint, stagger or walk, everyone is as welcome. It doesn’t matter how fast
you go, or what you’re wearing. It’s about taking part, whether running, walking or
volunteering. The spirit of community and encouragement for all, keeps people of
every age, shape and size, coming back week after week.

This year (2019) on average 365 people of all ages have been turning up to run or
walk, summer and winter, rain or shine, just before 7am every Saturday morning.
This represents 3445, mostly Northern Beaches locals, participating in parkrun at
Curl Curl in the past year alone. Whilst since its inception in May 2013 Curl Curl
parkrun has seen over 8750 people from the local community participate with 590 of
those volunteering to help manage the event.
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What does parkrun bring to the community?
Many friendships and social connections have their origins at parkrun, with many
Northern Beaches residence gathering at local coffee shops after their run to
connect, share their achievements and enjoys each-others company.

The Curl Curl parkrun has become a pivotal social event in many peoples’ lives
where they can connect with a wide group of people in a non-judgemental
environment, feel encouraged to improve their fitness, set themselves goals and
enjoy gentle support to achieve them. Often referred to affectionately as their
‘parkrun family’.
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And lots of traditional families join us too, from kids in prams, to grandparents and
even dogs are welcome.

parkrun Curl Curl is all inclusive, by gender and age - see graph

Why the need for a new course?
Curl Curl parkrun (at John Fisher Park) has been successfully running and
incrementally growing for the past 6 years. But with ongoing word-of-mouth
promotion and ever-increasing community knowledge come the need to expand to
accommodate for this ongoing future organic growth.
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We believe that without any change we expect numbers at Curl Curl parkrun to
reach around 600 participants by January 2020, just last week (7th Sept 2019) we
saw over 500 people participate. And whilst the community spirit was amazing and
the smiles were everywhere, it certainly is beginning to feel crowded with these

numbers.
It is this, as the main reason, we have been searching for new locations on the Northern
Beaches for past couple of years, and we hope with your approval we can get started with
Mona Vale Beach parkrun as the next event on our wonderful peninsula.
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Proposed new parkrun Course at Mona Vale Beach
parkrun have very specific rules as to the design and layout of parkrun courses – see
Appendix 2: Course Design – as required by parkrun for details.
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The new Mona Vale Beach course would see:

1. Runner / walkers start close to the rock pool on Mona Vale Beach

2. Heading south along the sand for 600m – spreading the field of runners and walkers
3. Exiting the beach and up the soft sand to the beach access path
4. Traversing along the beach side of Mona Vale Golf Course on the concrete path to
Robert Dunn Park adjacent Mona Vale Hospital.
5. Two loops of the Robert Dunn Park Headland
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6. Retracing the same route back, past the golf course and back onto the beach.

7. Finishing near the toilet block in front of the carpark at Mona Vale Beach.

8. All parkrunners welcome to attend post run community get-together coffee / breakfast
at local cafe.
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Risks and Benefits for NBC Community - Mona Vale Beach parkrun
Benefits
Improved Health Outcome both Mentally & Physically for both the Individual & the
Community

You don’t have to be a proper runner
Many parkrun participants don’t even feel comfortable calling themselves runners (despite
running every week) because running, and sport more generally, conjures up images of slim,
toned, lycra-clad twenty-somethings bounding along the streets without breaking a sweat.
Participants at parkrun events come in all shapes and sizes. And contrary to your memories
of cross-country running at school, the slower you are, the more encouragement you will
receive on your way round the course.
As a result, parkrun seems to attract participants from commonly less active groups such as
older adults, women and overweight people. You might not feel comfortable calling yourself
a “runner”, but you can still be a “parkrunner”. In a culture where some fat-shaming exists in
gyms and other places of exercise, you might find parkrun refreshingly inclusive.

People will help you to exercise
Research consistently shows how social capital, a measure of the resources that individuals
and groups can access through social connections, is one of the most critical factors
contributing to health. At parkun, the whole community of participants benefit from each
other’s labour (it costs a lot to pay marshals at a road race) and the valuable advice, support
and encouragement they provide as you run round (it costs a lot to pay a personal trainer to
provide similar expertise and motivation).
This is crucial to why you should get involved with parkrun. Without the “people component”,
you might as well follow a 5km running route in a public park.
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Benefits (continued…)

You will feel connected to your community
Research also suggests that participants enjoy the reciprocity associated with being a
volunteer at parkrun and feel a sense of community at the events. This sense can be rare
in modern secular life. But social networks have a profound effect on our everyday lives as
we rely on each other in so many ways.
Those who live in communities where people don’t trust their neighbours or don’t engage in
community events are less active and less healthy. In contrast, parkrun encourages a sense
of appreciation for the place that you live and the people in it. Whether it’s through family,
friends, colleagues or simply strangers-that-live-nearby, it’s good to be connected.

You will feel less worried about your health
With the continuous barrage of disease-related, panic-inducing headlines in the media, it is
easy to feel anxious about your health, especially as you reach middle age. Indeed, when so
much of our culture focuses on our individuality, it is easy to focus the blame, shame and
responsibility for health issues (as well as failures in life in general) on ourselves.
This feels great if you are healthy and successful, but not so great if you are not. Perhaps
the brilliance of parkrun lies in its ability to transcend notions of individuality by encouraging
people to help each other out, connect with others around them and embrace diversity.
By avoiding monetary transactions, parkrun instead encourages (and necessitates) social
transactions which contribute to its culture. It is a culture which makes you feel like you are
doing something good for your health – but not doing it alone.

Risks
Not supporting the ongoing growth of parkrun and thus not realising the benefits
listed above for even more residence of our wonderful Northern Beaches.
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Estimated participation at Mona Vale Beach parkrun
Participation at parkrun is dependent upon several factors - the most critical being:
1. Overall difficult of the course (how hilly and the type of terrain).
2. Distance from other parkruns
3. Start time on a Saturday morning
4. Ability to run with dogs
5. Ability to run with prams / strollers
6. Sense of community - number of years in operation
7. Time of the Year (highest attendance in Jan / Feb – lowest attendance in July / Aug)
Considering these factors, it is estimated that in the first year of operation that the new
course at Mona Vale Beach is likely to attract on average a maximum of 100 participants.
This number is likely to increase year-on-year due to increased public awareness and the
sense of community that parkrun generated over time. However, it is also noted that due to
the difficulty of the course and the fact that dogs and prams won’t be able to use the course
that the Mona Vale Beach parkrun is never likely to attract the numbers seen on a regular
basis at Curl Curl parkrun.
With this in mind, and with the assumption of the success of Mona Vale, we would be
proposing more parkrun locations on the Northern beaches in the near future.
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Appendix
1. Northern Beaches Council Australia Day Award 2018
2. Course Design – as required by parkrun
3. Risk Assessment of Mona Vale parkrun Course
4. Longest Run Outcomes and Survey – Mona Vale parkrun Trial
5. Letter of Support from Darren Gocher, CEO Athletics Australia
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Appendix 1: Northern Beaches Council Australia Day Award 2018
The NBC Outstanding Community Service Award was awarded to Curl Curl parkrun
in 2018 for its impact on the community.
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Appendix 2: Course Design – as required by parkrun
Location

parkruns can be held in all types of parks and sometimes outside of parks too! We
have use of town parks, country parks, National parks, beaches, seaside
promenades, etc... Teams can make use of what they have, as long as they can get
permission for it and it fits the basic criteria.

Safety

At parkrun we take safety extremely seriously and as a result you will need to
complete a Risk Assessment for your chosen parkrun course.
There are some things that cannot be included in parkrun courses as they present
an unreasonably high risk to the runners and volunteers. Specifically, the following:
Public Highways / Roads - parkrun can never be held on or across a public highway /
road.
Car Parks - a parkrun should never run across or through public car parks or their
entrances unless they are physically closed to traffic for the entire time that runners
may be present at that point.
We do not allow downhill starts or finishes as they significantly increase the chances
of falls, trips and accidents at a point of the course where runners and volunteers are
in close proximity.
Although in places, and when carefully risk assessed, we do allow our courses to go
up steps we do not allow them to go down steps.
However, there are some things which are a greater risk depending on their location
on the course. Often a hazard at one point on the course is less risky at another
point. You will need to risk assess each of these sections and be clear on how you
are going to manage them.
Here is some advice on other health and safety aspects you need to consider...
Footpaths along public highways - If there is a section of your course where you want to
run along a footpath beside a public road it is essential that it is not narrow, that there is
plenty of room for other users and that there is a wide verge of grass or such like to separate
the road and the path. It is important to consider whether or not runners will be lapping other
runners along sections like this as this can cause people to step out into the traffic. Where
this is a possibility the runners should be informed that anyone running on the road will be
disqualified, a marshal should also be positioned appropriately to stop this happening. It is
not appropriate for a course to crossroad junctions or access to premises.

The surface of your run route - parkruns are held on all types of surfaces including
grass, wood chip, tarmac, forest trail, hardcore. All these are acceptable, but some
surfaces may offer different risks in different weather. If you have a choice, what is
the most sustainable surface all year around? Are there any potholes, tree roots or
steep cambers? You might want to avoid these if you can, but if not, make sure they
are in a part of the course which is well marshalled and with good visibility for the
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runner. If you are running uphill on potholes it will be safer than running downhill
when you are likely to be faster and less controlled.
Open water - If your course is to run close to open water, you need to consider the
width of the path, the size of the verge, where the lifesaving equipment is and where
you need to place marshals to minimise any risk. There are likely to be other users of
the water such as fishermen so it is essential to assess your course for congestion at
the time you will be using it.
Permanent obstacles such as gates or stiles - These depend on how far into the
run they are. When there is a large crowd at the start, these may cause a bottleneck,
however halfway around once the group has spread out, they are less of a problem
unless you have a multi lap course. If there is the chance of faster runners
overtaking at these points or runners coming from the opposite direction, then they
would not be safe. Gates will need to be marshalled and held open.
Bridges, sharp turns and narrowing paths - Often for bridges and sharp turns the
surface is important to consider. Is it likely to get very slippery in wet weather? Once
again, is the group bunched making it hard to see where you are placing your feet?
Are there potholes or tree roots? If the path narrows is there room for other park
users? There might be once the runners have spread out but not near the start.
Is there room for other park users? - It is important to consider the needs of other
users of the park so as to avoid anger and frustration on both sides. Can runners
pass people without forcing them off the path? Is there room at the side of the course
to move onto without causing danger? If you have an out-and-back course, is there
room for two lines of runners as well as other park users without the danger of head
on collision?
Out and back sections - If you intend to have all or part of your route as an ‘out and
back’, it is essential that there is enough room for overtaking other runners as well as
space for other park users not to be forced aside. If not the whole route, these
sections should be in a part of the route where the runners have spread out also
helping to cause less congestion.
Accuracy
Our courses come in all shapes but hopefully not sizes – only 5km! Prior to your first
event your course will need to be measured accurately. This should be done either
by a parkrun Ambassador with a surveyor’s wheel or a friendly certified course
measurer.
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Appendix 3: Risk Assessment of Mona Vale parkrun Course
Event
Name
Mona Vale parkrun

RA Date
(DD/MM/YYY
Y)

Event
Number

11/09/2019

0

Health & safety risks to runners,
organisers, spectators, and other park
users
This Risk Assessment template is for use only with 5km series Aus events - see
http://wiki.parkrun.info/index.php/Risk_Assessment_Templates for other templates.
Weather
S1.1

S1.2

Lightning causing danger

High wind causing possible
falling branches/trees

S1.3

High wind causing possible
flying debris

S1.4

King Tide or storm surge
renders beach section of course
impassable

S1.5

Tsunami Warning

S1.6

Extreme heat

Course obstacles

S2.1

Native wildlife cause danger
(Magpies, other birds and
animals)

S2.2

Snakes on the course

S2.3

Bluebottles, non tropical marine
stingers or other marine life on
course

S2.4

Motor vehicles on course cause
danger (eg Surf Life Saving
Buggy, Golf Cart/Buggies and
golf course maintenance
vehicles)

Likelihood

Potentia
l impact

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Mitigating or planned action
Run director to postpone or cancel the run.
Run director to postpone or cancel the run. If run
proceeds, at the run briefng remind runners to 1.
be careful of trees/branches and 2. that they run
at their own risk.

Run director to postpone or cancel the run. If run
proceeds, at the run briefing remind runners to 1.
be careful of trees/branches and 2. that they run
at their own risk.

Run director to postpone or cancel the run, or
use alternative course.
Medium

High

Low

High

Low

High

Likelihood

Potentia
l impact

Low

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

Low

High
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Run director to postpone or cancel the run.
Run director to postpone or cancel the run. If run
proceeds, at run briefing remind runners to 1.
protect themselves from the sun and 2. keep
hydrated.

Mitigating or planned action
Include safety advice on website. If native
wildlife clearly on the course, delay the event
until clear or change the course.
Include safety advice on website. Run Director to
include warning in run briefing when conditions
make it likely for snakes to be in the area.

Include safety advice on website. Run Director to
advise of hazard in run briefing and first aid
locations (at start lines and seasonally at
lifeguard stations & SLSC).
Include safety advice on website. Run Director to
advise runners during run briefing. Stick to
parkrun course and footpaths at all times.
Children to be supervised.
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S2.5

Runners, spectators, including
children, and dogs on the course
near the start and finish line

S2.6

Debris or other items on course
(eg branches, flotsum, jetsum
and exposed rocks)

S2.7

Beach debris, branches and
holes in the ground around
course and leading to finish.

S2.8

S2.9

Course congestion as a result of
excessive participant runners.

Fishing activities on beach
blocking course

Other Run Risks

S3.1

Motor vehicles cause danger in
the car park before/after the run

Runner Risks

S4.1

S4.2

Runner has sudden serious
health problem (eg heart attack,
stroke, asthma attack)

Runner has serious injury during
run

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Likelihood

Potentia
l impact

Low

High

Likelihood

Potentia
l impact

Low

High

Low

High
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Include safety advice on website. Run Director to
ask for children to be closely supervised,
especially near the start and finish area. Dogs
are not allowed on the public beach part of the
course.

If required, Run Director to mention in run
briefing. Exposed rocks are only likely at the
North end of the beach, but are not in direct path
of runners.

Run Director to advise runners during starter's
briefing. Stick to parkrun course and footpaths at
all times. Use cones for major holes and
obstacles.

Run Director to advise runners during run
briefing. Runners will be asked to self-seed.
Walkers and people with prams will be asked to
start at the back and allow faster runners to
make their way to the front of the pack. Review
risk assessment if participants exceed 200
parkrunners. During the run briefing, runners will
be asked to 1. stay left and 2. beware of other
park users : this being the case especially on
surf carnival days during summer months.

Advise of potential of hazard in run briefing if
beach fishing is sighted. However since it is a
Aquatic Reserve there shouldn't be anyone
fishing legally.

Mitigating or planned action
Include warnings on website safety page. Stick
to parkrun course and footpaths at all times.
Children to be supervised.
Mitigating or planned action
Safety advice on website include runners should
ensure they are medically fit enough for a 5k run,
and to warm up. Event Team to ensure that
emergency services called with clear information
as soon as possible. Request for specialist help
can be made to other runners.

Safety advice on website include runners should
ensure they are medically fit enough for a 5k run,
and to warm up. Event Team to ensure that
emergency services called with clear information
as soon as possible. Request for specialist help
can be made to other runners.
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S4.3

S4.4

S4.5

Runner has non serious injured
at start/finish or out on course

Runners fall causing non serious
injuries

Runner struck by baby pram etc

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

S4.6

Spectator struck by runner

High

Medium

S4.7

Injury to visually impaired
athletes

Low

Medium

S4.8

Children experiencing difficulties
on run

Additional risks specific to this event

A1

A2

Flying golf balls from the golf
course.

Runner deviates from course
and falls off/from cliff

Low

Medium

Likelihood

Potentia
l impact

Low

High

Low

High
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Run Director will ask runners to self-seed.
Walkers and people with prams will be asked to
start at the back and allow faster runners to
make their way to the front of the pack. Run
Director to advise runners during run briefing to
1. give way to other park users, 2. be careful of
other parkrunners coming in the opposite
direction and 3. beware of other park users
especially on the hill.

Safety advice on website. Run Director to advise
runners during run briefing. Run Director to
advise runners during run briefing to 1. give way
to other park users, 2. be careful of other
parkrunners coming in the opposite direction and
3. beware of other park users especially on the
hill. If possible, marshal to stand by any
particularly slippery area advising runners to
take caution.

Run Director will ask runners to self-seed.
People with prams will be asked to start at the
back and allow faster runners to make their way
to the front of the pack.

Marshal(s) and/or other runner(s) to advise Run
Director of runner and/or spectator who has
been injured on the course. During the run
briefing, runners will be asked to 1. stay left 2.
beware of other park users : this being the case
especially on a) surf carnival days during
summer months, b) on the hill, c) on the wooden
bridge and d) on the boardwalk sections nera the
finish.

Visually impaired athletes must run with a guide.
Website to include safety advice relating to
children participating in run. Parents responsible
for child participants. Run Director to repeat
safety warning during the run briefing: Children
under 11 must be accompanied by a parent or
guardian.

Mitigating or planned action
Include safety advice on website. Stick to
parkrun course and footpaths at all times.
Children to be supervised.
Include warnings on website safety page. Stick
to parkrun course and footpaths at all times.
Children to be supervised. There is a distance of
3-5m between the path and the cliff.
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A5

Surf Life Saving Equipment
(including Rescue Boats &
Patrols) cause danger in the
near start and finish area before
and /or after the run

Low

High

A6

Runner swims in surf pre or post
run

Medium

Medium

A8

Runners fall into surf or are
knocked into water by waves

Low

Low
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Include warnings on website safety page.
Children to be supervised. Communication with
the Surf Club to reduce the use of surf
equipment prior to this start time. Run director to
remind runners during run briefing to always give
way to lifeguards and rescue boats. Move Start
flags if required.

Include safety advice on website. Swim between
the flags. Children to be supervised.

Include safety advice on website. Advise of
potential of hazard in run briefing on high tides or
due to large waves.
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Appendix 4: Longest Run Outcomes and Survey – Mona Vale parkrun Trial

Longest Run Sydney 2019
Mona Vale Trial Run #1
The Longest Run is an annual get together were a group of running friends
attempt to run 7 x 5km parkrun courses in a day.
This year, 2019, Mona Vale proposed parkrun course was the 5th run of the day
– thus most runners had already run 20km before attempting the tough Mona
Vale course.
It is this fact that may have influenced some of the responses received via the
on-line questionnaire.
Number of runners on the trial run: 70

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Would you like to run this course weekly, if it was your local parkrun?
43 Responses -

21 Yes

(48.8%)

22 No

(51.2%)
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2. If not, why not?
20 Responses in total
9 Responses – Dislike Sand & Hills


Sand and hill repeats.... need I say more!



Too hard - and I run wildflower every week.



Way too hard a run (but the two runs before at Galston and may have impacted my decision!).



Way too hard to take on every week, but it’s good to mix up with other events.



Too hard! Would do it now and again, and maybe more frequently in winter - good training run to
build strength. Still a lot of fun though and well-done Paul and Glenn for all your hard work.



Beautiful views but too hilly and sandy. Jumping over that seaweed was not fun after a while and
the hills were not great!



I can’t see it as a leisurely jog.



Although the course may be good for those who prefer off trail runs, this course isn’t as appealing
for your average runner / those training during the week.



I really like paved (or flat) surfaces to run on. There surely are people out there who do like nonpaved surfaces.

6 Responses – Dislike Sand


I am torn – It’s a tough call - not a fan of sand running - unless barefoot, but it is a beautiful
course.



I was very close to saying yes, but I'm more 55% sure I'd do another one instead like Curl Curl,
or even Wildflower. Great course with awesome elevation, I'm just not a fan of the sand running.
Great to mix it up, but just not my preference. Being from the Blue Mountains and my local
parkrun being 'Lawson', I don't run on beach sand much – lol.



The sand is pretty off-putting, more than the hills. In rain or wind, it wouldn't be fun!



It was ok, didn’t love the sand!



Not a fan of running on sand!



Too uneven – for bad ankles.

4 Responses – Too hard to do every week


I like variety so would come as often as I could but not every week.



Great work guys! I know it’s been a huge challenge to find another course. I would happily run it
on occasion but I’m not sure if I would be a weekly regular.



I would because: the loop of the hill, noting that it would be quite a weather dependant course.
Also, on and off the beach twice, if you could do the beach just once it might be better.
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I love it. Whilst it may be tough, the challenge, the beauty and the people would spur me on
each week. Love parkrun.

1 Responses – Dislike Hills


Some Saturdays I feel like going fast or harder on hills, some Saturdays I just want to take it
easy. This course would be a challenging experience even if I jogged it!

3. Would you prefer more sand running and one less loop of the “dogs off
leash area”?
43 Responses -

12 Yes

(27.9%)

31 No

(72.1%)

4. Is a “No Dog policy” due to running on the beach an issue?
43 Responses -

3 Yes

(7.0%)

40 No

(93.0%)

5. Did you have any issues running through / around the “dogs off leash
area” (ie: the grass hill that you run twice)?
44 Responses -

9 Yes

(20.5%)

35 No

(79.5%)
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6. Would you be concerned about being harassed by a dog in the “dogs off
leash area”?
44 Responses

Would you be concerned about being harassed
by a dog in the “dogs off leash area”?
17

6

6
4

1

2

3

1

1

4

5

1 = Extremely unconcerned.

2
6

7

3

2

2

9

10

8

10 = Extremely concerned.

7. Would you be concerned about being hit by a golf ball?
44 Responses

Would you be concerned about being hit by a
golf ball?

21

5
1

2

4

5
3

2

2

1

0

1

31 = Extremely
4 unconcerned.
5
10 =6 Extremely 7concerned.8

9

10

8. Did you have any concerns about the finish / finishing area?
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44 Responses -

8 Yes

(18.2%)

36 No

(81.8%)

9. Did anyone from the general public approach or speak to you about
today’s run?
43 Responses -

8 Yes

(18.6%)

35 No
10.

(81.4%)

If yes what was said?
6 Responses



What was going on/was it a run club?



Go Girl!



Asked what the event was, explained what it was and about parkrun.



General enquire about what we were doing.



Good luck.



Just asked what we were all doing and I explained the longest run to them.

11. What was you estimated finishing time at Mona Vale today?

Estimated Time
13
11

7
6
4

20-25 Mins

25-30 Mins

30-35 Mins

35-40 Mins

40-45 Mins

12. Is there any other feedback / improvement that you could recommend?
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17 Responses in total

6 Responses – Will be good to get another going.


This course has got something different to offer to parkrun, would be good to see it get up and
running.



I hope you are successful in getting this event up and running. It will be a beautiful addition to the
Australian parkrun family. #teammonavale



Mix cement with sand - voila - path, seriously though thanks, but you are spoiled for parkrun
choices on the beaches.



I think you guys did a great job! Legs had nothing left.



Genuinely thought it was a fantastic course, lots of fun, great views and varied terrain.



Loved it...! Need this one on Northern Beaches. Curl Curl runner.

3 Responses – Needs Signage/Volunteers


Need plenty of volunteers, but with that course I’m sure you would get them.



Permanent signage would be beneficial. The first part past the beach exit 20m and back again to
go towards the golf club seemed to be unclear (start could have just been further back).



The loop up to the hospital was initially confusing, any possibility of some trees being trimmed
and a gravel path? Wet weather could be an issue, running on the grass slope up the hill.

2 Reponses – Course Concerns


Only comment is re grassy hill to top turn around - it slopes quite a lot towards the beach and I
felt a little unsure of my footing. Not sure how else you could get to top of hill though. Also, being
a little tall - might need to prune a few of the low hanging branches.



I am a frequent attendee of Parkrun and often take my dog who loves to parkrun! I would be
unlikely to make the trip from Manly if there is a no dog policy as many other options available.

5 Responses – Too Hard


If there are sand running loving people around this will be a hit. Not my cup of tea though and I
wouldn’t do more than a one off.



I struggled with the sand running, it would put me off I’m afraid.



Is there anyway of perhaps running another grass loop and avoiding the sand – lol!



Lovely environment, but the course was repetitive ...perhaps just run the hill once, and sand
once.



Tough but fun course!

1 Response – Parking Concerns


Can parkrun get waiver on parking for parkrun running window (1-2 hours)?

Appendix 5: Any other Supporting Information for Mona Vale Beach parkrun
Letter of Support from Darren Gocher, CEO Athletics Australia
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24 April 2019
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to support the grant application for a second Northern Beaches
parkrun.
As a community based initiative, parkrun has proven its effectiveness in
encouraging Australians to be more active by conducting free events across the
country that have reached over 600,000 people. parkrun’s aim to get the
community moving, strongly aligns with Athletics Australia’s mission to improve
the health of Australians by building and connecting Australian sport’s largest
and most active participation base.
Each week, the Curl Curl parkrun brings together 400-500 people from all parts
of the Northern Beaches community, and some from further afield, in an
environment of support and camaraderie. The connections made between
people at parkrun have many times extended out into other community activities
and associations, stimulating wider community involvement by many who have
met through their Saturday morning "parkrun family". The supportive parkrun
vibe has sometimes given individuals the confidence and positive experience
that has enabled them to become involved in other beneficial community
activities.
parkrun significantly improves the health of our Northern Beaches community
and helps fight depression, loneliness, obesity, diabetes and heart disease, but
with its success at Curl Curl we need a second site. Hence the need to launch a
sister event. The same team that has successfully run Curl Curl parkrun will be
instrumental in setting up and running the new event.
parkrun is free for everyone, all that is asked is that participants are encouraged
to volunteer 3 times a year, thus with starting a new event comes costs for
equipment to operate the event (stopwatches, barcode scanners, signage,
camera, etc) and for safety in case of an accident (defib and first aid kits). This
grant would enable this new event to launch and enable even more Northern
Beaches locals access to the tremendous benefits spelt out above.
Yours sincerely,

Darren Gocher
CEO, Athletics Australia

Athletics Australia
ABN 72 006 447 294

Athletics House, Level 2, 31 Aughtie Drive
Albert Park Victoria 3206 Australia

p: +61 3 8646 4550
f: +61 3 8646 4560
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e: athletics@athletics.org.au
www.athletics.com.au
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